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ABSTRACT

Promoting Educational Change: Reflectionson a Namibian Non-
Governmental Educational Organisation 1989-1992

In this dissertation I set out to reflect on and examine a case study of a Namibian non-
governmental educational organisation (NGEO),the Primary Teachers Project (PTP),from 1989to
1992 focusing on issuesof educational change and the role of NGEO'sin this process. My aim is
to highlight some of the factors which helped and hindered the Primary Teachers Project playing
a role in educational change. The study focuses on the following four aspects:

ThePrimary Teachers Project'sin-service education and training (INSET)model.
The relationship between the Namibian Ministry of Education and the PTP.
Funding relationships and their influence on the project's development.
Intemal dynamics within the Primary TeachersProject.

The dissertation begins by locating the Primary TeachersProject within the broader geographical,
political and educational context of Namibia. The PTP'sdevelopment between 1989 and 1992is
then described. The four focus areas above are highlighted within the case study. Topical
reflections on each of these areas are integrated with relevant national and international
literature on INSET,educational change and the role of NGEO's.Central learnings with regard to
the PTPand its role in educational change in Namibia are raised. Some of the key factors which
worked for and against this NGEO'sinfluence on educational change are highlighted. Finally, I
make a number of general recommendations with regard to the role of NGEO'sin the Southern
African context.

NGEO'sneed to develop their understanding of the complexity of educational change
processes,in order to inform INSETstrategies.
School-focused INSETmodels need to strengthen strategies for follow-up support to assist
teachers to implement new ideas and practices.
A combination of curriculum-based INSETand organisation development support
needs to be provided at the school level to assisteducational change.
Organisation development processeswithin NGEO'scan strengthen their internal
capacity and critically inform their INSETstrategies.
NGEO'sneed to research and reflect on their practice and disseminate their findings, in
order to improve their own practice and influence educational change at other levels
of the educational system,
Collaboration between different INSETproviders builds the capacity for sustainability of
educational change processesat school leveL and supports NGEO'sin disseminating their
knowledge and expertise throughout the formal educational system.
An enabling INSETpolicy framework is required at national and local level to support
INSETwork in schools and assistthe work of NGEO'sand donors.

This study raises key factors relating to the influence of NGEO'son educational change. These
are:
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LANGUAGE USE AND DEFINITION OF TERMS

In this dissertation I have made a distinction between non-governmental
educational organisations (NGEO's) and non-governmental organisations
(NGO's).NGEO'srefer to thoseorganisations commonly referred to as NGO'swho
have an educational focusas a primary function. Where I have made reference
to the literature, or used data from interviews, the term NGO here includes
NGEO's.

In my reference to the Ministry of Education in Namibia, at times I refer to the
Ministry of Education and Culture or, more colloquially, to the Ministry. Thename
of this Ministry has undergone several changes since 1990 when it was first
established.
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3

Chapter 1

CONTEXTUALISING THE RESEARCH STUDY

1. INTRODUCTION

This research presents a case study of a Namibian non-governmental

educational organisation (NGEO),the Primary TeachersProject (PTP),in order to

focus on discussing issuesof educational change and the role of NGEO'sin this

process. Through reflection on the case study, this research aims to highlight

and understand more deeply those factors which helped and hindered the

Primary Teachers Project's role in educational change, with a particular

emphasis on the following areas:-

The Primary TeachersProject's(PTP)in-service education and training

(INSET)model.

The relationship between the the Namibian Ministry of Education and the

PTP.

Funding relationships and their influence on the Project'sdevelopment.

Intemal dynamics within the Primary TeachersProject.

Topical reflections on each of these areas are integrated with relevant national

and international literature on INSET,educational change and the role of

NGEO's. In conclusion, this research draws out some central learnings with

regard to the PTPand its role in educational change in Namibia. The focus is on

highlighting someof the central factorswhich worked for and against thisNGEO

influencing educational change. Finally, a number of general recommendations

https://etd.uwc.ac.za/



are made with regard to the role of NGEO'sin the SouthernAfrican context.

This dissertation is motivated by the current importance given to the role of in-

service education and training (INSET)of teachers in the processof educational

change. It has been acknowledged by academics in Namibia (Auala 1992)

and SouthAfrica (Alexander 1985;Ramphele 1994)as well as staff members in

the Ministry of Education in Namibia (Angula 1991; Swarts 1993), that NGO's

have, and do play, a very important role in educational reform and the

provision of services to communities. However, very little research has been

done on the nature and extent of the influence NGEO'shave had in educational

change, and those factorswhich help and hinder their contribution in this arena.

Alexander (1985) in the following quote highlights the need for research in this

sector:

We do not really know what degree of impact this sector of the
educational system has on official policy or even on the total
environment of the oppressedand exploited people. Only once we
are able to undertake the necessary surveys will we be able to
gauge the potential of this sectormore accurately and thus enable
ourselves to plan, within the limits and objectives of each
organisation, our strategies, tactics and organisational
requirements with somedegree of realism. (Alexander 1985:87)

Apart from project evaluations of NGEO'sundertaken by external evaluators,

there is very little that has been written on NGEO'sby people who have actively

been involved within these organisations. The study by Gray (1990) on the

Science Education Project in SouthAfrica provides one of the few examples of

this type of research. In writing this dissertation I aim to contribute to the field of

research on NGEO'sand their role in educational change. On a personal and

professional level, my motivation in undertaking this research is underpinned by

my interest in understanding my own practice as an NGEOworker, and someof

the assumptionsin terms of educational change which influence my practice.

4

INSEThas been increasingly recognised as a prime site for the development of
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educational and social change. Thisis supported by the United Nations Institute

for Namibia report (1991)and UNESCOMissionReport on the Survey of In-Service

Training needs of Teachers in Namibia which conclude that "in-service training

of teachers should be regarded as an urgent matter" (ibid. 1991:25).

The research done by the National Education Policy Initiative (NEPI)in South

Africa during mid-1991 on Teacher Education notes INSETto be a key area of

focus in terms of supporting educational reform. The 1994 African National

Congressdraft policy framework on Education and Training argues for teacher

development to be at the centre of educational reconstruction. The South

African Department of Education made the following commitment to teacher

education and development:

The Ministry regards teacher education (including the professional
education of trainers and educators) as one of the central pillars of
national human resource development strategy, and the growth of
professional expertise and self-confidence is the key to teacher
development (South African Department of Education Draft White
Paper on Education and Training 1994:16).

The growing focus on INSETand its importance in contributing towards

educational change, and reconstruction and development, highlights the need

for researchin this field. Themultitude of NGEO'sinvolved in INSETin the Southern

African context highlights the need for research into this sector's role in

supporting educational change through various INSETinitiatives.

5

Thisdissertationhas grown out of my need to reflect on my past practices as an

NGEOINSETworker, and thus to understand my present reality in school-focused

organisational development work and the way it contributes toward

educational change. At the time of writing this dissertation I am employed as an

INSETCourse Coordinator at the Teacher In-service Project (TIP)based at the

University of the WesternCape, in Cape Town, SouthAfrica. Priorto this I was the

Coordinator of the Primary Teachers Project (PTP)in Namibia, which I was
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instrumental in initiating in 1989,I have had the unique experience of working

within both contexts as they underwent major politieel. social and educational

changes, In my daily practice I constantly find parallels in the experiences of

the PTPand TIPthat echo something of the uniqueness of working in an NGEO

within the context of a society in transition, BothNamibia and SouthAfrica have

been dominated by apartheid ideology and National Party politics, Both

societies face the difficult road ahead of building toward reconciliation and

development, and creating political and educational systems that will

contribute toward nation building and personal empowerment.

Theperiod from 1989to 1992was a dramatic period of rapid persenol. politieel.

social and institutional change in Namibia's history, In a dissertation of this

nature I will not be able to capture the full extent of the change process,

However I attempt to capture significant aspects of the macro context as they

impacted on the PTP,and its strategies and assumptions about educational

change,

Although this dissertation focuseson the PTPas a school-focusedINSETproject,

functioning in the context of a newly democratic African State,I feel that it holds

learnings for educationists and NGEOpractitioners in SouthAfrica, and other

countries, who are concerned with issues related to INSET,innovation and

educational change,

2. A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PTP CONTEXT

2.1 Geographical and EconomicContextof Namibia

Namibia was formerly known as SouthWest Africa, until the country gained

independence from South African rule on the 21st of March 1990, It is

geographically located on the southwestern tip of the African continent and

has borders with Angola to the north, Botswana to the East,SouthAfrica to the

Southand the Atlantic ocean to the West.Namibia is a hot, semi-desertcountry,

It is one of the world's most sparsely populated areas, with an estimated

6
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population of about 1.5 million people spread over 319,000 square miles

(Nation Building: TheU.N.and Namibia 1990:9).Themajority of the population is

concentrated in Northern Namibia and about 115,000inhabitants (ibid.:9) live

in Windhoek, the centrally located capital city. Townsand isolated hamlets are

scattered over the vast distance of Namibia.

Namibia's economy is based on mining, fishing, and cattle and sheep farming,

with a very small manufacturing sector. Throughout its colonial history,

Namibia's economy was controlled by SouthAfrican interests.With the country's

independence from colonial rule in 1990, the country's economy was boosted

by a number of international trade links and the growth of the manufacturing

sectorand tourism.

2.2 General Historical Context of SWA / Namibia 1924-1990

After the first world war, SouthAfrica administered Namibia (then called South

West Africa) under a League of Nations Mandate granted on the 17th of

December 1920.In 1945,the United Nations replaced the League of Nations. In

1948 the National Party came to power in SouthAfrica, and according to the

Catholic Institute for International Relations publication (1981:11), SouthAfrica

"refused to acknowledge the United Nations as the lineol. legal descendant of

the League, and made Namibia de facto a fifth province of SouthAfrica." The

entrenchment of apartheid policies, which reinforced racial separation and

white supremacy, were extended to Namibia. In 1966,the General Assembly of

the United Nations called for South Africa's withdrawal from Namibia and

terminated its mandate. UN Security Council Resolutions276, 283 and 284 of

1970 proclaimed the illegality of South Africa's administration of Namibia

(ibid.: 12).

National resistance to the South African occupation of Namibia was built

through the Ovamboland People'sOrganisation (OPO)formed in 1958and later

renamed the South West African People's Organisation (SWAPO). Initially

7
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SWAPOattempted to resistcolonial domination through non-violent means, but

it eventually resorted to guerrilla warfare in the mid sixties, through the

establishment of the People'sLiberation Army (PLAN),

In 1977 South Africa ceded power to an Administrator General who was to

cooperate with the United Nations in the decolonisation of Namibia, According

to Ellis (1984:30), through successive Administrators GeneraL South Africa

created a three-tier structure of government in Namibia: municipalities, ethnic

governments and central government.

According to the publication Nation Building: The U,N, and Namibia (1990:16),

the following processunfolded in 1978,First,the United Nations SecurityCouncil

legislation, as set out in Resolution435,proposedSouthAfrica's withdrawal from

Namibia and the implementation of free and fair elections, Resolution 435 set

out the terms of reference for a settlement plan leading towards the

independence of Namibia, The SouthAfrican government decided to proceed

with plans to set up Constituent Assembly elections, The outcome of the 1978

elections was the Democratic Turnhalle Alliance (DTA), a coalition of ten

political parties, The United Nations Security Council declared these elections

illegal (ibid, 1990:16)as the country was not free from SouthAfrican occupation,

Theeffectsof SouthAfrican strategy culminated in:

8

",executive authority being vested in a council of ministers,and the
Namibian National Assembly adopting Proclamation AG 8, a new
constitution that separated the country into different ethnic groups
for purposes of "second-tier" administration, Local elections were
held for 10 ethnically-based regional governments created by AG
8, (ibid, 1990:16)

By the late 1980'sthe following factors forced the SouthAfrican Government to

agree on a regional settlement: increased international pressure; PLAN

intensified attacks in the North of the country with the support of Cuban and

Eastern Block military personnel; the growing strength of internal resistance
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through organised trade unions and other forces within civil society; and

increasing resistancein SouthAfrica against the rule of the white National Party

government. During this period, many Namibians were afraid of an escalation of

war. Political tensionswithin the country were high. TheMt. EtjoDeclaration was

signed on the 9th of April 1989,committing the various parties to a cease-fire.

Within this potentially explosive context, political campaigning for Namibia's

first democratic elections got under way. The United Nations declared the

elections free and fair and under United Nations supervision,Namibia gained its

independence from SouthAfrica on the 21st of March 1990.

9

Conditions within the country during the late eighties provided the context

within which the Primary Teachers Project (PTP) developed. The initial

groundwork for the establishment of the PTPtook place between 1988 and

1989.During this period, the country was still struggling for independence from

the South African government. This period was characterised by growing

optimism that the country would achieve independence.

By 1990, the PTPwas established as a formal organisation with a full time staff

and Management Board.Thebirth of thisnew NGEOcoincided with the country's

independence from South Africa and the establishment of Namibia's first

democratic government. Theatmosphere within the country and within the PTP

was one of joy and excitement as people danced around the celebration fires.

Therewas a feeling of energy, enthusiasmand optimism about the future.

1991 reflected the hard work and struggle needed to rebuild a country after

years of oppression.Reconciliation, reconstruction and development were buzz

words of the time. Wholesale restructuring and reordering of the once firmly

entrenched apartheid structures were taking place in line with the country's

newly established constitution. The PTPwas in its second year as a formal

organisation. It was rapidly finding its feet within the turmoil of its broader social

and educational context.
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By 1992, the headache and heartache of reconstructing a new nation was

beginning to dawn. Thevision of a new Namibia was met with the hard reality of

the immense amount of work which had to be done. Thereality was made more

stark by the constraints of human and physical resourcesand the challenges

posed in building a new nation. The PTP'sown development reflected the

sobering of educational ideals, because scarce resources and personal

capacity were stretched to the limit as increasing demands for support came

from schoolsin geographical areas outside of Windhoek.

2.3 Historyof the Educational Context in Namibia 1948-1989

When the National Party came to power in SouthAfrica in 1948,policies which

reinforced racial separation and white supremacy were extended to Namibia.

Christian National Education became policy, which was entrenched in law by

the Bantu Education act of 1953.

10

Bantu Education has been documented in detail by numerous scholars

including Kallaway (1984)and Christie(1985)and will not be covered in detail

here. Through the policies of Bantu Education that spread into Namibia, the

intention of the SouthAfrican Nationalist Government was to promote apartheid

ideology and keep blacks in a perpetual state of oppression and economic

exploitation. As Ellis(1984:23)puts it, "If blacks were to remain subordinate, their

education must, by implication, be limited."

According to Ellis (1984:23), Bantu Education was introduced to Namibia

through the Van Zyl Commission in 1958,which was appointed to set up an

education system for black and coloured Namibians. The Commission

recommended:

the introduction of South African Bantu Education syllabus; the
handing over of church schoolsto the State;an education levy on
Africans; and the setting up of separate education departments for
Africans. (Ellis1984:25)
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TheEducation ordinance of 1962empowered the implementation of the VanZyl

Commission plans and dovetailed with the broader plans of the Odendaal

Commissionof 1964.Thesestepsprovided the blueprint for the establishment of

separate "ethnic" states or Bantustans in Namibia (Ellis 1984:25).According to

the research done by Ellis (1984) the threefold strategy of the Van Zyl

(1) Increase the number of blacks with a four year (lower primary)
education so that by 1988, 80%of black children would have a
basic primary school education.

Commissionwas to:

1 1

(2)Move black education from the control of churches to the State.
This strategy would enforce control of the syllabus and plans for
educational expansion. It would also serve to suppress the role of
resistancewhich church schoolscould play.

(3) Restricteducation beyond the lower primary level to black and
coloured Namibians. As Ellis (1984:25) states "The very explicit
intention of Bantu Education was that blacks should be confined to
the lowest grades, with their ambitions restricted to a tribal
context."

Writing about the state of education in Namibia in the 1980'sEllis (1984:8)has

this to say:

As South Africa's colony, Namibia still experiences extremes of
exploitation and racism. In Namibia education has three separate
sectorscatering for blacks, whites and coloureds. And within each
sector there has been further segregation between ethnic groups in
a 'divide and rule' strategy. Expenditure on each white schoolchild
has been six times that on each black pupil. The paucity of black
education is such that illiteracy among blacks is at least 60%(and
blacks are 80%of the population). Namibian schools have been
places of conflict. Blacks - particularly in secondary schools- have
rebelled against a syllabus they find offensive, and against the
oppressive regime of school. and wider society. This system of
education deprives Namibians of the skills they need to govern
themselvesand develop as a nation.

In the mid eighties education was controlled through the National Education

Act, No. 30 of 1980and Proclamation NO.8of 1980.According to Auala, Cocco,
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Higgs and West (1993:1), these Acts created the Departmen t of National

Education, a National Education Council and Examination Board of SouthWest

Africa, which were all controlled by the SouthAfrican Govemment.

2.4 The State of Primary SchoolEducation in the 1980's

The Primary Teachers Project started as a response to the needs being

generated by teachers within the context of primary schooling. I describe here

the conditions in black primary schooling in the 1980's.

This is the picture Ellis (1984) sketches of primary schooling in Namibia in the

1980's:

The curriculum used in the schoolsis offensive to blacks, or at best
confusing. Conscription has driven many Namibians out of school,
especially as the military authorities have used school registers to
recruit. A primary school certificate is not necessarily "rewarded"
with escape from migrant labour, or access to secondary school
and lucrative jobs. Rote learning and harsh discipline are the order
of the day in most schools, which have insufficient books and
equipment for work or play. Many children are under pressure to
perform domestic duties (often with only one parent at home) or go
out and find work themselves. Teachers at primary schools
experience many acute conflicts in their work. They have two
masters.On the one hand they are entrustedwith hopes of parents;
on the other, the SouthAfrican government wants to use them as
agents of the apartheid State. They know they do not have the
skillsor equipment to cope with classesof 40 to 100pupils. They do
not like the syllabus. They must somehow make it clear to their
communities that they do not approve of the racist government
which provides them with their bread. One result of this conflict is
poor morale. Some teachers simply neglect their school work,
doing the minimum that they can get away with. (Ellis1984:83)

12

In the PTP'sproject proposal, the following description of the state of Primary

Schooleducation is given, confirming a number of the issuesEllis(1984)raises:

The administration of schools ensures rigorous national control of
the educational system as far as completing the set syllabus is
concerned. Thiscoupled with the strict division of knowledge into
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isolated subject areas and the limited time allocated for the
completion of the syllabus, contributes to a lack of critical analysis
and questioning of coursematerial. The content of textbooks and
syllabi instil the values of racism, sexism,exploitation, tribalism and
indoctrination along the lines of the ruling National Party ideology
practised in South Africa today. Phasing in English has led to a
crisis situation as most teachers are not proficient in English, and
little provision has been made for their upgrading. A large
percentage of teachers at primary schools have never received
any formal training and most are either underqualified or
unqualified, creating a situation where most pupils in Namibia
receive a primary school education which does not equip them
with skills needed to master the demands made on them when
they reach high school level. Thebuilding blocks of their cognitive
development have been poorly laid down creating a situation
which leads to pupils regarding themselvesas passive recipients of
their own educational development. Parrot learning becomes, and
is the norm. (Von Wiese 1989:3)

In most primary schools under the various "ethnic" Departments of Education,

financial support consistedof paying salariesand providing assistancewith the

purchase of some material resources such as text books, providing school

buildings and funds for maintenance of thesebuildings. In someurban centres,

predominantly the bigger towns and in Windhoek, Teacher ResourceCentres

were run by the various "ethnic" authorities. These only allowed access to

teachers in schools run by those authorities. Private and church schools could

not use thesefacilities.

All schoolswere subject to inspections.However, school inspectors and subject

advisors were seldom seen in schools.School inspection took place at irregular

intervals. Many teachers were afraid of the inspectors, and kept rigidly to the

prescribed syllabus and scheme of work for fear of being sacked from their

posts. For most teachers, the act of moving beyond the scope of the syllabus

and bringing in alternative resourcesbordered on subversiveactivity.

13

Callewaert and Kallos (1989),international researcherswho conducted a survey

on teaching and teacher training in Namibia in 1989, drew the following
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conclusion about the school system:

...an extremely detailed control system from above which in our
view is detrimental. Theexamination system is detailed at all levels
and together with a rigid prescribed time-divided system and
textbooks it directs and constrains teachers as well as pupils at all
grades-levelsand in all subjects.CCallewaert& Kallas 1989:6)

Departmental directives which determined school policy and procedures were

sent to schools. These ranged from timetables to staff policy, right down to

regulations in terms of ordering resources. Most schools experienced a

breakdown in communication with the Department due to logistical, personal

and organisational problems. The great physical distances between schools

and their Departmental structuresoften caused big gaps in communication as

well as administrative inefficiency.

At many schools there was tension between the Departmental personnel and

the staff. TheDepartment sufferedfrom a crisisof legitimacy in terms of its role as

an organ of the oppressive South African State. It firmly held the power to

appoint and retrench teachers who did not follow its policy. Corruption and

inefficiency within the different 'ethnic' departments created greater divisions

between schoolsand the communities they served, and the 'Statestructures'.

2.4.1 The Culture of Black Primary Schools

Black primary schools refer to those schools that were government controlled

institutions, segregated along racial lines, and attended only by black learners.

As the work of the PTPfocused primarily on supporting teachers in black

primary schools, a general description of the conditions within these schools

provides a context within which to understand the challenges faced by PTPstaff

members.

14

In my role as an INSETworker, much of my time was spent in black schoolsand
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The black schoolsI visited and worked in from 1988from 1990,left me with the

impression that the general atmosphere in most schoolswas one of frustration

and despair. Schoolsclosed when the bell rang at the end of the last period of

the school day. There was a general lack of morale and motivation from the

teachers in Staterun schools.

classrooms in Katutura (a black location or township) on the outskirts of

Windhoek, and in more rural farm, church and State schools in smaller towns

vast distances away from Windhoek. Feedback from my colleagues who spent

many hours in schoolsand classroomsover this five year period helped to give

colour and depth to this description. Through many years of close association

with the teachers and principal of the Community Primary School and with

individual principals and teachers at other black primary schools in Windhoek,

I was able to experience the culture of schoolsand the nature of teaching and

learning that was taking place within them.

In many State schools there was a clear lack of effective leadership and

management, and schoolswere run on hierarchical and authoritarian lines. A

great deal of teaching time was lost due to administrative inefficiency, as well

as teachers not being in their classrooms teaching, or actually engaging

students in learning activities.

Many schoolsoperated in a dysfunctional way from year to year. Therewere

limited school funds as parents were poor. There was little funding from the

Department of Education with which to purchase resources or improve the

physical condition of the school. The schools, in most cases, consisted of

prefabricated classroomsor brick structuresthat were in a poor condition. Many

schools did not have electricity and expensive equipment such as overhead

projectors, photocopier, typewriters and other audio-visual equipment. In most

schools duplicating facilities were limited and there was little access to a

telephone.

15
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There were also problems with security in most urban areas. Theft and

vandalism happened often where there was not a sense of the school being

owned by the community. Therun-down state of many urban schoolsreflected a

combination of a lack of funding for maintenance work, poor school

management, learner and community vandalism and, in some cases,the after-

effects of clashesbetween learnersand members of the SouthAfrican army. The

lack of spending on black education and the relative poverty of most parents

left black schools as monuments which reflected the state of the poverty and

oppressionof the nation.

Most teachers were isolated in their classroomsand did not always have a staff

room in which to meet. In most black primary schools there were divisions

amongst staff members, with gender divisions standing out most clearly The

majority of teachers in black primary schoolswere women, whereas most senior

managerial positionswere occupied by men.

2.4.2 ClassroomCulture

In most classrooms the teacher-pupil ratio averaged 1:40. Deskswere usually

arranged in rows with two or more pupils at each desk. The walls of most

classrooms were bare or displayed the odd faded newspaper clipping or

Departmental notice.

Lessonpreparation focused on following the prescribed syllabus and Schemeof

Work for the term and each week. It was usually rigid and emphasised

transmission teaching (or the "talk and chalk" method) using the textbook as a

base. Schoolsand teaching were geared toward testing and exams.

In July 1990 I wrote the following report after observation of a number of

teachers in a primary school in Katutura. I did classroomobservation to conduct

a needs assessmentto obtain a picture of what the classroomsituation was like

before beginning with INSETworkshops.Thesewere my observations:
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Very little group or participatory activities took place in the class.
Children were seldom actively involved in deciding the pace or the
content of their learning. Someof the children were sitting in groups
although they were not doing group activity based learning.
Within groups there was also no clear sign of group management
or discipline.

Evaluation was chiefly done through the question and answer
technique and only a few children who were more confident in the
language had a chance to respond. Evaluation by the children of
each other's work did not occur ...few children had the chance to
ask questions and responseswere poorly handled. Most children
did not have their work individually evaluated by the teacher
while they were in the class.It was clear that many children did not
understand the content the teacher tried to convey.

Very few writing and reading activities were encouraged, apart
from standard rote learning responses.No creative writing or silent
reading for pleasure was observed although some teachers spent
time developing the reading habit by telling the children stories.
Therewas a high level of boredom shown by the children and this
led to discipline problems as children developed creative ways to
pass the time. Someof them read their own books under the cover
of the tables. (Von Wiese 1990:2)

2.4.3 The Roleof the Teacher

In general, the teacher's role was to look up what had to be taught in the

Departmental syllabus and to transmit this knowledge to learners in an

authoritarian way. This description of the role of teachers comes from my

observation report of teachers at primary schoolsin Katutura in July 1990:

The teacher seemed to spend most of his/her time talking and
controlling the class in terms of "discipline". Most lessons were
teacher centred with pupils being passive learners.

Questionswere predominantly used as a means of assessingif the
pupils understood what had been taught. The teachers seldom
moved around that class and spent time with individuals. Most
classeswere arranged in rows with pupils working on their own.
Participation by pupils was not encouraged and very little creative
independent learning and thinking occurred.

Lessonpreparation and planning of the day and the pupils' time
was poorly done by most teachers and this tended to mean that
teachers left the classesfor periods of time without giving the pupils
any learning activities to do. Some teachers spent extensive time
out of the classroom or at their desks doing their own work while
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Teachers often dished out work to the pupils to do without
demonstrating the reasonor the purpose for doing the activity. The
experiences of the pupils and the resourceswhich they have were
not tapped. In most classespupils were passive recipients in the
learning process. There were a few teachers who encouraged
participatory learning and valued the knowledge which pupils
brought with them to class. It was clear that some teachers were
really committed to the development of their teaching skills and
were very concerned about the welfare of their pupils. However
these teacherswere in the minority. (Von Wiese1990:4)

pupils remained inactive. Most of the school day was taken up by
the teachers controlling the class or teaching through
demonstration and reading aloud. Classmanagement and lesson
planning skills were clearly lacking. Most teachers used dull and
unimaginative teaching resources. No creative use of resources
around the schoolwere usedas teaching aids.

It was very clear that a number of teachers used corporal
punishment. In some classes there was a good relationship
between pupils and the teachers. The English usage by some
teachers was very poor and the children in some classes spoke
English better than the teachers. Limited attention was paid to
thosepupils who had specific difficultieswith the Englishlanguage.

2.4.4 Teacher Qualifications

Many primary school teachers had no formal training or, at most, a basic

teaching certificate. In Ellis's(1984)researchbased on the findings of the Human

SciencesResearchCouncil report he claims that:-

In 1980,40%of teachershad a primary schoolcertificate and some
teacher training: another 40% had at most, a junior secondary
certificate, but no teacher training ... the motivation of some
teachers ismoreover very low because of their hostility towards the
curriculum and authorities.
Ellis (1984:36)

For those teachers who had tertiary qualifications, their only exposure was to a

curriculum that entrenched the values of the Bantu Education. Callewaert and

Kallos (1989)draw the following conclusion after their investigation of the study

guides and educational texts used by the University of Namibia Education

Faculty, Department of DistanceTeaching and Collegeof Out of SchoolTraining:
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A small percentage of teachers in Namibia are adequately
qualified and the majority of teachersare not proficient in English.
Teachers with the lowest qualifications teach in schools at the
primary level. which means that the initial education which
children in Namibia receive is very poor. The high drop out rate
after primary schooling can be directly linked to the pupils
becoming disillusioned with the type and quality of education
they receive Very little has been done to upgrade the general
proficiency of the teacher.In-service training has sadly been
ignored. (VonWiese 1989:2)

The texts which specifically deal with pedagogy (educational
psychology, philosophy of education, school organisation and
administration, etc) do not take into account research findings of
the last 10-30 years. The tests are extremely normative in
character, they often contain a strange combination of Christian
morality, metaphysics and research, and in general provide very
few examples of different views. They are accordingly not
appropriate for serious reflection and development of an
understanding. We found no tests used that presented modern
educational sociology or reflected upon the functions of schooling
in society nor any texts or passagesthat introduced a critique of
the existing school system in Namibia or discussed alternative
strategies.The texts used treated the reader as a child and not as
an adult, texts are thus reflecting the rote learning and the lack of
opportunity to discussand to develop understanding that we so
often encountered in our classroom observations and that also
characterised the lessonsthat we observed. (Callewaert & Kallos
1989: 16)

One can draw conclusions that the curriculum, as well as the role models to

which studentswere exposed throughout their educational careers, promoted

transmissionteaching that reinforced a lack of critical thinking and challenge

to the SouthAfrican hegemony.

In the Primary TeachersProject (PTP)proposal (989) the following account of

the stateof teacher qualifications and abilities was given:

In the PTP'sinitial funding proposal (989) statisticsreleased by the Department

of National Education in 1988 were drawn on to show that 66% of teachers

generally had a standard ten (0 level equivalent) or lower qualification. Further

conclusions about the state of teacher qualification and the impact on
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At present the Department of National Education encourages
teachers to improve their qualifications, however, very little is done
to upgrade the present teaching skills and proficiency of teachers
at classroom level. The majority of teachers at primary schools
usually have the lowest qualifications,

education were:

The percentage of primary school pupils both senior and junior
primary was 78%of the total school going population in 1988,
Deficienciesat this level. in particular the inadequate qualifications
of teachers, have led to the impaired foundation learning for those
who do not go beyond primary school. and academic
achievement is harder to attain for those who go on to secondary
school and higher education, (Von Wiese 1989:3)

2.4.5 In-Service Education for Primary Teachers

Auala et al. (1993), in their UnescoMissionReport report on In-service Teacher

Training in Namibia, sketch the following picture of INSETprovision and

providers

Priorto independence of the country, in-service training was offered
by the various ethnic education authorities, drawing on their own
resources, or making use of the personnel of the Department of
Education, Many of these training courseswere based on problems
observed by advisers and inspectors during their visits to schools,
on needs expressed by teachers during formal discussions,or on
needs identified by participants of an earlier training course, In
other instances it was not known with any degree of certainty who
would be attending a particular training course and the instructors
were compelled to make assumptions about the needs of
participants, which frequently proved to have little validity, Even
where the content of courseswas based on classroomobservation
or on comment by teachers, the participants in the following
courseswere not necessarily thosewhose experiences had helped
to establish the coursecontent. (Auala et al. 1990:2)
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INSETby agencies other than the Department of Education cited by Auala et al.

(1993:2)was provided by the RossingFoundation (in termsof leadership training

for principals), and the Council of Churches of Namibia, The Primary Teacher

Projectwas not mentioned in their researchnor was it mentioned in the research

conducted by Callewaert and Kallos (1989),although the project was providing

a service to schoolsin the capital city at that time, A reason for this may have
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been the PTP'slimited public profile (it was only established in 1990) and its

focus of work in a limited number of schoolsduring 1989and 1990.

Courses in academic subject matter, subject didactics,
pedagogical and organisational courses organised by various
administrations for their own teachers also using vacations and
weekends and using locally based personnel and/or subject
advisers from the Department of National Education and staff
members from the Academy. Visits by subject advisers and
inspectorsto individual schools.(Callewaert & Kallos 1989:20)

Callewaert and Kallos (1989) identify the following INSETand teacher up-

grading providers in 1989:

Individual studies for examinations in academic subjects (mainly
Std 8 and Std 10)by correspondence and distance teaching.
Individual participation in face-to-face courses (both professional
and academic) organised by e.g. CCN, RossingFoundation, the
Department of National Education, and various other authorities.
Individual use of Teacher Centres organised by the CCN and the
Department of National Education with the help of tutors and
facilities.

By 1990 there was still no culture of school-based or school-focused INSET

programmes in the majority of schools. School-based INSETbeing INSETis

initiated from within a school by the staff,while school-focusedINSETis provided

for a school by an outsideagent.

The following definition of school-focusedINSETis provided by Hofmeyr, DeWee

and Me Lennan (1994):

The school, its staff and their needs are the focus for INSETactivities
while outside agencies are used for additional stimulus, resources
and support (Crossley and Guthrie 1987).School-focused INSETis
thus a compromise between course-based INSET, in which
individual teachers are sent on short courses, and school-based
INSET,where the school is left to its own devices and resources
(Hofmeyr et al. 1994:4).

Many primary school teachers were, however, attempting to improve their own
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professional qualifications through part-time study toward their matriculation or

distance education programmes. Auala et al. (1993:13) show in their survey of

INSETin Namibia that 64%of all teachers surveyed had had some form of in-

service training, although these figures were as low as 33%in the far Northern

areas of Namibia.

Apart from the INSETwork the Council of Churches and the RossingFoundation

were doing in 1989, I was not aware of any other Namibian based, non-

governmental organisation working on this. Within the NGO community in

Namibia, there was a perception in some sectors that the RossingFoundation

was not an NGEO,but a unit controlled by the corporate interests of Rossing

Uranium. In 1988, the Rossing foundation, in association with the National

Education Department, ran a number of English upgrading coursesfor primary

school teachers at a centre in Windhoek. The school week was reduced to four

days in some schools in order to accommodate this programme. In the PTP's

1989proposal I made a negative comment about this model of INSET,namely

that "pupils suffered a loss in their own education, as for nearly a year they

attended school for four days per week." (Von Wiese 1989:4).I felt strongly then

that school time should not be used for INSET,when learners have no alternative

educational opportunities. In 1989 these same courses were conducted at the

RossingCentre in the afternoonsafter school hours.

The PTPproject proposal highlights some of the constraints teachers faced

obtaining INSETor furthering their qualifications, namely:

Many teachers have to first obtain their matric or ° level
qualifications before they can go on to further study at the
University of Namibia or TeacherTraining Colleges.Also because of
supporting their households as breadwinners many teachers were
unable to leave their job and go and study. (Von Wiese 1989:4)

That proposal notes the following constraintson INSET:

Limited access to resource centres and communication networks
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that can provide information on teaching methods and
approaches to learning; teachers having never been encouraged
to form study groups and collective pools resources and share
ideas and experiences (reasons for this are linked to subversive
activity that may threaten the job security of teachers); isolation of
schools and teachers because of the huge geographical distances
between urban centres and schools; lack of INSETproviders and
limited Departmental support. (Von Wiese 1989:5).

Although there were a number of constraints to institutionalising INSETin schools,

and providing schoolswith INSETsupport, those teachers who did manage to

gain access to INSETfound it a professionally enriching experience. Auala et cl.

(1990) indicate that teachers who were exposed to INSETfound it beneficial:

Of all the teachers who said that they had training on-the-job, 95%
said it was worthwhile for them to have attended; 64% said that
attendance was compulsory. Thesefigures indicate a high level of
appreciation for in-service courses received in the past.(Auala et
al. 1993:13)

Ellis (1984),writing from exile on the proposed policy on expansion of schooling

in an independent Namibia, said

There will be a heavy demand for more teachers, at a time when
the ablest are leaving for new jobs in government and commerce.
An enormous teacher training capacity will be needed. (Ellis
1984:75)

He outlined as priorities for the reconstruction of Namibian education the need

for teacher-training programmes which supported linguistic abilities (especially

English), upgraded subject knowledge, methodologies for managing large

classes and the identification and development of specific key skills primarily

through in-service training. Callewaert and Kallos made the following

recommendation in their research report delivered at the National Conference

on Teacher Education in Namibia, which took place in Lusaka, Zambia during

September 1989:"Thereal and urgent issueis instead how to arrange necessary

in-service training of the existing teachers." (1989:19).They go on to recommend

that programmes are needed to enhance the professional capacity of teachers
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to cope with problems of teaching as well as with the consequences of

"...chcmqeswithin the educational systemin an independent Namibia as far as

ideology, methodology, language medium, subjects and contents of

teaching ..." (ibid, 1989:19),Themodel which they propose is based on tutoring

sessionswith small groups of teachers through school-based "development-

orientated activities" and vacation or weekend courses, seminars and

conferences,

Thissection provided the educational context within which the INSETwork of the

Primary Teacher Project developed, Chapter Two gives a more detailed

account of some of the changes which occurred due to the restructuring of the

educational system, It also highlights some of the relevant changes in

educational policy between 1989and 1992which pertain to INSETprovision

and INSETproviders,

My own interest in INSETand location within Namibia between 1987and 1992

had a fundamental influence on the establishment of the Primary Teacher

Project.As this dissertationfocuseson my written case study and analysis of this

organisation's work, it is crucial as the researcher to locate myself within this

narrative, I discuss this issuemore fully in the closing section of this chapter

which deals with my researchapproach, I provide a background to my work in

Namibia, and the beginning of my understanding about the importance of

INSETin educational change,

I learnt of a teaching post at this schoolthrough friendswho worked at the South
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3. PERSONAL BIOGRAPHYAND INTERESTIN INSET

My introduction to INSETwas in the context of my first year of teaching at a

private school in Windhoek, The school was located in KhomasdaL a group

area township on the outskirtsof Windhoek which was residentially designated

for "coloured"people, or Namibians of "mixed race",
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African Council for Higher Education (SACHED), a non-governmental

educational organisation based in Cape Town.

SACHEDwas involved in promoting initiatives which focused on an alternative

type of education within the SouthAfrican context. As a student of education at

the University of Cape Town, I made use of the SACHEDresource centre and

would often attend workshopsand interesting talks at the centre. My motivation

to take up a teaching post at this school was promoted by a number of factors.

While completing my teaching qualification, I was keen to find work within a

school that was attempting to build an alternative to the present school

curriculum and which presented a governance structure that was community

based and not directly controlled by the State. Part of my internship as a

student teacher involved working in a black Namibian primary school in

Arandis.

During the period in which I was completing my studiesat the University of Cape

Town, SouthAfrica was in a state of intensified violence and resistance towards

the National Party government. The banning of the Congressof SouthAfrican

Students(CaSAS)in 1985and the increasing unionisation of, and resistanceby,

teachers and students to the Apartheid Stateand Bantu Education had virtually

brought formal schooling to a standstill.

As a student I felt that I wanted to work as an educator with black school

students who were exposed to the brunt of "gutter education" and who were

attempting to resist and change the political status quo. This decision held its

own difficulties. As a white woman I felt that I would have to prove myself before

I would be accepted by black colleagues and students. With the escalating

conflict in SouthAfrica, and specifically at Staterun schoolsin the WesternCape

in the mid 1980's,I felt that it would be easier to find a teaching jab in Namibia

as the urban conflict was not as violent and polarised along class and racial

lines. Teaching posts in the Western Cape were also very scarce during this
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I
I

period.

Obtaining a post at this school presented me with the ideal niche in which to

gain teaching experience and to work as an educational activist. This school

aimed to provide an environment in which young Namibians could be

supported in becoming critical thinkers and leaders who would support the task

of nation building. Its goal was to build an alternative to Bantu Education within

the confines of the hostile climate of SouthAfrican occupation and the ongoing

"State of Emergency" declared by the PW Botha government in South Africa

during 1985.

I was part of a small staff of six teachers and a principal. Theprincipal initiated

the school based INSETprogramme where we would meet after school once a

month to discuss various issues in relation to alternative education and the

present political context within which we were operating. I found these sessions

very helpful as I got to know my colleagues better and they helped me to

understand the contextual realities within which we were trying to work.

Although I found these INSETsessionsuseful they did not concretely help me in

my own classroompractice. I note in my first dissertation reflective notes:

We did not address issueswithin the running of the school itself or
really what was happening in our classrooms.We were attempting
to set up an alternative to the present system of education. The
alternative was not done within any unified vision of where we
wanted to go to. I remember grappling with what it means to be an
alternative teacher teaching in an alternative school. (Collett
1994:3)

I recall that at this time I felt the need to come to a deeper understanding of my

own classroom practice as a newly qualified teacher. I also wanted to learn

from the experience of others.When I reflect back on my first year of teaching I

felt out of my depth most of the time and desperately wanting support. In a

small school like ourswhere I was the only Geography teacher, I
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had no subject support group or head of department to whom I could turn for

support. I also felt that if I asked one of my other colleagues for support they

would think that I was not a competent teacher. In my final year as a student

teacher at the University of Cape Town in SouthAfrica, I and other students felt

the need for a support group in which we could exchange ideas and reflect on

our own practice, as we had during our practice teaching sessions.In my pre-

service training I cannot recall having formally heard about INSET,however, I

had an intuition that real learning about being a teacher would come through

teaching and reflecting on my own efforts.My graduation as a teacher was only

the beginning of the road.

My own schooling was in white, middle class, State schools in South Africa. To

varying degrees, these schools all followed the dictates of Christian National

Education as laid down by the Department of National Education. After

secondary school I attended the predominantly white liberal University of Cape

Town. My first real exposure to black education was through my teaching

practice experience in black schools in the Cape Town urban area and in

Namibia where I worked for eight weeks at a primary school.

After completing my B.PrimEd, I went on to complete a Bachelor of Arts degree,

majoring in Geography and Comparative Religion, in order to increase my job

prospects as a teacher. I was then in a position to teach at primary as well as

high school level. Although my heart lay in primary schooling I accepted a job

offer at the Namibian secondary school. with the hope of being able one day to

move over to its feeder school: the Community Primary School (CPS).
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Through joint school functions I was able to make contact with teachers at the

CPS.In 1988 a number of joint INSETsessionswere held between the CPSand

teachers at our school to discuss such issuesas participatory democracy and

alternative education. This really started my school based INSETlink with

primary school teachers.
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As a Geography and English second language teacher, I constantly battled to

support students to develop reading and writing skills, as well as study skills,

which they had not mastered at primary school level. Students constantly

expected me to provide them with notes and answers. They were familiar with

transmission teaching methods and so I struggled to devise ways in which to

encourage them to take responsibility for their own learning. I felt that this was

part of the struggle to develop an alternative. I wanted to help students to

become critical thinkers. I attempted to design lessons to get students to

question content and how they could translate their classroom learning to an

understanding of the context they lived in. Finding the existing text books

inadequate and heavily biased, I introduced other materials to substitute the

textbook and the narrowly prescribed syllabus on which students would be

examined at year end by the Department of National Education in SouthAfrica.

My commitment towards "alternative" was spurred on by events in SouthAfrica

during the late seventies and mid eighties. During this period schools were

increasingly sites of resistance to the escalating political oppression and

violence by the Nationalist Government. Some of my colleagues had been

sacked from their postsin Stateschoolsin SouthAfrica because of their political

activity. People'sEducation tried to build an alternative to Bantu Education. The

following definition of People'sEducation is given by Moolla and Eckstein:

People'sEducation, it has been argued, is a process;it is a struggle
for non-racialism, democracy, collective input, critical thinking and
active participation by all the people. People's Education has
encouraged students,parents and teachers to mobilise and to form
organisations to participate in the struggle for people's power and
to actively manage People's Education. (Moolla & Eckstein
1991 :22)
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As teachers, we could not separate what we were trying to build in our

classrooms and schools from the broader liberation struggle to overthrow the

Nationalist government. During the "Stateof Emergency"which extended its arm
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into Namibia and reinforced the South African military presence, one had to

tread a very fine line between opposition to State structuresand trying to work

within their limitations and build an alternative.

The school I taught at provided one form of oppositional "space" within the

country that attempted to resist the apartheid State. As a white SouthAfrican I

felt that I could make a contribution toward educational and political change

by working within a non-governmental organisation. Here I could be with

studentsand teacherswho were committed toward a vision of a Namibia free of

colonial domination and a country building toward democracy and

nationhood. Like a number of people in community-based organisations and

trade unions, I felt that it was important to work from within the country to build

towards freedom and democracy. For this to happen, we needed to build strong

organs of civil society in order to challenge the status quo and to develop the

critical consciousnessof people.

My early teaching experiences at this school and my involvement with other

community-based organisations who were attempting to contribute to

educational and political change formed the basis of the development of the

Primary TeachersProject.Thedevelopment of this project is detailed in the next

chapter. The macro political and educational context, as well as my own

location in Namibia and interest in INSET,provide the backdrop and starting

point for this dissertation.

4. THEAIM OF THEDISSERTATION

This dissertation had its roots in my need to gain deeper insight into and

understanding of my own work in NGEO'sinvolved in INSETand in educational

change. This research constitutes a case study of the Primary TeachersProject

(PTP),a Namibian NGEO,which focuseson issuesof educational change and the

role of NGEO'sin this process.I present a narrative history of the PTPfrom 1989to

1992.By reflecting on the case study, I highlight those factors which helped and
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Funding relationships and their influence on the project's development.

hindered the Primary Teacher Project playing a role in educational change.

Within the case study I have chosen to focuson the following four aspects:

ThePrimary TeachersProject's(PTP)inservice education and training
(INSET)model.

The relationship between the the Namibian Ministry of Education and the
PTP.

Internal dynamics within the Primary TeachersProject.

Topical reflections on each of these areas is integrated with relevant national

and international literature on INSET,educational change and the role of

NGEO's.In conclusion I draw out some central learnings with regard to the PTP

and its role in educational change in Namibia, where I highlight some of the

central factors which worked for and against this NGEO in influencing

educational change. Finally, I make a number of general recommendations

with regard to the role of NGEO'sin the SouthernAfrican context.

The narrative history of the project is preceded by a description of the research

methodology used.

5. THEMETHOD AND ORGANISATION OF THESTUDY

The previous section outlined the aims of this dissertation. Thissection deals with

my research approach and methodology. This section also describes my

research approach and methodology, and includes a discussion of qualitative

research methods, ethnography, action research and the use of the case study

as particular methodology. Data collection methods, analysis and ethical issues

are briefly discussed. I conclude by highlighting some of the strengths and

limitations of my research approach.
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5.1 ResearchApproach and Methodology

5.1.1 Qualitative Research

This research is situated within the qualitative research paradigm adopted

within social studies. It focuses on an historical case study of the Primary

TeachersProjectwithin which it focuseson the four aspectsof: the project's INSET

model; its relationship with the Ministry of Education; funding; and internal

organisational dynamics, in order to understand more deeply the role which this

NGEOhad in educational change in Namibia between 1989and 1992.

A generic definition of qualitative research is offered by Denzin and Lincoln

(1994):

Qualitative research is multi method in focus, involving and
interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. Thismeans
that qualitative researchers study things in their natural settings,
attempting to make senseof, or interpret, phenomena in terms of
the meanings people bring to them. Qualitative research involves
the studied use and collection of a variety of empirical materials -
case study, personal experience, introspective, life story, interview,
observational, historical, interactional and problem solving
moments and meanings in individuals' lives. Accordingly,
qualitative research deploys a wide range of interconnected
methods, hoping always to get a better fix on the subjectmatter at
hand. (ibid. 1994:2)

Themultiple theoretical orientations in the qualitative researchparadigm of my

research approach is based on a constructivist theoretical perspective which

holds the view that:
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What we take to be objective knowledge and truth is the result of
perspective. Knowledge and truth are created, not discovered by
mind. They emphasise the pluralistic and plastic character of
reality - pluralistic in the sensethat reality is expressiblein a variety
of symbol and language systems;plastic in the sensethat reality is
stretched and shaped to fit purposeful acts of intentional human
agents ... In place of a realist view of theories and knowledge,
constructivists emphasise the instrumental and practical function
of theory constructionand knowing. (Denzin& Lincoln 1994:125)
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Theuseof multiple methods, or triangulation, reflects an attempt to
secure an in-depth understanding of phenomenon in question.
Objective reality can never be captured. Triangulation is not a tool
or a strategy of validation, but an alternative to validation. (Denzin
cited in Denzin& Lincoln 1994:2).

As researcher, I interact reflectively with my research data to deepen my

understanding and generate new meaning in a process where "findings" are

created as the investigation proceeds (ibid. 1994:Ill). Within this approach I

acknowledge my own views and ideas as being part of the research process.I

also acknowledge the limitations of my own view of "reality" in the processof

knowledge production. As researcher,I am concerned with my own subjectivity

in relation to the data I gather and analyse, as I was historically involved in the

case under study. I therefore interact with other perspectives and views in order

to compare and reflect more critically on my own assumptionsin the processof

meaning making. Through interaction with various perspectives I build in

triangulation. Thiscan be defined as:

Some of the criticism levelled at qualitative researchers such as myself is that

"their work is termed unscientific, or only exploratory, or entirely personal and

full of bias" (Denzin& Lincoln 1994:4).In my own research I recognise that there is

"an intimate relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the

situational constraints that shape inquiry" (ibid. 1994:4), and have therefore

sought to use triangulation to provide different perspectives on "reality". My

focus has been on understanding the intentions and actions of participants in

the research study and not on providing verifiable generalisations which are

value-free. I am concerned with raising issues which can undergo further

exploration.
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Through processes of cross-checking at different levels I have attempted to

provide accurate and comprehensive data as a basis for my research.An area

of weakness has been the limited extent to which I have been able to enter into

further analysis and dialogue with participants in the research. Thiswould have
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deepened and refined the level of reflection and meaning-making in terms of

the "findings" that can be drawn from this research. Denzin and Lincoln (1994)

make the following point in this regard.

The variable and personal (intramentaD nature of social
constructions suggeststhat individual constructionscan be elicited
and refined only through interaction between and among
investigator and respondents...The final aim is to distil a consensus
construction that is more informed and sophisticated than any of
the predecessor constructions (including, of course, the etic
construction of the investigator). (Denzin& Lincoln 1994:Ill)

5.1.2 Ethnography

Within the qualitative research paradigm my approach is ethnographic in

nature. Uzzellprovides the following description of ethnographic research:

Unlike other areas of social science research where the researcher
attempts to explain human action in terms of psychological
theories such as attribution theory, ethnographic research lays
emphasis on the actor's understanding and theorising about their
actions. In other words, the view is not the outsider looking in, but
the insider looking out. In ethnographic researchwe are interested
in the questions people are answering for themselves about their
life, their relationships and their environment by their actions.
Where ethnography differs from other methodologies is the the
representation of the world are structured by participants, not by
the researcher. It is the participants' structuring of the world in
which the research is interested. (Uzzell cited in Breakwell &
Hammond 1995:303)
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My approach in writing this dissertation is similar to that of Gray (1990) in his

study of the ScienceEducation Project in Kwazulu. In his research Gray writes

about his work as an implementor of a SouthAfrican NGEO,using an action

research methodology. In his mini-thesisGray setsout to examine the process

whereby educational change was promoted through the implementation of the

Science Education Project material and methods amongst secondary school

science teachers in KwaZulu Natal over the period 1980-4. Like Gray, I

acknowledge that much of what I write is my own history as an implementor

working in the PTP.My own researchdoesnot take a systematicaction research

focusasGray'sdoes,although it is similar in that it involves reflecting on my own
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1998:292).

past practice and deepening my own understanding of issuesraised.

In this study I am both the researcherand a participant. Theadvantage of this is

that as a participant within this research I am able to provide an insider'sview

of the culture of the organisation and am able to highlight some of the

underlying beliefs and values of the participants. Marsh et al. argue that "the

best (but not the only) authorities as to what action is and means are the actors

themselves" (cited in BreakweIl & Hammond 1995:304).However, it also raises

the issue of my own subjectivity and bias in telling the story of the PTPand

making meaning of its actions. To counter this, "the ethnographic ethic calls for

ethnographer to substantiate their interpretations and findings with a reflexive

account of themselves and the processesof their research" (Denzin & Lincoln

5.1.3 Case Studvas Particular Methodology

My narrative description of a case study of an NGEOforms the basis of this

research study. "Thecase study is one form of social enquiry. It is an attempt to

understand the social processesand meanings implicit in some undertaking in

a restricted context" (Millar 1983:115). This coincides with the aim of this

dissertation which, in essence, is a case study of the Primary TeachersProject

within which I reflect on the role this NGEOhad in educational change in

Namibia between 1989and 1992.

Thiscase study takes the form of an instrumental case study where:

the case servesto help us understand phenomena or relationships
within it, the need for categorical data and measurement is
greater. We will forego attention to the complexity of the case to
concentrate on relationships identified in our research questions
(Stake 1995:77).

The primary task of the case study of the Primary Teachers Project lies in its
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ability to reveal some of those factors which helped and hindered NGEOfrom

influencing educational change in Namibia.

A concern with "rear events, in "rear contextsin "real" time.

This case study has a number of characteristics which are outlined by Millar

(1983),namely:

A concern with the meanings of events for the actors in the
situation, as opposed to a concern to measure "behaviour" or
attitudes.

A concern with the social processesand wider social functions that
provide the context for suchpersonalmeanings.

A concern with the intelligent grasp of engagements in specific
contexts rather than with the generation of findings or rules that
can be widely generalised.

Toleration of a capacity to make use of the widest range of
techniques for gaining information, including quantitative methods
where possibleand appropriate.

Participation to some degree and in someway by the researcher
in the social processeshe wishes to understand. Case studies can
but do not need to be forms of action or participatory research.
(Millar 1983:118)

5.1.4 HistoricalMethod

In writing the case study of the PTPI describe and attempt to understand my

past. I acknowledge that Ihave the primary role in directing this dialogue and

that my own subjectivity is a limitation. This limitation is acknowledged by

Uzzell:

With each description and analysis we inevitably translate other's
meanings and world-views into our language, ...No historical
account can ever capture what is the infinite content of an
event...Thatwhich is recorded is also only a record of the past and
can only be verified through other accounts of the past. (Uzzell,
cited in Breakwater & Hammond 1995:307)

Uzzell warns that "historical knowledge, however well authenticated, is
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subjective and subject to the biasesof its chronicler who in tum is subject to the

psychological processesof selective attention, perception and recall" (ibid.

1995307).My own participation in the case study coloursmy own perceptions.

A similar dilemma was faced by van den Berg (1994) in the writing of his

doctoral thesis.In his thesishe acknowledges:

I was not just actor but am also striving to be reporter and
meaning-maker of the contexts within which I was an actor.
Reading the text, as I have said before, involves also the reading of
its author (van den Berg 1994:31)

In a similar vein to van den Berg (1994) I acknowledge that I am part of the

research itself, as well as part of making meaning or this experience. "One is

dealing here with what might be termed the intersection of autobiography, life

history and history" (van den Berg 1994:32). Within this context I have

attempted to make explicit my own assumptions, presuppositions and

frameworks of understanding. My narrative of the PTPwas also read by a few of

my ex-colleagues at the PTP.No major alterations were suggested and I was

told that it captured accurately a living picture of the organisation and its

development. I do believe this processvalidates this record to an extent.

Thesemeasures have enabled me to bring a certain level of reflexivity to my

own interpretations and assumptions.By cross-checkingmy data with different

sources, I have sought to practice a level of triangulation in this research.

Fielding gives the following description:

Triangulation puts the researcher in a frame of mind to regard his
or her own material critically, to test it, to identify its weaknesses,to
identify where to test further doing something different. The role of
the triangulator is to increase the researcher'sconfidence so that
findings may be better imparted to the audience and to lessen
recourse to the assertion of privileged insight. (Fielding et al.
1986:24-25)

What follows is a description of how data was collected and why these sources

were used. I also raisesomeof the ethical and analytical dilemmas I confronted.
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5.2 Data CollectionMethods

A number of data collection methods were used to provide a description of the

case study, as well as to provide further information and ideas with which to

reflect upon issueswithin the case study itself. Data collection methods used in

this dissertation include my own reflective notes; interviews with ex-colleagues

and individuals working in other NGEO's;project documents; research reports

and policy papers on educational reform; and national and international

literature sources. I now provide a more detailed description of the methods of

data collection. In the next section I raise some of the ethical and analytical

issuesI faced in the processof data gathering and selection.

5.2.1 PersonalReflectiveNotes

Part of the data gathered for this case study came from my own reflective

journal which I kept over the five year period while I was doing this research. In

these notes I recorded my reflections and those of my ex-colleagues in the PTP,

on educational strategies and assumptions about educational change and the

changing internal dynamics within the PTP.I also recorded my reflections on my

present practice as an INSETworker in the Teacher Inservice Project.

5.2.2 Interviews

Ethnographic data was also collected through structured and unstructured

interviews with project workers in Windhoek, Namibia during 1994, 1995and

1997. Data from interviews was brought into the reflection of issues which I

focused on in the case study. The data also provided a source of verification for

the writing of the actual case study narrative. Thisprocess involved interviews

with four of my ex-colleagues and two members of the management board over

this period. I also interviewed a project coordinator from another NGEO in

Namibia.

In interviewing my ex-colleagues I questioned the degree of validity of the data

I collected as the quality of personal relationships do have an influence on what
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is said, and not said, in interviews. Acknowledging that the validity and

credibility of the interview process "relies upon respondents being able and

willing to give accurate and complete answers to questionsposed" (Breakwell &

Hammond 1995:238),I assured people being interviewed that their identities

would not be divulged and that the name of the project itself would be altered

in the research study. For the purposesof this study, the project'sname has been

changed to the Primary Teachers Project. By doing this I hoped to create a

climate of openness and trust in those people interviewed. I also interviewed

someof the interviewees over a number of years. According to Breakwell (cited

in Breakwell & Hammond 1995)this is a strategy in interviewing which can help

to build openness and honesty, and assist in establishing the validity of the

interview.

I believe that the fact that I was no longer in a position as colleague on a formal

level also enabled people to speak out openly on issues.My own history of

being a project worker also enabled me to cross-checkand verify certain issues

as they were raised in the context of the interviews. By using unstructured

interviews I also created the opportunity for other issuesand points of view to be

raised which may not necessarily have been part of my own agenda. In this

way I believe I made place for other views to come through.

After each interview I gave interviewees the opportunity to verify or contest the

interview record. This assisted in supporting the verification of my interview

data.

5.2.3 ProjectDocuments

A number of project documents were used as data sources in this research.

Thesedocuments were primarily written by people within the project. Project

documents consulted were annual reportsover the four year period and internal

evaluation reports; staff meeting minutes; funding proposals; correspondence;

and field reports by education coordinators. A list of these reports is provided in
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the bibliography,

5.2.4 ResearchReportsand PolicyPapers

My data gathering also drew on the large body of research reports and policy

papers on educational reform generated by consultants attached to the

Ministry of Education in Namibia and the University of Namibia, Theseprovided

a context within which to locate the case study of the PTP,as well as to cross-

check and verify someof the claims I was making,

5.2.5 National and International Literature Sources

I also consulted a large body of literature from both national and international

sourceson educational change, INSETand NGEO's,

5.3 Analysis of Data

Although a single NGEOforms the primary focus of this case study I have also

reflected on my experiencesof working within other NGEO's,I have also brought

in literature which reflects experiences of people in other NGEO'sin relation to

educational change, In this way I have sought to bring in a wider range of

perspectives in terms of reflection on the single case study, Thishighlights the

complexity of looking at a number of smaller case studieswithin a larger case

study, This in itself makes for a complex processof analysis, Williams describes

this complexity:
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If we find, as often, that a particular activity came radically to
change the whole organisation we can still not say that it is to this
activity that all the othersmust be related; we can only study the
varying ways in which, within the changing organisation, the
particular activities and their interrelations were affected, Further,
since the particular activities will be serving varying and
sometimesconflicting ends, the sort of change we must look for will
rarely be of a simple kind: elements of persistence, adjustment,
unconscious assimilation, active resistance, alternative effort, will
all normally be present, in particular activities and in the whole
organisation (Williams cited in Millar 1983:120)
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In my analysis I have sought to deal with making meaning of complexity by

providing as detailed a level of narrative description as possible and have

located the case study within a broader sociopolitical context. By doing this I

have attempted to contextualise the case study and provide other perspectives

from which to analyse and cross-checkissuesraised in the case study. As the

researcher, I have made as visible as possible my own reflections and

assumptionsduring the collection, writing and analysis of the research data. The

data analysis focusesprimarily on my reflection and interpretation of the case

study in relation to the literature and interviews with colleagues.

The four focus areas I have chosen span issuesrelated to the micro world of the

organisation and the macro context within which the organisation was located.

This in itself has resulted in cross-referencingand has supported a more holistic

analysis and reflection.

In the chapter on the internal dynamics of the PTP,I have used the conceptual

framework for understanding organisations developed by Davidoff, Lazarusand

Kaplan (1994) and refined by Davidoff and Lazarus (1997). This framework

adopts a systemic approach to understanding organisations. It captures the

complexity of organisational life as a dynamic interconnected system.

I have sought to practice "wholisrn" which according to Millar (1983) requires

"attention to what goes on outside as well as inside the case" (Millar 1983:121).

Themacro dynamics within the Namibian political and educational context are

reflected upon in relation to their impact on the Primary TeachersProject.Where

appropriate I have drawn in relevant issueson a national and global level. In

this way I have sought to provide different perspectives from which to cross-

check my own assumptionsand thoseof my ex-colleagues.

Qualitative analysis "consists of three concurrent flows of activity: data

reduction, data display, and conclusion drawing/verification" (Miles &
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Huberman 1984:21).I will briefly describe how I have approached each of these

areas of analysis.

Data reduction refers to the process of "selecting, focusing, simplifying,

abstracting and transforming the raw data" (Miles et al. 1984:21).In my study of

the PTPI made choices about which data to include and which to exclude.

While writing I was already analysing the data for key focus areas which would

form the basis of my topical reflection and further analysis. By cross-checking

this narrative history with ex-colleagues I have tried to ensure that a fairly

accurate description of the case study has been provided.

As the researcher I decided to display the data in the form of a narrative. Data

presentation, or display, is the "organised assembly of information that permits

conclusion drawing and action taking" (ibid. 1984:21).My decision was based

on wanting to "tell the story" of the PTPin as holistic a way as possible. The

narrative offers the possibility for rich description which I feel suitsthe purpose of

ethnographic research.

Conclusion drawing is the third aspect of data analysis. This relates to "the

activity of conclusion drawing and verification" (ibid. 1984:22). In this study I

have selected four focus areas for greater reflection and analysis. In each area I

have narrowed my focus to what I consider primary areas of importance.

I have noted areas of overlap and connection between those factors which help

or hinder educational change. In the final chapter I have summarised general

learnings from each of these minor areas of analysis, in order to once again

reflect on the interrelationships between various aspects in the case study. This

has provided another level of analysis in which the micro aspects of

organisational life in the PTPare reflected upon, in relation to the macro aspect

of the INSETmodel, funding, and the relationship with the Ministry of Education. I

conclude by highlighting some of the main factors which helped and hindered
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the PTPin influencing educational change in Namibia. Based on these factors I

make a number of general recommendations with regard to the role of NGEO's

in educational change in the SouthernAfrican context.

This dissertation has not sought to provide answers to predetermined questions

or to test out a particular hypothesis. Rather it reflects on the practices of the PTP

in order to raise a number of questions and deepen understanding of the role of

an NGEO in educational change. As such, the analysis of data focuses on

deepening reflection on issuesand in generating further questions and insights.

The dialogue between myself, the data and the different voices present within

the literature forms the context from which new understandings are generated

and central issuesemerge.

5.4 Ethics

5.4.1 Sharingmy Research Findingswith Ex-colleagues

As a researcher I was both an insider and an outsider in the Primary Teacher

Project. I felt a moral and political responsibility to share my research findings

with my colleagues. My own sentiments in doing this research are echoed by

Wan:
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Thereare costsin all research, and if a researcher is to intervene in
an individual's life, then that person must see that the research has
relevance for him or her. (Wan cited in Breakwell & Hammond
1995:309).

When I began this research I intended opening it to scrutiny and reflection by

my ex-colleagues in the PTPat an organisational level, in the hope that this

would assistboth my own understanding of practice, as well as influence some

of the thinking and practices within the project. I agree with Uzzell that the

researcher'sposition is essentially a political one as:

In addition to the implications of the research for public policy
which will have political implications in a more conventional sense,
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the relationships formed in the course of the research raise
questions of power, influence, control, responsibility and
accountability and even 'public interest' (Uzzellcited in Breakwell &
Hammond 1995:309).

Wanting to share my research findings and being able to do this in practice

held particular tensions over time. Although I was able to cross-check the

narrative history of the PTPwith a few of my colleagues as individuals, I was not

able to share my research findings with the organisation as a whole. Although

this had been formally agreed to at the start of the study a number of factors

limited my ability to fulfil this agreement. Not being able to share my findings

with all existing PTPstaffwas partly due to issuesof time and distance in termsof

my geographical location within another country. However, a greater difficulty

was the altered nature of my relationship with the organisation as the new

project coordinator took over leadership within the PTP.Issuesrelating to power

dynamics within the organisation, and my own role as the founder leader,

created a climate that was not conducive to sharing my research findings with

project staff. The progress of time and staff changes had also altered

relationshipsbetween myself and the organisation on a subtle level.

In his study of the role of an action researcher, Uzzell (cited Breakwell &

Hammond 1995:311) statesthat "the researchercan become actively involved

and help shape the future of voluntary and community groups". In my

experience of doing this researchI was not able to have much of an influence on

helping to shape the future of the PTP.I believe that the extent of my past

involvement as an insider in the organisation held limitations in terms of the

interventionist role I could play. As a staffmember who no longer worked within

the organisation I no longer had the positional power of an insider to influence

change by bringing in new ideas and by assistingthe staff in reflecting on their

own practice. The closing of the project in 1998also limited the possibility of

sharingmy findingswith the PTPstaff.However, I still intend to sharemy research

findings with ex-colleaguesand Boardmembersof the PTPwith whom I still have
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contact.

5.4.3 Confidentiality

The issue of confidentiality was another ethical issue I had to deal with in

collecting data and writing this research,Here two issuesconfronted me, On the

one hand I needed to feel that I could live with what I had exposedof myself, On

the other hand I had to consider how much I revealed about my ex-colleagues

and the organisation, In order to protect the identities of my colleagues and the

organisation I choseto conceal the real identity of the people and the project.

By putting my name to this dissertationI know that this in itself provides a thread

which can be traced to the identity of the organisation, Although the

constitution of this NGEOacknowledges the need for the organisation to be

publicly transparent and accountable, this has not given me the freedom to put

issuesout into the public arena without first consulting my colleagues,What has

made this process of consultation difficult has been the difficulty in gaining

access to individuals who have left the organisation over a number of years, I

have thus not been able to negotiate issues of confidentiality with all ex-

colleagues, However, the narrative history of the PTPhas been cross-checked

with some of my ex-colleagues and issues of confidentiality have been

discussed, I also had an agreement in principle from project staff and Board

Members that I could do my research on the project and make my findings

public, I feel that what I have written could only advance the causes of

democracy and development, and do no personal damage to the individuals

who were associatedwithin the organisation,

Like van den Berg I acknowledge that "going public on all the influences

exerted upon us does not seem a feasible option" (van den Berg 1994:32),I

would agree with van den Berg (1994) that as a researcher it is important to

consider and acknowledge this tension, In this research I have attempted to

provide as honest and open an account of my experiences and assumptionsas
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possible. In doing this I feel that I have faced the challenge of "attempting to

make public one's biases and preoccupations in such a way that one's readers

might 'read' one along with the text" (van den Berg 1994:46)

6. UMITATIONS AND STRENGTHSOF THISRESEARCHAPPROACH

6.1 Strengths

In writing the PTP'snarrative I have adhered to a number of principles to ensure

the rigour and validity of this research. I have portrayed information as

accurately as possible although I acknowledge that as the writer of this history,

I am subject to my own biases and limited self understanding. I have dealt with

my own subjectivity in a number of ways:

• In order to guard against my own bias and misinterpretation I have

located my reflection and analysis of issuescontextually and reflected on

them from different perspectives and reference points.

• I have used a number of primary sourcesfrom which to gather data and

verify information sources. These range from original project documents

to interviews with staff members directly involved in the establishment of

the PTPbetween 1989and 1992.

• I have opened up my own writing to critical reflection and cross-checking

by my ex-colleagues.

• As a basis for this dissertation I have done historical research, drawing in

the documentary evidence available from the PTP.Here extensive

records in the form of project proposals, evaluation reports, publications,

correspondence and minutes of meetings have been used.

• A number of different literature sourceshave been drawn upon to provide

varying, and sometimes contradictory, perspectives to my own.
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• I have also located myself within the research context in order that the

reader may bring to bear his/her own interpretation of my involvement

with issuesraised.

• I acknowledge that triangulation does not negate the possibility of my

own bias, but it does build in somechecks and balances.

• I have respected the confidentiality of my ex-colleagues by negotiating

issuesof confidentiality with them, and by changing the name of the

project and the names of people interviewed.

• Interview data was cross-checkedwith participants after each interview.
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• My supervisors provided a safe and supportive yet critical environment

within which I could reflect upon my past practices. Their support also

assistedme in facing difficult issuesand overcoming my own resistance to

finally getting the dissertation completed and putting it out into the

public arena. In my notes to my supervisorswhile writing this dissertation I

have acknowledged my own psychological struggles: "Puttingmyself

down on paper isdifficult for me. Owning what I do. Puttingmy name to it.

Researchingand reflecting on my practice both past and present is

exciting and scary" (Collett 1994:I).

Thisdissertation forced me to reflect on the past and make conscious for myself

a number of deep and often painful experiences. Through it I feel I have

developed greater insight into myself in terms of my personal and professional

life. In her dissertation on supporting the processof action research by teachers,

Davidoff (1993) acknowledges the need for sensitivity on the part on the

triangulator. She proposes that "personal transformation requires a safe yet

challenging environment in order for that transformation to be fostered."

(Davidoff 1993:50)
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Within my own research I needed my supervisors to playa sensitive yet

challenging role. Thisraisesa number of challenges for supervisorswho support

students in reflecting critically on their past practices at a more personal level.

In my review of the research literature I have not come upon much that iswritten

about the role of the supervisorsin the research process,particularly the need to

provide the researcher with psychological safety. Davidoff makes the point that

"the seemingly oft forgotten personal dimension in action research needs to

become a conscious aspect of the transformation process" (1993:89).Within my

own experience, had my supervisors not been able to acknowledge and

support my struggles at a personal level, I doubt whether I would have had the

courage to face my past with the level of openness and critique demanded by

academic research.

6.2 Limitations

• I had a primary role in writing up the case study and selecting what

data to use, as well as what questions and perspectives I would bring to

bear upon my reflection and analysis. I acknowledge that, in this

dialogue, my own subjectivity is a limitation.

• A level of data capturing which did not occur was the exposure of some

of my reflections on the case study to participants within the organisation.

I believe that had I captured their reflections and questions the data I

could have collected would have been richer. Thiswould also have

allowed more perspectives to be raised and would have involved more

participants in the analysis. Had this step been taken with more rigour

during the research process,it could have had an influence on

developing the thinking and practices of project staff, as well as

deepening this research study.

• I was unable to interview all my ex-colleagues as some of them had left .

the project and were unavailable. My ex-colleagues did not all have the
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opportunity to cross-checkthe narrative history of the PTPwhich formsthe

basisof the case study.

I view the reader's own interaction with this text as generating a further level of

reflexivity and meaning-making. According to Millar (1983) "Concealment not

subjectivity is the crime". It does not claim the status of "truth" or "last word"; it

simply invites confrontation by a better analysis" (Millar 1983:122).

6.3 Overcomingthe Limitationsinmy Approach

A number of measureshave been adopted to counteract my own subjectivity. I

locate myself biographically within this dissertation.I also relate the casewithin

the broader sociopolitical environment and relevant literature. I conducted

interviews and cross-checkeddata with a few participants. It is my hope that

the triangulation measures I have taken provide a number of checks and

balances to support the validity of this dissertation.

7. OUTLINEOF DISSERTATION

This chapter provides a brief geographical, historical and political context to

the Primary Teachers Project and Namibian education in general. In my

biography I have reflected on my own interest in the field of education and

more specifically, INSETand educational change. My research aims, approach

and methodology are then described in somedetail.

Chapter Two outlines the narrative history of the development of the PTPfrom

1989 to 1992. I have used the metaphor of "a party" to describe the various

yearly growth stages of the project. In the narrative I describe the PTP's

strategies and assumptionsabout educational change, and highlight some of

the micro and macro factors which promoted and constrained the PTP's

influence in educational change. In the narrative I give greater depth of focusto

describing the project's INSETmodel and its relationship with the' Ministry of

Education. I also focus on the areas of funding and the changing internal
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dynamics within the project.

In Chapters Three to Six I provide a topical reflection on the four focus areas of

this dissertation, namely, the PTP'sINSETmodel. the PTP'srelationship with the

Ministry of Education, funding, and internal organisational dynamics within the

PTP.Thistopical reflection is integrated with relevant national and international

literature. At the end of each of these chapters I draw out some of my learnings

in relation to those factors which worked for and against the PTP'sability to

influence educational change. I conclude by making a number of

recommendations based on the PTP'sexperience in relation to NGEO'sand their

role in influencing educational change.

Chapter Seven concludes by drawing together some of the links between the

four aspects identified above, and draws out some centralleamings with regard

to the PTPand its role in educational change in Namibia. Here I highlight some

of the central factors which worked for and against the PTPin influencing

educational change. Finally, I make a number of general recommendations

with regard to the role of NGEO'sproviding INSETin the SouthernAfrican context.
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Chapter 2

A NARRATIVE HISTORY OF THE PRIMARY TEACHERS PROJECT

1989-1992

1. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter One I provided an explanation of the broader educational,

geographical and sociopolitical context within which the case study of the PTP

needs to be understood. In this chapter I describe the growth and development

of the PTPover the four year period from 1989to 1992.I use the metaphor of a

party to assistin capturing the mood and developmental stagesof the project. I

hope to convey something of the living essence of the project's growth and

development.

2. THE PTP IN 1989 - "Preparing tor The Party"

1989 was a year of hope and optimism as Namibia teetered on the brink of

independence from SouthAfrican rule. The PTPtoo was in the processof being

born. Throughout 1989the future of Namibia as a free African nation hung in the

balance, as negotiations for the implementation of UN Resolution 435 and the

withdrawal of the SouthAfrican DefenceForcefrom Namibia took place.

During 1989 the ground for establishing the PTPas a formal organisation was

being prepared. On a day-to-day level the energy which drove the pioneering

initiative forward came primarily from my own persistentefforts. In the second

term of the 1989 school year I decided to leave my formal teaching job to

become more involved in working directly with INSETwith teachers at the

Community Primary School. I secured a part-time job in tutoring pre-service

education students at the University of Namibia. Thisallowed me to do INSET

work with primary school teachers in the aftemoons.
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The seeds of the establishment of the PTPbegan with the school-based INSET

workshops, coordinated by the principal of the Community Primary School(CPS)

and myself. As a staff member of the feeder school to the CPS,I had built up a

supportive relationship with the principal and some of the teachers over a

number of years. Theseworkshops arose as a result of the expressed needs of

parents, teachers and the principal, to find solutions to the difficulties which

teachers faced in their classrooms.The initial idea of holding INSETsessionswas

promoted by the head of the school where I worked during 1988 and 1999.

These INSETsessionswere called "Alternative Education Sessions"and their

purpose was to share teachers' experiences and to become self reflective or, as

we used to say, to "study ourselves" (Von Wiese 1988:3). Reports of poor

classroom practice, low learner results and a general feeling that something

needed to be done about the quality of classroom teaching, motivated the CPS

INSETworkshops.

These workshops were attended by twenty teachers on a twice-weekly basis

during 1988and 1989.The principal and the SchoolCommittee's strong support

for INSEThelped to make it a reality at the school. A small informal pilot project

motivated many of the teachers to attend the workshops, as they faced real

problems which they wanted to solve. The few teachers who were not keen to

attend these workshops after school hours, had to deal with the coercive

pressure of other staff members and the principal. By the end of 1989 INSET

workshops had become a compulsory item on the school timetable.

TheseINSETworkshops focused on specific classroom curricular issuesaswell as

general issues of classroom management and pedagogy. The difficulties for

which teachers wanted to find solutions included: how to teach large classes;

multilingual teaching; classroom management; and the teaching of reading

and writing. Teachers at the CPSwanted more appropriate textbooks and

teaching materials. Some teachers questioned the relevance of the syllabus

content to Namibian children. Others wanted to try out methods of teaching
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other than transmission teaching.

Apart from INSETworkshops, I conducted classroom observation on request from

teachers. Here I assistedteachers to reflect critically on their own practice, and

to find solutions to difficulties they faced. Teachers played a central part in

suggesting areas of interest for workshops. Workshops therefore related to

practical difficulties they experienced. Together with the principal and some of

the teachers, workshop sessionswere planned. At times I would be asked to run

a workshop bringing in a particular perspective such as interactive teaching

and learning, or different approaches to teaching reading. During the workshop

sessionswe allleamed from each other.

Observing teachers in class greatly assistedmy own ability to understand the

nature of the difficulties they faced, and helped me to prepare more

adequately for our INSETsessions.Many teachers felt too self-consciousto speak

out at the INSETworkshops about difficulties they confronted in their classrooms.

They found it easier to speak about these issueson a more confidential basis

with me after classroom observation sessions,when we would reflect on the

lesson.

As news of INSETworkshops spread by word of mouth, other primary school

teachers in the area also began asking for support. Resourcesfor running the

workshops were in short supply as the CPSwas a private community-based

school with very little funding. The idea of a small funded project arose out of the

need to secure and purchase resourcesto run the workshops, as well as to meet

requests for workshops from teachers at other schools.

During 1989 the PTPkept its focus as a small school-based INSETinitiative. The

vision to establish the pilot project in a more formal way grew through the

collective support and motivation of the teachers who attended the workshops

at the CPS.Support from the parents at the school came from the adults who
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attended the Englishand literacy classesI held twice weekly in the evenings. I

ran these classeson a voluntary basis for parents from the CPSand the broader

community. They had been initiated by the principal and parents of this school

in 1988because both teachers and parents felt that, in order that leamers might

receive more support in their learning at home, parents needed to understand

English and be able to read and write. As more teachers from other schools

wanted to join the workshopsand as resourcesbecame more limited, we felt we

needed to obtain funding to establish a more long term project, which could

expand these activities.

Theprincipal of the CPSand I were instrumental in bringing together supportive

people in the community who were keen to see the project get off the ground.

We established a formal structure in the form of a Steering Committee in April

1989.This structure later became the Board of Directors in June 1989(PTPDraft

Constitution, Von Wiese 1989:1).Settingup the Board of Directorswas part of my

strategy to ensure that the project was owned by community interests and

needs. I wanted to ensure that it would be accountable to the community and

that it would be supported and sustainedby its active membership.

We had a number of skilled and experienced community workers on the Board

who were committed to seeing the project succeeding. Their experience in

community-based and political organisations meant they were committed to

the project and what it could mean for Namibia. As a Board it also had

leadership credibility in the community and most of the members had high-

profile positionswithin their own organisationsand within the community. Many,

but not all, of the Boardmemberswere official SWAPOmembers.
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Writing a formal project proposal to apply for funding was one of the activities

with which the Board assisted me. Supportive links with a number of other

Namibian NGO's in terms of human and physical resources assisted me to

develop skills in writing the first project proposal. The school-based INSET
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workshop at the CPSand the work which I had started with other primary school

teachers at their schools in Katutura, were used as a basis for our funding

proposal. The proposal was submitted to the newly established Namibian

Development Trust(NDT)in the hope of obtaining international funding. TheNDT

was an organisation which helped to channel international funds to NGO'sand

community development projects, and which assisted in building the

organisational capacity of these projects.
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I considered the work we were doing as a pioneering initiative which operated

on a lot of commitment and no funding. The work we did, and the energy

behind it, was fuelled by the drive to build an alternative to Bantu Education.

Teachers also had an immediate need to improve their own teaching skills. At

the CPSthis was encouraged by parents and the principal, who felt that teacher

development would lead to a better standard of teaching. Many parents at the

CPShad the strongbelief that education held the key to their children's future.

During 1989 I drafted a project proposal which was submitted to the Board for

refinement. In this proposal I set out my own dreams and those of a group of

supportive parents and community activists who backed the idea of the

project. Our aims were to:

1. Run inservice training programmes and workshops in both rural
and urban areas, in order to upgrade the educational skills of our
primary school teachers.

2. Upgrade the Englishproficiency of our teachers.

3. Set up an alternative resource centre to provide teachers with
ideas and information for effective teaching practice, as well as
with resourcesthat expose the values of racism, sexism,ethnicity,
colonialism and the apartheid ideology within critical context.

4. Produce our own educational resources through the collective
workshopping of materials by teachers, based on classroom
activity and interaction with the wider community. Thiswill ensure
the authenticity of the material, and its relevance to the Namibian
child. (Von Wiese 1989:2)
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We also emphasised the importance of forming supportive structures within

schools,such as teacher study groups which would promote collegial support,

with teachers taking a more active role in their own professionaldevelopment.

The notion of providing ongoing support to teachers in order to bolster the

development of their own confidence in attempting innovative classroom

practices was an important part of our planned INSETstrategy. This idea had

developed directly from our own experience at the CPS.The need to support

teacherswith their own Englishlanguage proficiency was highlighted as a result

of Education Department policy changes in which English was promoted as a

medium of instruction in schools.

Our proposal was very clear on providing an alternative to the existing system,

which we felt perpetuated what was commonly referred to as "gutter

education", or education for oppression. Through our INSETworkshops we

wanted to participate in building an education system that would prepare

learners to be critical thinkers and self-reliant citizens who could participate

actively in all spheresof life. We felt teachers needed to think more critically

about how they were teaching and what they were teaching. This included

critically examining their own values related to race, classand gender.

Another area of concern was to find ways in which teachers could be formally

accredited, or be given some recognition for the INSETworkshops they

attended. We felt that in the long term thiswould help teachers to upgrade their

qualifications, and it would also act as an incentive to attend sessionsregularly.

Although in 1989the PTP'svision was documented in the project proposal, its

real identity as an organisation was only beginning to form. The identity of the

PTPwas very bound up in my own identity and the school-basedINSETwork at

the Community Primary School.

The political commitment of other Board members and their long history of
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involvement in grass-roots and community organisations, gave the PTPa

"struggle" and "activist" identity. That is, there was a strong common bond

between ourselvesin our opposition to "apartheid education" and our support of

Namibia's struggle for independence.

The evolution of the project from the school-basedINSETworkshops conducted

at the Community Primary School(a community-based, private primary school.

sustained by parents and donations from the international community) gave it

a senseof community and teacher ownership.

The PTP'svision to build a new education system, linked to "People'sEducation",

was echoed in the visions of other educationalists both inside and outside

Namibia at this time. The notion of "People'sEducation" was strongly linked to

student, teacher and parent struggles in SouthAfrica and Namibia. The values

of ownership, political freedom, collective action and empowerment

underpinned thesestruggles.
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During the year I had begun working with a small group of teachers from other

schools in the area who needed support in terms of language teaching to

primary school pupils. Very little teacher support was provided by the

Education Department in terms of their INSETneeds. I was aware of Teachers

Centres offering support to teachers by way of short workshops and teaching

aids. From my discussionswith teachers at other primary schools I perceived

that these resourcesand workshopsdid not really meet their immediate needs.

On scanning some of the teaching resourcesat the Teachers Centre, I found

them to be very Eurocentricand unchallenging for learners and teachers alike.

The texts seemed not to engage learners critically and were also very

uninteresting. Most of the examples and illustrations reflected a white middle

class life style. They did not feel authentically African or Namibian, nor were

they related to the daily realitiesof learnersI had contact with.
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At this stage I had very little to do with personnel from the Department of

Education, whom I considered to be part of the oppressive SouthAfrican State

apparatus. However, our search for a meeting venue brought me into contact

with Education Department personnel at the TeachersCentre. Personnelat the

centre were willing to allow me the use of their venue, although it was made

clear that any other resourcescould only be used by teachers who worked at

Education Department schools.

A number of school principals in Katutura were open to my working with staff

members. There seemed to be no fear of what the "Department" might sayar

think. This was a change from the atmosphere of fear of reprimand by the

Department which had prevailed in the recent past. However, as my presence

on State school property was not regarded as legal without Department

authorisation, it was a risk to both the school staff and myself to hold meetings or

workshopswithout official permission.

Facilities and resourcesto support teachers at the Community Primary School

became increasingly important and spearheaded the need to obtain funding.

During 1989I was not aware of any other Namibian-based NGEOdoing INSET

work with teachers. There were a small number of service organisations and

units linked to churches and industry which were involved in INSET.These

included the RossingFoundation and the Council of Churchesof Namibia. At this

time INSETand teacher development were being placed on the agenda at

various educational change conferences and workshops both within and

outside Namibia's borders.

Outside the Department of Education structures a number of educational

change initiatives were taking place. These initiatives aimed at building to a

new vision of education in Namibia. At the United Nations Institute for Namibia

(UNIN)Conferenceon TeacherEducation in Namibia, held in Lusaka in 1989,the

SWAPOsecretary for Education and Training, Nahas Angula, stressedthe need
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The validity of any educational system naturally is dependent
upon the quality of the teaching and the availability of competent
teachers. In order to meet these demands, each developing
country needs to determine the appropriate means for training
suchqualified personnel. Thistask isnot simply one of finances and
recruiting. It also involves the establishment of teacher-training
systemswhich reflect the over-all expectations of the educational
systemand the country's various social institutions. (Taker cited in
Angula 1989:1)

for a unified and integrated systemof education that would, "help Namibia to

be a great nation" (1989:8). His paper reflects a commitment to teacher

professionaldevelopment, opening with this quote by Taker:

During 1989Namibia was still in the grips of SouthAfrican educational policy.

The conference in Lusaka, as well as other conferences which took place in

Europe in the same year, worked toward establishing an alternative vision for

Namibian Education. Namibians in exile and representatives from a number of

foreign universities and educational organisations participated at these

conferences.

In July 1989,Namibians within the country attempted to organise a conference

with the aim of encouraging:

Namibians to collaborate in the critical analysis of the existing
education system and remake the idea of education by
suggesting priorities and strategiesfor a desirable future. (Curry, Le
Roux & Harlech-Jones1989:1)
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Highlighted at this conference were some of the practical problems which

retarded educational change, such as the lack of libraries, reading material

and competent Englishspeakers.Thepicture conference delegates drew of the

present education system reflected the fragmentation of the education system

through lack of resourcesfor teaching and libraries; racial and class divisions

between school and educational authorities; disproportionate funding; South

African domination of education; and a general breakdown in the education
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Integration of the national system
One common medium of instruction
Curriculum development and its relevancy
Teacher Training - upgrading and inservice training
Compulsory education
Rationalisation of resources
Materials development
Adult education and literacy
Vocational training
Participatory decision-making structures to involve, teachers,
students, industry, etc.
Formulate common goals - nation building
(Curry et al. 1989:25)

system.

The vision which participants at this conference built emphasised the following

priorities for education in an independent Namibia:

Under teacher training in the conference report (Curry et al. 1989:30)a number

of strategies supporting educational change were identified. These included

upgrading and teacher training; making materials available to teachers in the

form of science kits; encouraging the use of available natural resources; and

introducing relevant materials with support programmes. It was suggested that

teacher ownership be encouraged through the training of local implementors,

who would in tum train other teachers,causing a "multiplier effect". The idea was

that teacher "cells"were to be developed and supported. Implementors were to

be involved in materials development and curriculum development. It was also

recommended that local initiatives be given support by external agencies,

regional systemsand the Education Department structures.
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ThisINSETmodel proposed at the conference was similar to the one followed by

the Molteno project in South Africa, which emphasised primary school literacy

and English courses for children with an African language background.

Agencies from governmental and non-formal organisations were identified as

being able to provide INSET.It was suggested that a positive reward system,
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such as promotion, should be built into INSETprogrammes.

At this stage the PTPwas forming its own notion of educational change and

INSETpractice, based on the work at the Community Primary School. The

identity of the PTPwas closely linked to the personalities who were involved in

the small pilot initiative and the values we held. A common identity we shared

was our belief in our role as political activists in the struggle for educational

change and a new political order.We viewed the project as providing a way for

teachers to challenge apartheid education, and to build an alternative form of

pedagogy in their classrooms.We viewed ourselves as "progressiveeducators"

and the pilot project as a "progressive initiative" which would help to support

the development of Namibians.

We strongly believed that educational change was fundamentally linked to

teacher development, as teachers were the people who had daily access to

learners. We felt teacher development needed to take place through INSETthat

focused on classroom curricular work and subject specific support. We also

acknowledged that appropriate teaching materials were needed to support

teacher development. However, we felt that the value of the materials in

themselves, without appropriate back-up and support through INSET,was

limited. With our strong focuson self reliance and empowerment we also felt that

teachers needed to develop their own creative potential, through making and

using appropriate teaching materials and resources in their communities.

Central to our INSETwork was the notion of participatory learning, starting with

the needs of the teachers. Our model of INSETarose out of our own practice in

INSETworkshopsand schoolsduring 1988and 1989.

During 1989control of the educational systemwas still in the hands of the South

African Government. Although debate around educational change and a new

vision for Namibian education was taking place, there was no clarity in termsof

a new educational policy or a broader agreed-upon vision for education. Most
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developmental initiatives which began at this time had a very uncertain

context within which to stroteqise. The PTPbegan its work in a policy vacuum in

terms of future possibilities for educational changes,

By the end of 1989 the project proposal had been submitted to donor

organisations and we waited for a reply, Towards the end of 1989 I was fortunate

to receive a grant of seed funding to continue the INSETwork I was doing, after

my contract as a micro-teaching tutor at the University of Namibia's Education

Faculty came to an end,

By the end of the year there was no certainty about the expansion and growth

of the project if funding still did not come in, I was by now formally unemployed

as my contract with the University had come to an end, I did not apply for any

permanent teaching positions as I wanted to keep my options open to work with

the INSETneeds of teachers in Kotuturo.

By the end of 1989, with Namibia's independence from colonial rule, the whole

educational system and structure was poised on the brink of major change,

From the 7th to 11th of November 1989, Namibian elections were held, They

were declared free and fair under the watchful eye of the United Nations

Transitional Assistance Group and the United Nations Special Representative

Martti Ahtisaari. By the end of 1989 the air was filled with excitement and

disbelief as Namibia was about to realise the fruits of many years of struggle for

freedom from colonial rule and oppression,
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3. THE PTP IN 1990 - "The Party Celebration"

The year 1990 felt like "the celebration party", This image captures the mood of

Namibia's political independence from South Africa, On New Year's day I was

informed that initial funding for the establishment of the PTPhad been granted

by the European Economic Community, I danced with joy as the vision of the

project was about to become reality,
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On March 21st 1990,Namibia achieved independence after twenty-three years

of war and more than a century of colonial occupation. There was much

jubilation and excitement. SamNujoma was sworn in as the first StatePresident

and the new cabinet was elected. TheDraft Constitution had been drawn up by

the Constituent Assembly, and the stage was set for the drafting of policy that

would ground the vision of a free Namibia in reality. Thefragile processof nation

building at a personal and political level, based on the principles of

reconciliation and reconstruction, began.

In January I met with members of the ad hoc Board and was appointed as the

Project Coordinator. I was asked to proceed with the setting up of the project.

Once a bank account had been established and funding had arrived, I was

able to begin the building of a formal organisation. By May that year the PTP

was established with an office, technical equipment and a vehicle. Six full time

staff members were interviewed and appointed by the Board. Getting the

project established, interviewing applicants and providing staff based INSET

took up a lot of time during the firsthalf of the year.

Among the staff there was an atmosphere of hope and excitement at belonging

to a new team. They were very motivated and committed towards the aims of

the project. Most of the staff members were black Namibian women who had

been in exile in Europeand Angola, or had been involved in church or political

movements in Namibia. It is possible that being an almost all-women project

helped to build an atmosphere of informality and sensitivity towards personal

feelings. Therewas also a senseof pride and empowerment at being a team of

relatively young women, who had the independence of being in a position to be

creative and responsive to the needs of "the community". Part of the vision we

shared was to ensure that children had a good education that developed their

full potential. We wanted to build an alternative to the SouthAfrican system.

Being part of an NGEOwas new to most staff members as they had come from
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foreign educational institutions, refugee camps and church organisations,

Principles of democracy and female empowerment were strongly supported

within the project. The values we upheld within the project reflected our own

hopes for nation building,

At a staff development and orientation workshop held for all of the PTPstaff by a

host organisation in Cape Town during May 1990, the PTPstaff identified the

transitional chaos of the current situation as providing them with opportunities to

take pro-active stepsto influence educational change at schoolsand in the new

Ministry. However, teacher resistance to staying after school for workshops and

competition with other NGEO'sin the field was seenas a threat.

Thiswas a busy year for the Board who, after the orientation workshop, were

referred to as the Management Committee, Thiscommittee met once a month in

order to set policy for the running of the organisation, They were involved in

interviewing staff members, as well as establishing an organisational

constitution and hosting an annual general meeting,

The five new PTP staff members went through a process of initial staff

development and orientation by me as the project coordinator, They then

began the process of visiting schools, undergoing further internal staff

development and running INSETworkshops,Staffdevelopment on various levels

continued throughout the year, in order to build the project's internal capacity

to work with schools,
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ThePTP'swork shifted to school-focusedINSETfrom the initial INSETwork which I

was involved in at the PTP,which I regard as being school-based, This was

because INSETinitiatives at the CPShad arisen internally within our own school -

based context and I initially related as a colleague with teachers at the CPS,

The school focusedwork which the PTPdid included the CPSteachers, aswell as

two other schools in Kotuturo. Here PTPstaff worked as outside facilitators
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assisting the schoolsin their INSET.

The culture of schools was much the same as it had been in 1989, with the

exception of a few more parent-teacher-student-associations (PTSA's)being set

up in senior schools, where the Namibian National Student Organisation

(NANSO)was more active. In general there was still an openness and eagerness

by teachers for INSETand the PTPwas beginning to receive requests for support

from more schools, as a result of the project profiling through school visits and a

word of mouth network among teachers in Katutura.

Providing INSETto a larger number of schoolswas initiated through running short

INSETcourses.We advertised our first holiday INSETcourse which was cancelled

owing to lack of attendance. We quickly learned that offering INSETcourses

during the school holidays was difficult and would only work if there was a good

combination of incentives and pressurefrom lines of authority in schools.

The PTPregarded itself as a community-based service organisation that worked

on a non-profit basis. We did not charge the schools, or the teachers, for the

INSETwork we did with them. Many teachers earned small salariesbecause they

were not highly qualified. Schoolsdid not have budgets for staff development.

As the project coordinator, I was responsible for the day to day leadership and

management of the project. The Management Committee was responsible for

setting broad policy guidelines. Staff participation in democratic policy and

decision making was encouraged. Staff members had voting rights and access

to the Management Committee through a staff representative. A fairly flat

leadership structure was established as we were a small, intimate team making

decisions collectively. All project workers met weekly to coordinate work plans

and to make decisionsabout our work in the field.

During 1990,having a motor vehicle and funding helped the project expand its
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activities to two other schools in the Windhoek area. The school-focused INSET

started to take on a particular shape during the year. Staff visited schools and

discussed the project's role with teachers, to determine if INSETsupport was

required. Once needs were identified, needs-basedworkshops were developed.

We were against pre-packaged INSETprogrammes as we felt they did not take

real needs into account. We also felt that they disempowered teachers by

giving the message that their own knowledge and experience was of no value.

Teachers from different schools were encouraged to meet and share their

ideas.at PTPworkshops.

PTPstaff members did classroomobservation to assistteachers to reflect on their

own progress.We called this "action research"although it was not only reflective

practice. After classroom observation and reflection, PTP staff members

reported on developmental needs in the school. This report was discussedwith

teachers as a basis for further development work in the school.We knew that the

principal's role of encouraging teachers to attend INSETworkshops was an

important part of ensuring that the majority of teachers participated. Therefore

we spent time speaking to principals, encouraging them to support INSET

initiatives in their schools.

After schoolhoursschool premiseswere used for INSETworkshops,as they were a

convenient distance to teacher's homes. INSETworkshops were run for English

language teaching, English proficiency for teachers themselves, and Science

and Mathematics. A small pilot project on Social Studieswas run by myself and

a colleague working in another NGEO.

During 1990 teachers were not formally accredited for the INSETworkshops

which they completed, although we felt this area needed to be investigated.

The INSETmodel which we followed was strongly based on the practice which

had been established with teachersat the CPS.It was agreed that it was a good

idea for education coordinators to work in pairs and that there should be
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continuous reflection on their own practice. During the year the education

coordinators did express the fear that this could become contrived and that it

needed to happen naturally. A lot of the pressureto actively reflect, share and

analyse our actionscame fromme. I was anxious that many staffmemberswere

new to the position and that they needed support with their personal

development. However, without appropriate structures and procedures within

the project to ensurethis, it was difficult for this to happen in any formal way. The

flat leadership structure, in which I was not clearly mandated with the

responsibility for ensuring staff development and appraisal, led to a situation

where there were no procedures for quality assurance and accountability. At

another level I was finding it difficult to let go of some of the control of the work

which my colleaguesdid in the field.

Discussionand reflection of our INSETpractices raised the issueas to whether the

workshops should include more content as well as method, so that teachers

could feel that they had actually been given something concrete. Education

coordinators were feeling the pressure from teachers who expected a more

transmission-type training sessionwhere they would be concretely told what to

do and how to do it. Education coordinators had to feel their way through their

own methodology, in order to move slowly towards modelling a more

participatory form of learning and teaching. For many teachers, exposure to

more participatory formsof pedagogy had not been modelled in their schooling

careers or in their later training as teachers. Through demonstration lessonsthe

education coordinatorshoped to model a new form of classroompractice.

All the education coordinators recognised that critical reflection (or action

research, as it was incorrectly named) was an integral part of the programme.

Although it was time-consuming, they felt it could not be skipped and it helped

to deepen their understanding of their work.

When I recall what we actually did in the area of action research, it was not
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really action research but classroom observation, with feedback and discussion

with teachers on what had been observed, After the lesson the teacher would

speak about his or her teaching and what he or she was trying to achieve, The

coordinator would give the teacher feedback as to what s/he saw happening in

the classroom,Teacherswould also discusswhat they felt their INSETneeds were,

After INSETworkshops, teachers would ask the PTPcoordinators to sit in on their

classesand observe the way in which they were trying out an innovation, What

we referred to in PTPas action research did not occur in the classical senseof

teachers systematically researching their own practice, It could be described

more accurately as reflective practice with the support of a triangulator, This

processhelped the PTPin identifying teacher INSETneeds and also gave them a

senseof what was happening in classrooms,
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The education coordinators also supported each other in the field by giving

each other feedback after workshop sessions,Thesereflections were sometimes

verbal and sometimes more formally noted, What was learned from these

reflective sessionswas built into future planning sessions,We tended to learn

and develop as we tried things out.

The feedback we received from teachers and principals, and evaluation forms

after workshops, showed a growing enthusiasm for our INSETworkshops, There

were, however, a number of frustrationswhich the education coordinators had to

face, The Evaluation Report compiled at the end of the year captures these:

Poor feedback from teachers which made planning difficult. Many
teachers were involved in other commitments some of which were
compulsory, The general response to holiday workshops was not
favourable, It was felt that the teachers were probably not used to
working in a more participatory way when it came to decision
making, The first and the last terms of the school year were a
difficult period in which to hold workshops as the schools were
either in a process of settling down, or the teachers and students
were busy with examinations, Some teachers felt that they did not
receive any formal credit for workshops,(PTPEvaluation Report
1990:2)
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Workshops should be held after school hours and during the week.
Teachers and school representatives should be consulted and a
timetable for the workshops be made available to each school.
Workshopswould be run on a modular basis so that teachers could
attend those workshops which they felt best suited their needs.
Teachers would get an attendance certificate if they regularly
attended all workshop sessions.No formal evaluation of teachers
would take place. Education coordinators would give
demonstration lessons.During times of the year when teachers were
too busy to attend workshops the education coordinators could do
their planning and development of resource materials.(PTP
Evaluation Report 1990:2)

The PTPthus adopted the following strategy in terms of trying to make more of

an impact on educational change through school focused INSET:

As our work with schools expanded, the frequency and availability of

coordinators to do classroom visits decreased, and larger scale workshops

increased. One of the tensions that was being felt by education coordinators

was to have more autonomy from office administrative functions. In this way

they could have more time to focus on their work in the field. The flat leadership

structure of the project was increasing this tension.

By October 1990 we had decided to issue attendance certificates as an

incentive to teachers to attend INSETsessions.We hoped that this would lead to

some form of future recognition or accreditation. Towards the end of the year we

began receiving requests for support from schools outside of Windhoek, and

began doing research visits to determine the needs of teachers and to plan for

future programmes.

During 1990 the PTPbegan a publication for primary school educators called

"Primary Focus". This publication was edited and produced at the PTPoffices

and distributed to all primary, and some high, schools in Namibia. We

managed to produce two editions in 1990. We also established a resource

centre for teachers in Katutura and started a project to get box libraries into
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schools (PTPEvaluation Report 1990:2).

The PTPfelt it important to establish links with the new Ministry of Education

during 1990.The new Ministry of Education amalgamated the twelve separate

education departments which had existed under Apartheid rule. Staff and

structural changes occupied much of the Ministry's time. At this time no clear

vision or policy had been set for education in general. Neither was there any

clarity of vision or policy for INSETprovision in schools. Ministry's policy on

collaboration with NGEO'sand other service providers was also non-existent at

this stage. We were aware that the Ministry was planning educational changes

in Namibia, but it was not easy to get accessto this information.

During 1990 the PTPunsuccessfully tried to obtain a letter of support and

recommendation from the Minister of Education in order to encourage schoolsto

make use of its services.In responseto letters and a formal visit to the Ministry by

PTPstaff, the PTPwas informed that the Ministry felt they first needed to gain

clarity about the PTP'swork and to understand how it fitted into the envisaged

National Teacher Education Programme, which was in its planning stages. The

PTPwas informed that the Ministry would appoint a task group to research and

inspect the project (Report on the PTPvisit to the Ministry of Education:June

1990).During 1990this task group apparently never followed up their plans and

a letter of support was not issued.

In the Organising Committee Minutes (14 August 1990:1) there is reference to

further visits to the Ministry of Education in which PTPstaff gained the feeling that

the Minister of Education did not have a "problem with the PTP.However there

was need for co-ordination of in-service training." In the NGEOworkshop in Cape

Town (1990:14) at which PTPstaff conducted their first orientation and strategic

planning exercise, the lack of a working relationship with the Ministry and their

denial of our accessinto schools,was perceived as a threat to continued work in

schools.
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At this time there were differing levels of support within the Ministry for the work

the PTPwas doing. The support was on an informal basis through personal links

with strategic people within the Ministry who felt open to the work which NGEO's

were doing. A number of people who had been in the Department of Education

were very bureaucratic in their approach to the PTP'srequests and seemed to

feel quite threatened by the work that NGEO'slike ourselveswere doing.

In September 1990 the project went through its first organisational evaluation,

which we referred to as an appraisal process.Here we also planned for the next

years. We made the following observation about our relationship with the

Ministry of Education:

Unfortunately it would appear that there is a top down hierarchical
structure in the Ministry. It is important that community based
structures spend time and energy pushing to get representation at
that level to try and change this approach. (Appraisal Report
1990:2)

During the year we therefore tried hard to keep up links with strategic people

within the Ministry in order to gain access to meetings and seminars in which

new developments were being discussed. There were times when we were not

invited to important forums where educational issueswere being debated. On

the one hand some people in the Ministry felt the need to draw in and consult

the NGO community, but on the other hand some people seemed to feel that

NGO's should not have a voice in these forums. Our own capacity in terms of

human resourcesoften limited our own involvement in Ministry programmes.
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In general the Ministry seem to be in a state of reorganisation and restructuring.

By the end of 1990no clear policy or coordinated programmes in terms of INSET

had been developed by the Ministry. Internal political struggles within the

Ministry seemed to be taking up a lot of time and energy during this phase of its

restructuring.
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A number of visits were made to the Permanent Secretary as well as other key

people in the Ministry. ThePTPestablished a profile and presence in the Ministry

through Primary Focus, our publication, which we distributed to Ministry staff

members, and through the interviews we did with Ministry staff and which were

published in Primary Focus.Through the informal contact which the PTPbuilt up

in the Ministry, we received a number of invitations to attend discussionsand

planning meetings relating to curriculum development and educational

change. Access to many of these meetings was not easy as there were a

number of people in the Ministry who felt threatened by NGO'sand did not see

the importance of our involvement. During this year, establishing any formal

working relationship with the Ministry of Education was very difficult because of

these internal political dynamics and organisational restructuring.

Through the support of other NGO'sand some individuals in the student union,

we attempted to act as a pressuregroup to lobby for support on Ministry forums.

My reflective notes record my sentimentson this issue:

Together with NANTU we attempted to push the issue of NGO
involvement in educational reconstruction at the Ministry level. I
know at this stage we felt there was not a seriouscommitment from
the Ministry to involve NGO's and people from grassroots
organisations. They were still very top down in their approach and
we had to really push hard at times to get invited to important
forums. (ThesisJournal, Collett 1994:8)

TheNamibian Non-Governmental Forum(NANGOF)was newly establishedand

had not as yet a base through which we could lobby.

Another tension we experienced with the Ministry during the year was created

through a request from them that our project expand into the north of Namibia.

As a new project we felt that we needed to consolidate our efforts and way of

working before we spread ourselves out over huge distances or decided to

relocate. We were only a small pilot project at this stage. By September 1990
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At this time there was no policy for INSETin schools. Neither was there policy

regarding relationships between the Ministry and NGEO's in terms of

development work in schools.This lack of policy made the work of our project

difficult asmany schoolswere afraid to enter into a working relationship with an

NGEO'sunlessthe Ministry gave their permission.Thisfear of authority, aswell as

the insecurity of schools to take independent initiatives in their own

development, were symptoms of having lived through a legacy of Statecontrol

and oppression.

there was a difference of vision in the team over the nature of the pilot project

(PTPAppraisal Report 1990:8).This had occurred as a result of discussionsto

expand the project. We felt that the project was a pilot project, and that we did

not have the capacity to expand to the North of Namibia. This resulted in us

turning down the Ministry's request.Our decision not to respond to the Ministry's

request was not taken favourably by some people although it was a difficult

strategic choice we had to make.

Although PTP attempted, unsuccessfully, to negotiate a formal letter of

recommendation from the Ministry for the work which we were doing in schools,

on an informal level there was support for our work from somepeople. As a result

we decided to negotiate a direct working relationship with schools without a

formal letter of permissionfrom the Ministry.

A number of the papers and recommendations for educational reform, which

had been developed in conferences and through research initiatives, were

being taken forward within the formal structures of the Ministry of Education.

Within the NGEO sector, as well as in the other tertiary institutions, some

programmes were provided to support the INSETneeds of teachers. The

following picture of INSETprovision in Namibia during the 1990'sgives one an

idea of what was happening in the field of INSET.
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In their research on INSETin Namibia, Auala et al. (1993) note the service

providers in the field. RossingFoundation exposed principals to new policy

decisions made by the Ministry of Education and Culture as well as English

competency courses. Short INSETcourses were offered by the Council of

Churches of Namibia (CCN) for teachers. Auala et al. (1993) also note

cooperation between the CCN and Rossing in providing INSETcourses for

teachers in mathematics, scienceand English.

The Academy provided INSET through correspondence-based, distance

teaching and follow-up courses in school holidays. The Windhoek College of

Education also offered distance teaching for primary school teachers. The

Primary Teachers Project is cited (1990:4) as giving INSETsupport to primary

school teachers in the fields of science, English, mathematics and library

science. The INSTANTproject (In-service Training and Assistance for Namibian

Teachers), providing mathematics and science training for secondary and

primary teachers, was established through a cooperative venture between the

Vrije UniversiteitAmsterdam and the Ministry of Education.

In their research, Auala et al. (1993) also mention that the service providers

were not able to attend to all the INSETneeds of Namibian teachers.They go on

to highlight the inadequacies of INSETprovision:
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In spite of the increasing number of training activities being
organised by the above mentioned bodies, the current in-service
programmes do not seemto meet the needsof all serving teachers.
Teachers interviewed reported that their most recent in-service
training has taken place since Independence. However, the
unevennessof the training, its ad hoc nature and the fact that some
organisationsare able to remove teachers from schoolsfor training
without the permission of the MEC, means that it remains
uncoordinated and undirected in terms of a systematic statement
of teacher needs in the country. (Auala 1993:4)

Auala et al. (1993)highlight the importance of teachers having the opportunity
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of improving their formal qualifications. They note in their research that 49%of

teachers interviewed had an academic qualification lower than Standard 10,

and 36%of teachers had no professional qualifications. The priority INSETneeds

which Auala et al. (1993:15) identified after interviews with teachers included:

teaching methods; communication skills in English; child development; and

subject knowledge. The teaching methods were the most favoured area of

support. Their research also indicated that teachers favoured INSETin the form of

short courseswith 61% favouring school holidays, and weekends supported by

51%,while after-school or evening courseswere supported by 40%of teachers.

They concluded that on a nation-wide basis, 50%of teachers preferred courses

to be held in local centres away from their schoolswhile 43%of primary school

teachers favoured training at their schools.

The following obstacles with regard to INSETwere highlighted in the research by

Auala et al. (1993:18): lack of transport to venues (47%); financial problems

(35%); few teachers stated that part-time study would affect participation in

INSETcourses; and, only a few principals did not support INSET.Motivational

factors for doing INSETwere: provision of transport to INSETsites(35%);provision

of a certificate of completion (30%); and granting of study leave for course

participation (21%). In their research Auala et al. (1993) did not offer any

recommendations about the role other INSETproviders such as NGEO'scould

play, in providing INSETor in participating in INSETpolicy and planning.
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The PTP'sfieldwork during 1990confirmed a number of the research findings by

Auala et al. (1993), although our own experience of INSETsessionsrun during

school holidays did not reflect the positive response which their research

suggests.

During 1990 the PTPestablished relationships with other NGO's and newly

formed NGEO's.Theserelationships centred around sharing resourcesand ideas,
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and looking at joint strategies for achieving our aims, including more formal

networking and forming NGEOpartnerships, During that year foreign and local

NGO'sand NGEO'smushroomed in Namibia,

During 1990 PTPwas active with a number of other NGO'sin establishing the

Namibian Non-Governmental Organisations' Forum called NANGOF,The aim of

NANGOFwas as follows:

We the Namibian NGO'sand eBO'swho share aims of facilitating
community development through participatory democracy,
perceive the need to establish a forum for better resource sharing
and a coordinated development approach, (NANGOFConstitution
1991:1)

By the end of 1990the staff at the PTPfelt that they had achieved an enormous

amount. There was growing credibility for the work of the PTP,The PTPwas

receiving more requests to run INSETworkshops, It had achieved a profile at

Ministry level as well as at schools through Primary Focus and its work in the

field,
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Although we had achieved a lot by the end of the year, our internal capacity to

make an impact in the field was weakened by two of our staff members leaving

to further their studies, or to take on more lucrative permanent jobs, As a

fledgling project these staff changes had a dramatic effect, as we had once

again to begin finding skilled people who were committed to work in an NGEO,

It also meant that internal resourcesneeded to be used, in order to orient and

develop new staff members to take on their work in the project.

The difficulty in finding skilled and committed people to work in the NGEOfield,

because of the nature of the work and because of other job opportunities,

caused tensions, We were unable to provide enough incentive to keep good

employees and thismade project staff feel insecure, Staff shortagesaffected our

capacity to expand, A further tension that we had to spend time on was internal
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staff development and orientation, at the costof doing work in the field.

A source of security in the project by the end of the first year, however, was the

good relationship which we had built up with our primary funder. There had

been a number of personal visits between project staff and representatives from

our primary funding partners, and we had worked out terms of reference for a

working relationship. To increase our funding base, we had also started to tap

alternative funding sources.We knew we needed to guarantee the longer term

sustainability of the project through active fund-raising. At the end of the first

year we had a small project "appraisal" or evaluation at which a representative

of our primary funding partner was present. A number of the areas of

development and struggle mentioned above were raised in the evaluation.

Thehigh point of our celebratory party was the sensethat we had establisheda

formal organisation which we felt was unique in furthering educational change

in Namibia. The publication Primary Focus was a successand an important

strategy to reach isolated schools,and profile our work. We had run a number of

successful INSETworkshops and had built up working relations with schools

inside and outside the capital city.

Another cause for celebration were the strategic relationships we had

developed with a few key people in the Ministry of Education and within the

NGO community. Our Management Committee had also played a very

supportive role in setting difficult policy and helping to develop the

organisation. The increasing difficulty of getting all our Management Committee

members to meetings was beginning to be felt, as they all had busy lives.

Although our successespulled us through many difficult patches, there were

other problems we had to face. We needed to develop lot of administrative and

management policy in order that the project would function smoothly. Theinitial

lack of policy in termsof conditions of employment, use of resourcesand day to
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day management made staff relationsvery difficult at times.

As a founder leader I was also finding it difficult to relinquish my own control

over the direction in which the project should go and the way INSETshould be

approached in the field. Moving into the office and less into the field was a

difficult transition for me. I was also trying to find my feet in a new position of

ProjectCoordinator with all the new and unexpected demands this placed on

me. Facing challenging management decisions within a newly forming

organisational policy context was personally difficult.

The year was a real challenge for the staff, as well as the organisation, as it

established itself and went about building its vision of educational change into

reality.

4. THEPTPIN 1991- liThe After-Party"

This was the year of living on the "high" of independence and freedom.

Namibians had the feeling of being new members of a new nation on the brink

of many possibilities. It felt like an after-party with elements of joy and

excitement still hanging in the air as the first year of independence was

celebrated. Namibia was beginning to emerge as a newly independent nation.

Within this context new policies were being developed for the different

Government Departments and the difficult and challenging process of nation

building was on its way. Just one year after independence the country still

seemed to be reeling in its new found freedom. Beneath the surface of the

celebrations the hard task of nation building was beginning to dawn under the

banners of reconciliation and reconstruction.

During 1991the work of the PTPexpanded outsideof Windhoek. Although three

staff members had left the project at the end of 1990, three new staff

replacements had been appointed. By the end of 1991we were still unable to

find a suitable candidate to fill the position of resourcecoordinator. At this stage
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all full-time projectworkerswere women.

Our perception of schoolsduring 1991was that _theywere very open to INSET

support. Schools in remote rural areas, and specifically historically

disadvantaged schools, had a great need for physical and human resource

development. At many of the schools, conditions were similar to those in the

years leading up to Namibia's independence. One of the changes we perceived

was that teachers more openly expressedhope for curriculum change and an

improvement in teaching resources, such as textbooks and teaching aids at

their disposal. The demands for support from schools in more remote areas

started to come in to the PTP,because of the contact the staff was building up

with schools and as a result of referrals from some people in NGO'sand the

Ministry.

During the year, the project's fieldwork expanded in Windhoek as well as to the

South of the country into the small towns and hamlets of Rehoboth, Groot Aub

and Khorixas. Thispresented new challenges for our INSETwork. Many of the

schoolsin which the PTPstaff worked were situated in villages where there was

no formal accommodation for the education coordinators, and teachers

themselveswere often unable to provide this. In order to overcome this logistical

difficulty tents were bought and the PTPstaff members camped on the school

grounds.

As one of the education coordinatorsput it:

One of the major problems was that of logistics. Schools are so
widely scattered. Thismeans that bringing teachers together for a
workshop is difficult because of a lack of transport and
accommodation, especially in farm schools. Again running a
workshop at each individual school is also difficult because one
may find only one or two science teachers in one school. (PTP
Annual Report 1991:8)

The number of teachers being reached by the PTPthrough INSETcourses
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increased in 1991. Seventy teachers had attended a series of workshops in

Windhoek run by the various education coordinators. A support group of

science teachers was set up at the CPS.Our Library Coordinator had eight box

libraries delivered to schoolsin the south of the country with the support of INSET

workshops. Researchon the need for INSETin the area of book education and

the need for box libraries had been conducted in twelve other schools.Through

our Library Coordinator a strong, cooperative relationship had been built up

with the Department of Library Servicesin the Ministry of Education. Research

regarding INSETneeds and library resourceneeds was also being conducted in

smaller towns to the south of the country in order to bring back data for

planning workshopsfor 1992.

The INSETmodel we used followed a similar pattem to the work undertaken in

1991. Education coordinators would begin their work in schools by first

conducting school visits where they would have meetings with principals and

staff members, where INSETneeds would be determined. These visits also

involved planning to deal with logistical difficulties faced in the field, such as

finding central venues where teachers from schools in surrounding hamlets

could meet. Transportarrangements also needed to be negotiated as there was

little or no public transport and teachers from small farm or church schoolshad

to be conveyed to workshop sites.Another logistical problem to overcome was

the search for accommodation for the education coordinators.

Curriculum-based INSETin the areas of English, Mathematics, Science and

Library Science still remained the focus of the workshops. Active participation

and problem solving by learners were emphasised in workshops. Activities and

games tested in workshops were tested out with learners. Reports from

education coordinators indicated that the responses from teachers regarding

the workshopswere very positive. After each workshop, evaluation formswere

handed out to allow the education coordinators to assesstheir work and to

assistthem with the development and design of further workshops.
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Although education coordinators would still visit schools to assessneeds and

develop workshop processesbased on these needs, a number of modifications

were made to the way in which we worked in 1990.Firstly, no formal evaluation

of teachers would happen through class visits unless teachers requested them.

Education coordinators would give demonstration lessonswhere appropriate.

Secondly, workshops at schools would be run on a modular basis, so that

teachers could attend those workshops which they felt best suited their needs.

Workshops continued to focus on needs and problem areas raised by teachers

and by involving them in sharing their ideas and information. We also

encouraged teachers to attempt to address difficulties they faced in practical

ways by using role plays and bringing their actual experiences in the classroom

into INSET sessions, through the use of videos. To a certain extent our

methodology was strongly influenced by some of Paulo Freire's(1972)principles

of adult education, and education for liberation, as written about in one of his

publications Pedagogy of the Oppressed.We would begin with the needs of the

teachers and involve them actively in the learning experience. We would get

teachers to work actively on problems they faced in their classroomrealities.

After running a number of workshops for teachers in poorly resoureedschoolsin

isolated rural areas, the education coordinators also became more focused on

the need to develop resourceswhich the teachers could draw from and modify.

Although there was a strong resistance to presenting teachers with packages of

materials, the conditions at some schoolswere so poor that it was necessary to

bring in some resourcesand examples. Teachersalso increasingly put pressure

on the coordinators to provide concrete materials and resources. It was

becoming clear to us that a lot of time and energy needed to be spent on

developing teacher's skillsand resourceproduction. It was often easier, in terms

of the pressuresof our work, to provide materials in somecasesthan to workshop

the values and skillsunderpinning the development of good teaching materials.

During 1991 education coordinators spent a great deal of time developing

materials for their workshops and ensuring that appropriate materials could be
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left behind as resourcesfor teachers who often did not even have access to a

library facility. In order to promote the development of authentic Namibian

teaching resources, we initiated a successful workshop, out of which seven

Namibian children's books were later published. Although we felt that INSET

workshops were an important strategy in bringing about educational change

we also felt that teachers needed to have access to appropriate resourcesand

materials.

Because of the great geographical distances between schools and the PTP

offices in the capital city, it was decided to establish PTPlocal support networks.

The PTPstaff therefore attempted to create support structures in the form of

teacher support groups, whereby teachers could assistand support each other

after the workshops in their own schools.Participants at PTPworkshops elected

liaison people who could communicate with the PTPstaff for further support, in

the form of resources,information, advice and further workshops. In practice the

functioning of these groups varied according to the responsibility taken by

group members in coordinating the group.

The staff was beginning to feel the tension between further expansion to schools

in more distant geographical areas, and the need for more regular contact with,

and support for, those teachers with whom they had already worked. In our

internal evaluation of our INSETstrategy, the staff noted that the courses run

conducted at a distance were short-term training courses (PTPAnnual Review,

Von Wiese 1991:12).The possibility of working with teachers and training them

to teach other teachers was discussedwithin the project, as a way of supporting

the further expansion of the project and longer term sustainability in the field.

According to the teacher evaluations of the workshop sessionsthere was a

general impression that the workshops had enabled them to gain knowledge,

and to learn new skills to improve their teaching ability. Through some

classroom observation and individual feedback from teachers, the education
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coordinators had some sense of the value of their workshops to teachers.

However, they did not have base-line data or practically researched

interventions to know how helpful the workshops had been, or if the teachers

were translating theseleamings into real changes in the classroom.

As a Project Coordinator I continued to work in a limited way in the field by

running workshopsin the area of SocialStudieswith a small group of teachers in

Katutura. I felt that in order to strategiseabout the work we were doing I needed

to understand what was happening in schools.Although a lot of my time was

taken up with administrative and management issues,being involved in the

field gave me a senseof renewed life and focus.

One of the difficulties which was experienced by the staff was the lack of

understanding and support given to INSETby many principals and teachers.As

INSETwas not done in a formal way at school level, many teachers' first contact

with INSETwas through the work of the PTP.Another difficulty was the

unwillingness of teachers to spend time after school doing INSETwork. The

culture in most schoolswas to leave school after the last period of the school

day.

Building our own capacity and understanding became an important part of

ensuring that we became more effective in the field. Staff development was

encouraged and a systemwas designed in order for us to educate each other.

One of our strategies for internal staff development was for education

coordinators to give a report-back on workshopsand training and to include a

list of skills gained so othersmight benefit from them (PTPAnnual Review, Von

Wiese 1991:2).

Attendance certificates were being issuedto all teachers who completed INSET

workshop sessions.By the end of 1991 we had worked with 40 teachers in

Windhoek and 70 teachers in Rehoboth.Thework with these teachers consisted
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of individual support as well as a number of INSETworkshops. We had also

received requests to work in Keetmanshoop and other areas to the south of the

country, where we were in the process of conducting site-based research on

INSETneeds.

Throughout 1991 we continued English classes for parents and staff at the

Community Primary School.We also continued with English classesfor teachers

at a large pre-school. The demand for English proficiency classeswas high and

the work of the EnglishCoordinator spread to a hundred teachers in the Southof

the country. Basic literacy and English classesfor adults continued on a twice-

weekly basis. The rationale for continuing work in English at the level of pre-

school teachers and parents was that English proficiency would provide a

strong support for primary school children. The tension of expanding the

resources of the project to pre-school teachers and parents, rather than only

focusing on the work with primary school teachers, was felt in terms of the

personal wishes of some of the project staff. The core purpose of the PTP'swork

was with teachers. However, some staff members felt that education for adults

should be a longer term educational objective of the project (PTPAnnual

Review, Von Wiese 1991:13).

By this time the Ministry of Education had been formally established and a

number of positionsin the Ministry were being re-advertised. Thismade relations

with the Ministry rather difficult as whole Departments were being reshuffled.We

had succeeded in establishing and maintaining informal relations with certain

people within the Ministry and in this way kept abreast of some of the

developments within the Ministry. By the end of 1991there was still no Ministry

policy on INSETor collaborative relationshipsbetween the Ministry and NGEO's.

During this period the PTPwas invited onto a number of Ministry working

committees and task groups. Keeping relations going with the Ministry as well as

attending to work on the project itself often presented dilemmas for the PTPstaff
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as we sometimesfelt that attending Ministry meetings drew too heavily on our

own staff capacity. Strategic choices about our involvement at this level were

often only made after efforts in working groups or committees had been

unfruitful. However, we were aware that international NGEO'sand programmes

based within the Ministry, or which were working in partnershipwith theMinistry,

received favourable treatment when it came to accessto venues, resourcesand

strategic people. They also seemed to exert a higher level of influence in terms

of promoting particular policy in term of educational change.

Although the Minister of Educationwas very supportive of the role which NGEO's

could play in educational change and development, it was clear that a

number of officials did not like NGEO'soperating independently of Ministry

control and directives. Someofficials felt threatened by the work that we were

doing and did not feel that NGEO'sshould be making an input at Ministry

meetings. At this time the Ministry was experiencing internal political power

struggles between SWAPOand more conservative elements of the old guard

which still had a strong foothold in the Ministry. This led to in-fighting which

stopped progress and planning steps from being carried out. It was our

perception, as outsiders, that each time a proposal was made it could not be

carried out as a "working committee" was always established to take

discussionsfurther. Thisgave the impression that nothing was ever going to be

put into practice which could support the INSETneedsof teachers.

A number of factors did, however, encourage us to continue to set up strategic

links with the Ministry. Theseincluded our need to obtain accessto information

regarding school development. Furthermore, funders were very keen that we

forged formal relations with the Ministry so that we could become

institutionalised within its structures. They felt this would support the

sustainability of the project and ensure a way in which the project's initiatives

could be replicated. We were very keen to have our INSETideas taken up at

Ministry level. We also felt that support and consent from the Ministry would
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increase the authority of the PTPwhen it wanted to gain access into schools.

Profiling ourselves at the Ministry, through attending important meetings and

sittings of curriculum committees, was continued, in the hope of building more

formal links.

Thisquote in our evaluation report in 1991contains something of the tension we

felt in our relationship with the Ministry.
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There have been meetings and workshops throughout the year
though the PTP has not been included in all of them, it has
attended several. Most recently NPTP has been asked to be
involved in the Committee for Curriculum Development supported
by USAID.Whilst we guard our status as an independent NGO,we
realise the need for cooperation, but must constantly be wary of
compromising our position or being led in directions we do not wish
to go. We also need to have a contact person within the Ministry to
keep ourselves updated on information; plans for primary
education as well as forthcoming meetings and workshops (PTP
Annual Review, Von Wiese 1991:3).

Working relationships were developed with other NGEO's,namely, the Centre for

Applied Social Sciencesand the Africa Groups of Sweden. The nature of these

relationships varied in terms of the joint INSETprojects we embarked on. An

NGEOsupport group was initiated by the PTPwith two other NGEO'swith which it

worked. Here we discussedjoint initiatives, discussedINSETissuesand looked at

ways of sharing resources.Strong links were also maintained with the Namibian

Non-Governmental Forum (NANGOF) which supported the PTPwith capacity

building of our organisation. Based on the NANGOF contact list in 1991, there

were about 56 NGO'sand CBO'soperating in Namibia. About seven NGEO'shad

been established, including the PTP.

The United Nations Development Programme's compilation of a directory of

NGO's and NGO associations, revealed that 130 organisations considered

themselves to be NGO's (1991:2). The following conclusions were made with

regard to the state of NGO'sin Namibia:
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The mISSIonfound that there exists in Namibia a vigorous and
dynamic NGO community, which, despite the short existence of
many NGOs, had built up an impressive track record in health,
education, community development and other fields. The team
arrived at several conclusions which we wish to submit to the
international donor community, to the future govemment and to
the UNDP(UNDPReport 1991:2).
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The NANGOF network became more established by 1991 and provided a

network within Namibia for the capacity of NGO'sto be built through the sharing

of resources and information, as well as in terms of developing common

strategies on lobbying Government on developmental issues.The PTPreceived

a great deal of support from NANGOFmembers in termsof approaching funders

and in its own staffdevelopment initiatives.

Difficulties that the education coordinators encountered in the field were

recorded in the 1991PTPAnnual Review (Von Wiese 1991:10).In the area of

book education many teachers felt that this was not a matter of concern as it

was not a promotion subject for learners in terms of passing exams. However as

schools needed libraries and children were eager to obtain good books, there

was a demand for box libraries. It was felt that the way that teachers could be

drawn in was through offering more general courses in reading/books in the

classroomand linking the bookswith the subject support offered by the PTP.

Within the project it was felt that clarity was needed in terms of support for

parents in the area of English. In the Annual Review (Von Wiese 1991:11) the

historic connections of the English classesat the CPSwere highlighted and the

growing demand was noted. TheEnglishcoordinator argued that:

taking on the adult English was founded on the evidence that
parental support has a direct affect on their children's progressand
it was an important area for educational development. (PTP
Annual Review,Von Wiese 1991:Il)
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The strategy adopted by PTPwas that parents should be included and it was

even suggested that parents could be involved in our short term training

courses held outside of Windhoek, although our main focus would still be on

teachers. In the Annual Review report (Von Wiese 1991) there was concern

relating to the tension between innovation and resources. The following

comment demonstratesthis tension:

Therewas also a concern about how far we could stretch and how
much we could take on and if extra costswould be incurred, all our
work should come under regular evaluation and review.(PTP
Annual Review,Von Wiese1991:Il)

Our first Annual General Meeting (AGM) was held in March 1991,at which the

first annual report and financial statements were read. Our AGM was well

attended by teachers and NGO representatives. We felt proud of the

achievements we had made as a new organisation. At the end of the year we

held an annual review and strategic planning process.Securingthe ongoing life

of the project through additional funds was of major concern here as funding on

a national and international level to NGO'swas already drying up, as the donor

community turned its attention to EastGermany and South Africa. Our major

donor had at this stage promised us funding for another year and we had the

support of a number of minor donors.
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One of the continued tensions we experienced was with our Management

Committee members being unable to attend meetings. Meetings were often

postponed because we could not reach a quorum. As a strategy to overcome

this problem, it was decided at the AGM to elect new members who could be

available to support the development of the project. A decision was also taken

to pay Management Committeemembers a small monthly contribution for their

time and petrol expenses.

Within PTP,administrative systems and procedures were being run more
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effectively as we began to put workable policies in place, A less collective

system of reporting and decision making on every level was agreed to, This

meant that different sectors of the staff would meet collectively to make

decisions about their areas of work, within the broader policy guidelines and

aims of the project.

One of our weaknesseswas that we still did not have a detailed or agreed upon

method of collecting data on our activities at schools,We did not do base-line

studiesto determine conditions in schoolsbefore we started, Thismade it difficult

to evaluate what kind of impact we had on actual change in the classroom,

In our end-of-year evaluation it was recommended that we introduce someform

of internal monitoring or appraisal of education coordinators, However, somefelt

that a formal system was unnecessary and that people had an accountability

to themselves and to the project, and should be adult enough to control their

own productivity and output. Thiswas an area of contention among the staff,

Education coordinators felt that the support they gave each other in the field,

and through the sharing of experiences in staff meetings, would suffice in terms

of appraisal.

The leadership structure within the project was still relatively flat. This had

begun to cause tensions in terms of lines of authority, as well as in terms of

education coordinators wanting more independence with decision-making in

the field, and lessresponsibility for internal management issueson the project.
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Although some project members had left, the new project workers formed a

supportive team who worked creatively together in the field, We believed in

what we were doing and were committed to putting our energy into our work,

Thenew project workerswho had joined us felt that by the end of the year they

had begun to fit into the PTP,and were strengthening the capacity of the project

to do its work in the field, A number of issuesof Primary Focushad gone out to
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schoolsand our credibility had grown in the Ministry of Education through our

input on committees, as well as through the informal feedback on the work we

were doing in schools via teachers and department officials. Our publication

had also created a visible public profile for the PTP.Our AGM had been a

success and we had managed to put out a successful annual report which

reflected the extent of our work and growth.

At the end of 1991I felt that I needed to have a deeper theoretical grounding

for the INSETwork which we were doing. The strain of holding a small

organisation through three years of dramatic change on a personet.

organisational and broader contextual level. was beginning to affect my own

ability to work effectively. I decided to take a year's unpaid leave to further my

studiesat a university in SouthAfrica. During this time one of my colleagues took

over as ProjectCoordinator. As a project leader my decision to take a break for

a year was greeted with mixed feelings of regret and support. The project

workers and the Management Committee were pleased that one of the project

workers was prepared to take on the role of Project Coordinator in my

impending absence.

Tensionsaround the future sustainability of the project were again coming to the

surface as our funding base was rather insecure.Theexpansion of the project to

support schools further and further afield were raising questions about the

quality and sustainability of our work. Fieldworkers with small children were

beginning to experience the stressesof being away from their families for long

stretchesof time. All of us were beginning to feel the strain of the task we had

taken on as well as the energy it needed to sustain the life of the organisation

within a rapidly changing social and political climate.

5. THE PTP IN 1992 ·"Cleaning UpAfter the Party"

1992 was the year of sobering up after the independence celebrations. The

extent of the hard work of reconstruction and reconciliation was beginning to
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dawn. Added to thiswas the headache and the heartache in most peoples lives

of creating a new order, in the wake of the chaos left by South African

colonialism. Therewas a lot of work to be done in schools to provide them with

support to transform their educational realities, and implementing some of the

basic educational reforms that were coming from the Ministry.

More schools began calling on the project for assistance in the area of INSET.

Through our publication Primary Focus and through word of mouth contact

between teachers and schools, our profile was spreading. A number of new

schools in the south and east of the country were reached by the PTPduring

1992.Approximately three hundred teachers were reached through workshops

and classroom visits in 1992.Nineteen schoolswere reached in the central and

south regions (PTPAnnual Report 1992).This as compared to two hundred and

sixty teachers and forty-five parents in seven schools in 1991 (PTPAnnual

Review, Von Wiese 1991),and approximately 100 teachers in five schools and

one pre-school in 1990(PTPEvaluation Report, Von Wiese 1990).

A description of the library coordinator's work gives an indication of the physical

and geographical expansion of the project over this period. In 1990 the library

coordinator worked with five schools in the central Windhoek district. She

distributed 5 box libraries, and ran workshops on library skills and promoting

reading for all staff members at these schools. In 1991she worked with another

five schools in the South of the country. She distributed eight box libraries and

ran workshops for forty-three teachers in fairly isolated rural schools. In 1992she

worked with another four schools in the central region around Windhoek. She

distributed another two box libraries and worked with twenty nine teachers. (Ella

1994:1)

Issuesaround the expansion of the project and the tensions that were present, in

terms of follow-up with teachers who had already made contact with the project

were starting to emerge even more strongly. Lesstime was spent with teachers
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we had worked with in 1990 and 1991 in the Windhoek area, as we travelled

further and further afield to reach thoseschoolswhich were in the more rural and

isolated areas.

Staff turnover, coupled with two staff members going off on maternity leave,

placed a further strain on our internal capacity. At the beginning of 1992there

were five education coordinators doing work in the field. During the year, two of

these coordinators left the project and were replaced by new people. One of the

staff members whose work permit expired had to retum to England in the middle

of the year, while another colleague took up a position within the Ministry of

Education. The lossof these two staff members had a dampening effect on the

life of the project, as these two people were skilled and had been with the

project for over two years. Their lossmade a significant difference to the project's

ability to do follow up work in the field and to expand to other schools.However

the staff still managed to contact more schools, and to plan for further

expansion to meet the needs of schoolsin the eastern region of the country.

INSETstill took the form of school focusedworkshops in the areas of Mathematics,

Science, English proficiency for teachers and parents, English in the classroom,

and Book Education and information skills. The small project I had started in

Social Studieswas put on hold while I was away on study leave.

Most of the workshops were run in rural schools in the South of the country with,

research visits also being made to schools in small towns to the East.After initial

reconnaissance visits in which logistical arrangements were made and

meetings were held with teachers and principals to identify their INSETneeds,

workshops were held at schools. The education coordinators would undertake

two-week trips to outlying areas, where the PTPstaff could work with a number of

teachers from primary schoolsin the area.

The workshops were focused on the principles of learner-centered education.
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Within the workshop sessionsthe education coordinators would model these

principles, They repeatedly referred to the saying "Tellme, I forget. Teachme I

remember, Involve me and I learn" in their practice of running workshops, as

well as in what they tried to teach, Use was also made of videos in which

teachers would watch each other teaching and critique lessons in terms of

specific pedagogical principles, Through videos they would also watch and

critique the coordinators giving demonstration lessons, Teachers would be

encouraged to help their pupils learn through problem solving and finding out

for themselves, They were also encouraged to use natural resources in their

communities as teaching resources, The problems teachers faced with the

existing syllabi were also addressed,

A variety of teaching methods were experimented with, Here teachers would

identify the advantages and disadvantages of different methods within specific

contexts, Education coordinators were not prescriptive about methodology,

They wanted teachers to develop the ability to become critical about different

methods, and to encourage them to use thosemethods which they felt were best

suited to the learning situation, Classroomvisits, encouraging team teaching

and introducing action research were used, to support teachers in the

implementation of INSETideas in their classrooms,During workshops there was

also a strong emphasison teachers learning to develop their own resourcesand

teaching materials and aids, At someschoolswhere there was a platoon system

of teaching (whereby schoolswere used in the morning and the afternoon), INSET

workshops would be held for three hours in the morning and then again in the

afternoon,

The dissemination of materials and Primary Focus in INSETworkshops was

another way in which support was given to teachers who had attended INSET

workshops, Huge distances between schools, and poor telecommunications,

made on-going support difficult. All INSETworkshops encouraged teachers to

network with each other and form support groups where they could meet
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regularly. Teachers were also encouraged to identify resource people in their

schoolsand to elect representatives, who would be liaison people between the

PTPand their school, if they felt they needed support.

Although many teachers supported the idea of support groups, these groups

varied in successaccording to the commitment of teachers. Many groups did

not have the time or inclination to meet after the INSETsessionsbecause of other

more pressing commitments. Coordination of logistical arrangements, in terms of

finding appropriate times to meet and keeping the momentum of school- based

INSETsessions alive, was difficult to sustain. It meant a lot of work and

commitment from teachers to hold these sessionstogether and make them

productive. Although the PTPteam was able to keep in contact with liaison

people in the schoolswhere they had worked, this happened only sporadically.

Within the project there were growing concems about the sustainability of our

work, and we had lessand less time to work in a focused and sustained way

with teachers.

Follow-up visits to four or five schoolshad occurred, with classroom observation

and team teaching taking place. Education coordinators found that the child-

centered method of teaching was becoming part of the practice at some

schools.The need for support materials for schoolsin isolated areas was strongly

expressedby the coordinators after follow up visits.

The TeachersResourceCentre which the PTPhad established in Katutura, as a

library and resourcecentre for primary school teachers, continued to operate in

1992and was officially launched in January of the same year. The production

and distribution of Primary Focus continued with 6000 copies being distributed

during the year. By the end of 1992 thirty-six box libraries containing

approximately 7 200books had been prepared for delivery to schools.Fournew

members were also added to the Management Committee at a very successful

AGM. ThePTPcommitment to be open and transparent, as well as accountable
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to the communities which it served,was being practised.

The efforts of the PTPwere still primarily funded by our major European

Community donor, with the support of a number of smaller Aid agencies. Many

donors did not want to support operating costs and funding was becoming

increasingly difficult to secure. The acting project coordinator pursued funding

channels through the Ministry of Education in order to sustain the project after

1993. Fund-raising and writing funding proposals took up a great deal of the

project coordinator's time during the year.

During 1992links with the Ministry of Education were strengthened with the PTP

coordinators serving on different subject committees, such as the Primary

EnglishSyllabus DesignCommittee. Theproject had also been requested by the

Ministry to provide support with upgrading the English proficiency of teachers

via a Basic Education Reform programme. By participating on these

committees, the PTPkept abreast of the latest developments in Education. The

project had also started informing the Chief Educational Officersin the regions in

which it was working about the work which it was doing. Developing a good

working relationship with the Ministry was always seenas very important.

The Department of Library and Information Sciencesat the Ministry was very

complimentary about the work the project had done. Through both verbal and

written feedback the PTPwas given a lot of encouragement for its work in the

field. ThePTPwas fulfilling a need by getting reading material to schoolsat the

primary level. The Ministry at this stage was concentrating their efforts in

secondary schools. Through the Chief of Teacher Education in the newly

established National Institute of Teacher Education, the efforts of the PTPwere

acknowledged, and support and assistancefor the PTP'swork was promised.

All PTPcoordinators served on different subject committees in the Ministry. This

helped the PTPkeep abreast of all educational developments. In order to

prevent the duplication of resources and facilitate coordination the PTP
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informed the regional Chief Education Officer of the MEe in different regions

about workshops it conducted.

Although a working relationship with the Ministry was seen as being

strategically important, it often created tensions in the project in terms of the

project's own limited resourcesand its own plans for development work in the

field. At this stage there was still no policy in place at Ministerial level in the area

of working relationshipbetween NGEO's,the Ministry and INSETprovision.

A good working relationship was established between the PTPand a number of

organisations linked with NANGOF.Through NANGOF,the PTPwas able to give

critical input on the Government's proposed National Development Plan. The

PTPcontinued to work collaboratively with a number of Namibian NGEO's.These

partnerships varied in intensity and focus. The Africa Groups of Sweden,

INSTANT,USPeaceCorps,World Teach and DANIDAwere the foreign NGO'sthe

project had contact with. Thework and activities of NANGOFhad expanded in

1992and the PTPhad assistedthe Namibian National StudentsOrganisation in

establishing its resource library. Also the Namibian Development Trust

fieldworkers had assisted the PTPwith research into educational needs in the

South of Namibia. NANGOF's aim to begin to support the development of

resource sharing and capacity building between NGO's in Namibia was

beginning to take shape.

At the end of 1992, the project underwent a detailed internal and external

evaluation processwith its primary donor organisation. Although funding was

promised for another year, there was a feeling of urgency on the project to raise

money to support its expansion.

Some of the positive points noted in the evaluation were that the PTPwas

recognised by the Ministry of Education and was often asked to supplement the

Ministry's own services.Theexternal donor noted that it would take a long time
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The NPTPhas steadily been making progress since its inception in
1990. The project is now recognised by the Ministry of Education,
working closely with the Ministry and is often being asked by the
Ministry to supplement its own services.There is still no doubt about
the need in terms of primary teachers' training. Even though the
Ministry is trying to fulfil its responsibility in this field, too, it seems
that there is room for everybody and the PTPis not duplicating the
services of others. With this in mind, it is special appropriate that
the PTPhad decided to offer its workshops in mainly in the south
and central regions whereas most others concentrate efforts in the
north. (Funder Correspondence 1992)

before the Ministry could meet the INSETneeds in primary schoolsbecause of the

vast demand for support (Funder Correspondence November 1992). The good

relationship which the PTPhad built up with the Project Implementation Unit at

the Ministry, which was responsiblefor coordinating INSET,was noted (Evaluation

Report 1992).Through this unit the PTPcould be furnished with contact names of

chief education officers in the different regions, who could aid its work . .An NGO

coordinating committee was in the processof being established in the Ministry.

Through this committee project staff had contact with other NGO's and

information on INSETwork being planned at Ministry level.

A letter to the primary funding partner's representative in November 1992

acknowledges the PTP'sprogresswith the Ministry:

It was also noted that the PTPwas collaborating with other NGOsand was not

duplicating services. The PTP'sparticipation in NANGOF assisted networking

between NGO'sand ensured that there was collaboration and no duplication of

services. The work the PTPdid in the South of the country was praised, as few

developmental programmes were offered in rural areas in this region.

The increased distribution and production of Primary Focus was acknowledged

with 6000 copies being distributed during the year. The Ministry of Education

praised the publication and recommended that it appear more frequently and

receive support from Ministry officials. The PTPResourceCentre which officially
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opened in Katutura in the middle of 1992,was used by an increasing number of

teachers and leamers.

Also noted was the support which project workers received in terms of their own

personal development, in order to be effective in the field. A number of staff

members had received technical support training in computing, as well as in

their field of development through attending short training workshopsofferedby

NANGOFand other serviceproviders in Namibia.

Internal leadership dynamics within the project, due to shifts in project

leadership rolesaswell as newly developing dynamics within the project, were

creating their own stressesand strains.ThePTPevaluation recommended that a

stronger leadership role be played by the project coordinator. Although

leadership structureswere lessflat than in the past it was felt that more directive

leadership needed to be exercised in order to deal with sensitive personnel

issues. A less flat structure within the organisation had made planning and

meetings more effective, although it was agreed that having team and

individual initiatives required tighter, more intensive planning and a greater

degree of organisational effectiveness.

The observation of the representative of the PTP'sprimary funder (in his

correspondence to the PTP),who attended the PTPevaluation in November

1992, confirms the need for more directive leadership and a more clearly

defined hierarchical structure in order to improve interpersonal relations and the

internal functioning of the organisation:
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Thereis a recurrent theme in the talks that there presently is a lack
of leadership in the office which makes it difficult for the staff to deal
with sensitive issues like questions of personnel. The office has
already changed the collective style of management where
everybody had to sit in on all decisions,but there is a further need
to identify a leader - and a corresponding expressedwillingness to
accept having a leader. (PTPCorrespondence 1992)
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During 1992it was agreed that staff salary structures needed to be adjusted to

levels appropriate to what teachers were receiving. Thiswas done in order to

satisfy staff demands so as to ensure their remaining on the project.

The lack of regular attendance at meetings by Management Committee

members was still a constant difficulty, although the Committee had attempted

to re-elect members if they failed to attend meetings without giving notice. In

the evaluation meeting it was recommended that financial incentives might

increase their commitment. Some project staff members felt uncomfortable

about this suggestion. I felt stronqly that the Management Committee members

should not be paid for their work in our organisation, and that they should carry

out this work as part of their political commitment to the country's future.

One of the difficulties was that we badly needed a skilled person to take over

the production of Primary Focus.Thistask was becoming too big for the staff to

carry.

In terms of the work which education coordinators were doing in the field, a

number of other difficulties were encountered. This included the difficulty of

running workshops within the general administrative chaos of the first school

term. The library coordinator was feeling the effects of work overload in terms of

the intensive administrative duties of processing book boxes and establishing

the resourcecentre, as well as having to run coursesin the field.

By the end of 1992, apart from on-the-spot workshop evaluations, classroom

visits, and informal feedback from teachers and other people, no proper system

had been developed to evaluate our work in the field. The increase in the

number of requeststhat we received also gave some form of informal indication

that our work was valuable and in demand, although this was never formally

researched. At the end of the year the PTPconducted an annual evaluation

and strategic planning but these issueswere never critically addressed.
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By 1992 most of the PTP'sfunding still came from its major funder, although

smaller grants had come in from other funders. Being totally dependent on

funding from external sources meant that its late arrival caused anxiety

between ourselves and the donor organisations. Funding criteria seemed to

change with staff changes within donor organisations. A strategy for

establishing a more stable funding base was attempted by having our major

donor conduct an external and internal evaluation of the project. With their

recommendations the PTP project proposal was upgraded and sent for

endorsement to the Ministry of Education.

Someof the sobering realities that the project team were having to face were

the impact of turnover of staff and the expansion of its work in the field.

Questionswere raised about the developmental role of the INSETmodel in terms

of continuity and sustainability. Within a context of diminishing funds for NGEO's,

the establishment of more developmental working relations with the Ministry of

Education were seenas increasingly important.

6. THEPTPIN 1993AND BEYOND- "TheEnd of the Celebration"

During 1993the work of the project expanded to schoolsto the south and east of

the country. Threenew staffmembers joined the project towards the end of 1992

and enabled the work within the PTPto proceed fairly smoothly.

At the beginning of 1993I returned after a year's study leave in SouthAfrica to

once again take up the position of coordinating the project. Due to a family

tragedy in the early part of 1993,and the temporary status of my residence in

Namibia, I made the decision to resign my position as project coordinator and

return to SouthAfrica. Thepersonwho had acted as project coordinator in 1992
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was appointed to my position in June 1993 and her position as a science

coordinator was reodvertised. Although these staff changes did affect the

stability of the project the work of the project continued fairly smoothly with the

production of Primary Focus, the running of INSETworkshops and the inevitable

search for funding to support these activities,

The new project coordinator led the project until the end of 1995, The

Management Committee then appointed an individual from outside of the

project to take over its leadership, The PTPclosed down at the beginning of

1998, In interviews with project staff members and one of the founder Board

members (Management Committee), I was able to ascertain that a number of

factors had contributed to the closing down of the project. They were:

Theend of funding from the primary ninder.

The lack of leadership and strategic direction,

The reappointment of new staff who lacked skillsand expertise in INSET

or a knowledge of the project'shistory,

Internal staff conflict

The poor management of the project by the Board,

Theshift of the project's focus from its core purpose to avenues where

funding sourceswere available,
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In this instance, the PTP'sdesperation for funding may have driven it into this

trap:"a consequence of finding any money is that organisations take up projects

and emphases that shift them from the core purpose; and for which they don't

have the core competencies to do well, this is unsustainable," (Thaw 1998:8).

In an interview with a staff member who had been with the project since its

inception the following insightswere given, Factorsthat played a role in the

closing down of the PTPincluded:
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The change of somany project coordinators, also somepeople that
were elected could not cope. People that were elected from inside
the project were good. When people were brought in from outside
things went down. People without management and leadership
skillsand who had never worked in the field of leading an NGEOjust
made it fail. Becauseof somany policy changes in the office by the
new staff members and the Management Committee the project
justwent down. Becauseof all thesechanges in the constitution and
the focus. As a staff member nobody looks at problems or and
acknowledge me keep PTPstanding. They don't support me. As a
founder member it is hurtful to be treated like an outsider. They will
not ask me for any advice. They also appointed new people that
are not competent on the project. That has made it go down. They
decided to appoint people with degrees by these people hardly
have any skills.When we were retrenched because there was no
money.Thiswas because the project coordinator did not send out
project proposalsand there was not money. When bridging money
came in they then readvertised posts,and then a whole new focus
was decided upon and new roles were advertised. All of the old
staff applied and they were not appointed. New roles were
advertised for the new focus and new people came in and things
justwent down. (Interview, Ella:March 1997)

In this chapter I have given a description of the growth and development of the

Primary Teachers Project from 1989 when the project was initiated, to 1992

when the enormous challenges of nation building and the ongoing survival of

the project became a daily reality. I have included a brief post-script outlining

the history of the PTPafter 1992.I have used the metaphor of a party to describe

the various phases of development the project went through. The historical

narrative highlighted the PTP'sstrategies and assumptions about educational

change, and the factors which influenced these strategies. I have also made

reference to some of the micro and macro factors which promoted and

constrained the PTP'sinfluence in educational change.
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In writing this case study I have chosen to focus in greater depth on describing

the project's INSETmodel and its relationship with the Ministry of Education, as

well as the areas of funding and the changing internal organisational

dynamics within the project. These four aspects form the basis of my topical

reflections in the next four chapters.
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Chapters Three to Six provide a topical reflection of the four focus areas of this

dissertation, namely: the PTP'sINSETmodel; the PTP'srelationship with the

Ministry; funding; and internal organisational dynamics within the PTP.The

topical reflections are integrated with relevant national and international

literature on issuesraised. In the concluding section of each of these chapters I

draw out someof my learnings in relation to those factors which worked for and

against the PTP'sability to influence educational change in Namibia. Here a

number of centralleamings in relation to NGEO'sare highlighted.

Chapter Seven concludes by drawing together some of the links between the

four aspects constituting a focus, and draws out some central learnings with

regard to the PTPand its role in educational change in Namibia. Here I highlight

some of the central factors which worked for and against the PTPin influencing

educational change. Finally, I make a number of general recommendations

with regard to the role of NGEO'sin influencing educational change in the

SouthernAfrican context.
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Chapter 3

TOPICAL REFLECTION ON THE PTP'S INSET MODEL

There are few things in education which offer somuch promise and
are so frustratingly wasteful as the multitude of inservice activities
and proposals across this country, and elsewhere. What we need
more than anything else is some conceptual and empirical clarity
about the purposes and nature of what amounts to a phenomenon
whose complexity is greatly underestimated and misunderstood.
(Fullan in Hopkins 1986:266)

1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter is a critical reflection on the INSETmodel used by the Primary

Teachers Project, in relation to current national and international literature on

the subject of school-focused INSETand educational change. In the light of the

above quote by Michael Fullan, I tease out and understand more deeply the

assumptions and practices embedded in the INSETwork I was involved in, and

the multiple factors which influence innovations of this type by NGEO's. I draw

out some centralleamings with regard to the PTP'sINSETmodel, highlighting the

central factors which worked for and against this NGEOpromoting educational

change in Namibia. In conclusion I make a number of central learnings with

regard to models of INSETin the SouthernAfrican context.
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2. THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL CONTEXT OF THE PTP INSET MODEL AND

THE ASSUMPTIONS WHICH SHAPED THE MODEL

I begin this chapter with an introduction to the social and political context

within which the model originated, as well as a background to some of the PTP's

assumptions which shaped the model. I structure my reflections of the PTP's

model within Michael Fullen's (Hopkins 1986:278) six recommended guidelines

for INSETplanning. I have used Fullen's guidelines as they provide an holistic

framework within which to view INSETprovision. Under each of these headings I

focus in more detail on a number of major issuesrelating to school-focusedINSET.

I conclude by drawing out some of my own learnings and recommendations in
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relation to the provision of effective school-focusedINSET.Here I also attempt to

reflect more specifically on the role of NGEO'sas service providers in the area of

INSET.

In the literature on INSETit is widely acknowledged that not enough is known

about effective INSETand the multitude of factors which influence it (Bolam

1982;Fullan 1979and 1982;Hofmeyr & Pavlich 1987;and van den Berg 1987).

What is agreed upon, however, is that INSETcannot be seen separately from the

school and societal context within which it is located, and that these factors

need to be taken into consideration when planning programmes. What is also

being called for (Bolam 1982; Fullan 1986; Hopkins 1986; and van den Berg

1987) is a greater understanding on the part of those planning INSET

programmes, of the underlying values they hold about educational change,

innovation and the role of teachers.

People involved in the design and implementation of INSETfollow
some or other change strategy; the only difference is whether they
do this consciously or unreflectively. Where INSETactivity occurs on
the basisof take-it-for-granted assumptions, the risk of failure and
disillusionment - and therefore of the wastage of resources- is often
great. (van den Berg in Ashley & Mehl 1987:17).
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The change strategy underpinning the work of the PTPwas not grounded in

conscious theory related to educational change, INSETor curriculum innovation.

Brian Gray (1990),who implemented and coordinated the Science Education

Project (SEP)in KwaZulu-NataL also acknowledges his own lack of theoretical

grounding when he began with the initiative. He comments:

In some ways I feel that my naive entry may have been an
advantage in that it did not blinker the way in which I might have
seen things, or provide a possible mental straitjacket or
prescription for how to operate. On the other hand, it also could
have been a distinct disadvantage in the way that van den Berg
(1983:16)puts it. (Gray 1990:166)

As teachers, who were also the implementors and designers of the PTP'sINSET
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strategy, we drew on our own practical experience in attempting to build an

alternative to apartheid education. With hindsight, I could say that a conscious

awareness and understanding of the complexity of educational change could

have had a deep and profound impact, on both our change strategy as well as

on moderating expectations of what we could achieve. On the other hand,

having this consciousnessmay have dampened our hopes and increased our

fear of failure.

Our rationale for bringing about educational change was based on our belief

that teachers were central to changing what went on in their classroomsand in

fighting for an alternative to apartheid education through INSET. In my

experience of being a teacher, INSEThad helped me to understand more

deeply my own role as an educator. In my work with the teachers at the

Community Primary School (CPS), I observed the qualitative difference in

teacher motivation and in classroompractice that resulted from sustained INSET

support and classroom-based support. Among the PTPstaff, we believed that

INSEThelped teachers to think more critically about what they were teaching.

My experience at the CPShad helped to consolidate the assumption that the

site at which teachersworked was an important base for INSET.As a facilitator of

INSETthis helped me to gain an understanding of teaching conditions. On a

practical level, my colleagues felt that going to school and using schoolsfor our

INSETworkshops would prove most cost effective and convenient, for teachers

who did not have transport and who could save on travel time.

We strongly believed in the importance of INSETin providing a forum within

which teachers could learn to work collectively with other teachers, in sharing

their resourcesand ideas and in becoming more critical of their own practices.

Through INSETwe believed that teachers could encourage themselves and

learners to think critically about the language and concepts they used, and

could keep themselves informed about new educational resourcesand ideas in

the field. Through INSETwe believed that a better quality of education could be
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provided to all Namibian children and that this would assistin building a new

society which would be critical and resistantto oppression.

Our sentiments about the social and political role we saw INSETplaying

resonated with some of the views held in SouthAfrica by people fighting for

alternative education or People'sEducation. Hofmeyr and Pavlich regard INSET

the prime strategy for furthering the academic and professional
development of black teachers, accelerating the achievement of
equal quality education for all children, and preparing all
teachers to participate in the transformation of education and
society. (Hofmeyr& Pavlich in Ashley & Mehl 1987:75)

as:

ThePTP'smodel of INSET,which began as a small pilot project in one schooland

then spread to a number of other schools,would best fit the definition of school-

focused INSET,which is defined by Hopkins, below (1986). The INSETsupport

provided by the PTPdid not, however, extend to organisational development

initiatives within the schools although we did encourage teachers to work

collaboratively and to attempt cross-curricular work. Hopkins's definition of

school-based INSET isas follows:
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thosecontinuing education activities which focus upon the interest,
needs and problems directly related to one's role and
responsibilities in a specific school site. These forms of inservice
focus not only on individual teacher concems and needs, but on
matters which demand the coordinated effortsof several, if not all
persons in a specific school setting. When appropriate, both
members of the larger school community and the student
population should have input into decisions about necessary
changes in the school and their implications for INSET.Theseforms
of inservice commonly call for changes in the organisational
structure and programmatic nature of a school. (Hopkins 1986:46)

The specific focus the PTPhad was to work with teachers on classroom-based

curricular work which focused on a number of the content subjects.Where we

did work with a greater number of people in a schoolcommunity was when we

provided English and English literacy classesto our original pilot school and a
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few other schools. Our focuswas, therefore,primarily on curriculum-based INSET

and teacher development. We did not provide support in terms of the broader

development of schoolsas an organisation, or in terms of the role of leadership

in managing change at the school level.

In retrospect I believe that my own lack of expertise in this area, as well as our

own lack of understanding and knowledge of the link between curriculum

innovation and organisation development, kept our focus at the level of the

teacher. Our own practice as teachers and understanding of educational

change from the perspective of the teachers, I believe, influenced our focus on

teacher development as the main strategy in educational change.

A deeper understanding of educational change and the complexity of the

change process,within the social and political complexity of Namibian society,

was not part of our consciousness.The pressing day-ta-day realities and the

urgency to respond to grass-root needs drove our strategy. Fullan cautions

against a neglect of an understanding of change and the complexity of the

change process in initiating educational change processes: "Neglect of the

phenomenology of change is at the heart of the spectacular lack of successof

most social reform" (Fullan 1982:28,cited in Ashley and Mehl 1987:28).

The change strategy which guided our own INSETmodel was linked strongly to

macro notions of political and social change rather than to a clearly worked out

implementation strategy which took into account a range of factorswhich may

affect its implementation. Our own approach was not" based on a reasonably

comprehensive plan which addresses the main factors likely to affect the

outcome of the inservice programme" which, according to Fullen. is what is

necessary to ensure an effective approach to school-focused INSET(Fullen

quoted in Hopkins 1986:273).

Operating on blind faith and a will to succeed gave us the courage to forge
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ahead in circumstances where community-based initiatives, which attempted

to resist the control the apartheid state had over education, were operating

within a hostile climate. Living and working within a country on the brink of

major political change made it difficult to predict with any amount of certainty

what the future would hold. Onmany levels we lived in the realm of future hope

and dreams as we faced the hard reality of conditions on the ground. School-

focused INSETbecame part of a broader strategy to resistthe ideological state

apparatus, through supporting teachers to become critical about what they

were teaching and how they were teaching. With the education system in a

state of transition it was difficult to predict anything with certainty, or to find out

what longer term plans for the educational system would be. Within both the

Namibian and SouthAfrican context during the 1970's,1980'sand early 1990's,

schools were sites of political struggle. The works of Kallaway (1984) and

Alexander (1985)are some examples of literature dealing with these issuesin

more depth.

Models of INSETwhich envisage a more active role for teachers
must also be seen as somewhat problematic in South Africa,
particularly in the large number of schools where a politically
charged environment makes survival rather than innovation the
major focus of attention. In this regard it is also sobering but
realistic to recognise that INSETcannot be seen as something
existing apart from the school order which it seeks to influence,
however far a INSETactivity may be removed geographically from
school premises.One should not expect that a highly sophisticated
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The social and political context within which this INSETinitiative developed

influenced both the development of the INSETmodel and its particular focus. As

a project which was run by, and worked permanently with, teachers,and which

had its base in civil society, we were in a relatively exposed and insecure

position with regard to authority structureswithin the formal educational system.

The focus on teachers as major "change agents" as well as the contested

educational and political terrain within which the PTPwas operating, made the

task of providing school-focusedINSETdifficult. Van den Berg's(1987)view on

INSETprovision in SouthAfrica during the 1980'saffirms this:
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and effective system of INSETcan easily be grafted on to an
educational system suffering from major weaknesses, disparities
and tensions.,,"(van den Berg in Ashley & Mehl 1987:25)

The political transition in Namibia during 1990made it easier for the PTPto gain

access to schools as well as to establish a relationship with the new Ministry of

Education in Namibia. With the growing spirit of independence from South

African occupation, there was also a growth in the openness by teachers and

principals to a non-governmental organisation providing an INSETservice. Our

ability to function in state schoolsmay have been drastically curtailed through

the State bureaucracy if Namibian independence had not been won in 1990.

INSET,which directly involved teachers in questioning what they were teaching

and how they were teaching, would have been regarded as a threat to the

status quo. INSETof this type would have had to be practised as a subversive

activity with small groups of innovative teachers at community schools,as had

been the case in 1989.

During the 1990's,the political and educational context within which the PTP

operated was one characterised by sentiments of reconciliation and nation

building. It was also a time of major changes within the education system at a

national level. Although there was verbal support from the Ministry of Education

for INSETsupport to schools,and an understanding of the important role which

INSEThad in upgrading teachers' qualifications and furthering their professional

development, there was a lack of clarity in terms of future INSETpolicy or

planning for educational development. Within this context the PTPcontinued to

operate in a few schools without coordinating its efforts with Ministry plans,

although we understood the importance of forming a relationship at this level.

Once the education systemwas part of a legitimate government, the PTPsought

ways in which it could collaborate with the Ministry in providing INSETto

teachers.
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Hartshorne, in a summary of emergent factors in the HSRCreport on INSETin
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South Africa, acknowledges that:

INSET is more likely to be effective and successful when there is a
sincere commitment to it from the state ...to be shown through
active support and encouragement of INSETactivities, and through
the provision of facilities and resources, both financial and human.
(Hartshorne in Ashley and Mehl 1991: Il)

The PTP's INSETmodel was initially based on working primarily with groups of

innovative teachers, at schools who wanted to make changes in their

classrooms. When the new Ministry of Education was established, we sought

ways of collaborating with the broader system to enable our own INSETwork.

The literature on INSET acknowledges (Fullan 1979; Hartshorne 1985; Hopkins

1987; and van den Berg 1987) that INSET is more effective if there are both top-

down and grass-roots initiatives coordinated within a broader framework, for

teacher development, curriculum development and educational change.

The PTP operated within a policy vacuum. The lack of policy and clarity of

vision for educational change in the country during the first few years of the PTP's

existence, made it difficult to strategise in terms of our own efforts in schools as

well as in terms of strengthening our relationship with the Ministry of Education.

The next chapter deals with the nature of the relationship between the PTPand

the Ministry of Education, and some of the factors which helped and hindered

closer cooperation with INSETprovision.
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To provide a more focused framework within which to reflect on the PTP'sown

model. and some of the factors that influenced it, I have used the following

guidelines for INSETplanning recommended by Fullan (1979):

1. The need for inservice to be integrated with and part and parcel
of a concrete programme of change and problems experienced at
the classroom and school level. It should have a project or
programme focus.

2. With these programmes inservice should be intensive and
ongoing.
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3. Theongoing processof professionaldevelopment must be linked
to school building or organisational development efforts. Both
teachers and administrators should be involved in inservice.

4. Inservice training should be simultaneously directed at skill
specific and conceptual development over time.

5. Teachersmay be the best source of skill and practical training,
although external to the school consultants should be used for
particular purposes.

6. Above ell. one needs a plan at the school level. and at the
school district level which systematically organises and provides
for (1) to (5) to happen in an interactive framework. (Fullan in
Hopkins 1986:278).

Within the framework of Fullen's six guidelines I expand on the PTPmodel.

relating it to issuesraised in the literature on INSETin a Southern African and

international context. At the end of each guideline I draw out some of the main

insightsand questionsraised, and highlight someof the factorswhich influenced

and shaped the PTP'smodel.

3. REFLECTIONON AND DISCUSSIONOFTHEPTPINSETMODEL

3.1. INSETIntegration

"Theneed for inservice to be integrated with and part and parcel
of concrete programme of change and problems experienced at
the classroom and school level. It should have a project or
programme focus."(Fullan in Hopkins1986:278)

The PTP'smodel did not holistically conceptualise an integrated approach to

support change at the level of the classroom and the school or even more

broadly. It focused on addressing individual teachers' problems with teaching

specific primary school subjects, classroom management, and methodology.

Theseneedswere not identified within an overall staff development programme

in the school. The link between change at the classroom level and changes

within the broader schoolenvironment was not clearly understood, or taken into

consideration by the PTP staff, in their efforts to assist teachers with

implementation of new ideas and practices after the workshops.
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Fullen's view is that "teachersare more likely to benefit from in-service activities

which are programme or project focused in which staff development is part and

parcel of an overall plan to bring about improvement." (Fullan in Hopkins

1986:273)

ThePTP'smodel did not focus on addressing broader organisation development

needs in the school. It did not address the issue of staff development and the

development of institutional support to enable teachers to access resourcesand

decision making in terms of their own classroom-based innovation. Fullan

recommends that careful consideration be paid to the contextual factors which

influence implementation and that comprehensive programmes be developed

that take these factors into consideration. He says:
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It is necessaryto view inservice education in the broader context of
factors associated with implementation. In other words, inservice
training is one factor affecting the outcome of the training (eg.
change in classroombehaviour), but so is administrative support at
the school and district level, teacher/teacher interaction, time-line,
overload and the other factors listed previously. In short an
effective approach to school focused inservice must be based on a
reasonably comprehensive plan which addressesthe main factors
likely to affect the outcome of the inservice programme. (Fullan in
Hopkins 1986:273)

The PTP'sown INSETstrategy did not take into account the broader contextual

issues in the school or wider environment which would influence and affect

changes which teachersmay try to make in their classrooms. Our strategy was

based on the belief that we were doing the right thing, that teachers enjoyed

our workshops and wanted more of them, and that more and more teachers

were requesting workshop support. We were more focused on getting to more

schoolsand teachers, rather than on looking at how effective our interventions

were in achieving changes in classroompractice, or in achieving our aims. We

did not plan to assistteachers to implement their leamings in practice. I believe

that we needed to look more creatively at ways of helping them with

implementation, both on a personal and organisational level. Gray
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commenting on the ScienceEducation Programme's successrelates this to the

"holistic nature of the implementation strategy." 0990: 146)

Had the PTP'sstrategy been informed more deeply by an understanding of the

complexity of educational change, its model of school-focused INSETwould

have been different in scale, and in the quality and type of support provided to

teachers. I would agree with Gray (990) that a holistic implementation

strategy is important, in order to ensure that the necessary support for

curriculum innovation by teachers is in place at various levels of the schooland

broader educational system.

If the PTPhad asked the right questions as to why particular initiatives were

taken and how they supported teachers in making changes in their classrooms,

and had not been so focused on the what and how of expansion, the PTP's

school-focusedINSETmodel may have included a greater degree of support for

classroom-based change. In my current work in organisation development

work at schools I have begun to understand that a high degree of

organisational development and support is needed in order to support

classroom-basedchange by a single teacher. ThePTP'sown INSETmodel did not

even conceptualise the need for work at the level of leadership and

management within schools,nor did it focus on the development of the school

as a whole in order to support educational change.
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I would agree with Fullan (in Hopkins1986:273)therefore,that INSETneedsto be

conceptualised as part and parcel of a concrete programme of change at a

school. Although the PTPdid attempt to work with teachers in relation to

problems experienced at classroom level, we did not take our work a step

further, to look at problems within the school and how they impacted on

teachers trying to make a change in their classrooms. The issueof leadership

and leadership support isof importance here.We did not focuson how we could

support teachers to strategise around overcoming these problems. Had we
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done this, I believe we would really have begun to look at issuesof individual

and collective empowerment.

Within an environmental context where the PTPwas supporting predominantly

rural schools,spread over a vast geographical distance, and where human and

physical resources were scarce, I believe the need for strategising more

holistically in terms of INSETprovision becomes all the more important. In the

fourth chapter on internal dynamics within the PTPI focus on some of the

dynamics with the PTPwhich influenced its strategy in the field.

"With these programmes inservice should be intensive and
ongoing."(Fullan in Hopkins1986:278)

3.2. OngoingINSET

In the literature on INSET(Fullan 1982;Hofmeyr et al. 1994; Hopkins 1986;van

den Berg 1987)it is widely acknowledged that "once off" INSETworkshops are

not effective and that there is a need for ongoing support if teachers are to

implement new ideas and practices. Fullan (1982)affirms this in the following

statement:

Researchon implementation has demonstrated beyond a shadow
of doubt that these processes of sustained interaction and staff
development are crucial regardless of what the change is
concerned with. People can do change but it requires social
energy. School districts can help generate extra energy by
developing or otherwise supporting continuous staff development
opportunities for teachers, administrators and others. (Fullan
1982:67)
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A similar view is expressedby Gray 1990in terms of his implementation of the

Science Education Programme within a SouthAfrican context, where he notes

that "ongoing support, peer-interaction and a framework for that interaction are

crucial for the success"(Gray 1990:179).

During 1989and 1990the PTPstill had a geographical focus in four schoolsin
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the capital city, Herewe worked with groups of teachers at individual schoolsas

well as conducting short INSETworkshops at one school site, to which other

interested teachers were invited, Support to teachers at these school would

comprise regular workshops, classroomvisits and small group meetings, During

1991 and 1992, as teachers in schools located in more remote, rural areas

outside of the capital city began to request our services, the logistical

arrangements became more complex and the ability to provide follow-up

support, as well as support which was ongoing and intensive, became more

difficult. Gray (1990:83)notes a similar tendency in the INSETsupport provided

by the ScienceEducation Project (SEP),when he says "",when SEPexpanded its

activities it was more difficult to provide support in the same quality and

frequency as it had done before,"

Severe limitations on the amount and quality of support the PTPproject was

able to provide occurred, as a result of the increased geographical distance

between schools,and more schoolsbeing added to thosealready served by the

project, Our own limited resource capacity in terms of human and physical

resourcesalso limited our ability to provide ongoing INSETsupport.

Providing INSETat a distance altered the PTP'smodel to a more centre-based

one in order to assistus in coping with the constraints on our resourcesand the

logistical limitation in the field, One of the PTPeducation coordinators describes

her dilemma in thesewords:
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One of the major problems was that of logistics, Schools are so
widely scattered, Thismeans that bringing teachers together for a
workshop is difficult because of transport and accommodation,
especially farm schools, Again running a workshop at teach
individual school is also difficult because one only finds one or two
science teachers in one school. (Interview, Kandi, July 1996)

Our new strategy meant that INSETwas provided at a specific location for a

number of teachers from different schools, In the second year of the project's
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existence we began to work with a cluster of schools in a given geographical

area. Teachers at all these schools would attend INSETcourses at one of the

school sites. The INSETwe provided still supported the direct classroom-based

needs of these teachers, as research visits were conducted in each school before

the workshops. After INSETworkshops were attended by teachers at a specific

school site, then classroom visits would take place to support teachers in the

implementation of what they had learned. Constraints on our resourcesmeant

that only teachers who had classroomsclose to where the workshops took place

had support from education coordinators in their classrooms.We also continued

to work in individual schoolswhere there were a sufficient number of teachers to

attend INSETworkshops in the specific content areas. Within the project we thus

used a number of different INSETmodels to suit the contextual needs.
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Our limited resources did not allow us to provide support through individual

classroom visits to all teachers who attended our INSETworkshops. As an

increasing number of teachers began requesting support, and the financial

costs and time for individual classroom-based support increased tensionswithin

the project, site-based INSETworkshops took on a greater focus. Ongoing

support, in terms of classroom visits to teachers with whom we had had contact,

was not strategically built into our planning. Even follow-up workshops to groups

of teachers at schools started to become less frequent, as PTPexpanded to

more and more schools who requested support. Our fieldwork became

increasingly driven by a focuson two week long INSETworkshops.

Being able to provide intensive and ongoing INSETsupport was influenced by a

number of factors. Someof the major factors were: the number of teachers at a

school; different INSETneeds; having to service the schools we had already

made contact with; the distance to a school and between schools; the lack of

transport and accommodation facilities; and our own limited capacity in terms

of human and physical resources.
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The concern about the lack of follow-up and support to teachers in the more

remote rural areas led the PTP to form support structures. Teachers were

encouraged to build contact between schools by maintaining contacts that

had been established in workshops, and to elect representatives who would

keep in contact with the PTPoffice by communicating INSETneeds and

arranging for further INSETsupport. In some schoolswe encouraged teachers to

work together in teacher support groupswhich would meet on a regular basisto

pursue staff development.

In the PTP'sexperience, at most schoolsonly the contact person remained a link

with the PTPcoordinators. At most schools,ongoing staff development did not

continue after the workshops, as there was not a culture of school-based INSET.

Capacity building and financial support for the support groups themselveswas

needed, in order that teachers could play a more active role in providing on-site

support to other teachers. The PTPhad not developed a coherent strategy to

support teachers at a distance. However the project was increasingly feeling the

tension created by more schools wanting INSETsupport in remote rural areas

and the lack of follow-up visits to schools where initial INSETworkshop and

classroomvisits had been carried out.
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The zone programme developed by the ScienceEducation Project does provide

a viable model for supporting teachers to provide INSETsupport in a more

sustained way, especially in more isolated rural areas. Gray (1990):85) in

describing the rationale behind the zone programme, recommends the

following:

Responsibility for providing ongoing support should shift more
towards the teachers themselves.Supportneeded to come from the
body of teachers itself rather than from outsiders. Teachers were
more permanent than the outside "experts"and what was needed
was to develop the necessary organisation, infrastructure and
expertise that would facilitate and enable this support system to
develop. Fordevelopmental reasons,too, it was more empowering
for teachers to be self-sufficient and responsible for their own
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development than to be dependent on outside resources for
continued growth. (Gray 1990:85)

Similarly to Gray's (1990) experience on the Science Education Project where

their INSETmodel needed to adapt to contextual needs, the PTP'smodel shifted

away from being purely school-focused to being more multi-dimensional. Gray

notes:

The limitations of the context imposed on the SEPprogramme
meant that the INSETmodel needed to be multi-dimensional:
involving centre-based, school-based, school-focused, group-
focused and individual focused strategies.Tohave done otherwise
would, I believe,have been to court failure. (Gray 1990:179)

As a small INSETproject with five staffmembers in the field for two week periods,

we had not considered carefully the implications of working in a more

developmental way, with teachers who were separated from the PTPsupport

structuresby large geographical distances,and who required ongoing support.

The PTPhad not carefully conceptualised distance learning strategies, and

strategiesfor ongoing supportwith regard to INSET.
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Hartshorne makes the following recommendations with regard to distance

learning strategies.

There is a need to develop basic principles in the setting up of
distance learning strategies, e.g. the necessity to go beyond the
individual teacher to working together with teacher's centres,
tutorial groups,groups of teachersworking cooperatively in a local
situation, and all the ways of providing people support without
which distance teaching strategies are likely to be ineffectual.
(Hartshornein Ashley & MehI1987:9)

Where the PTPworked within a more rural context during 1991and 1992most

schools were great distances away from local resource centres. New teacher

centres were only just being established in major urban towns and there was

very little evidence of Education Department personnel having visited some
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schoolsfor a number of years, As the resourcesof the PTPbegan to be stretched

by working at a distance it increasingly tried to find ways of working

cooperatively with other NGO's and using the local logistical network of the

Ministry to contact schools,

I would agree with Pullan (in Hopkins 1986:266)that once-off workshops do not

work and that INSETprogrammes should be intensive and ongoing, Providing

this type of INSETprovides a great challenge for the Ministry of Education in

Namibia and for NGEO's,The "ZoneProgramme" (Gray 1990),which emphasises

teacher ownership within a cluster of schools,provides a possible INSETstrategy

for schools spread over large geographical distances, such as in Namibia, A

"training trainers" model such as that developed in the Zone programme

required a lot of support for the trainers, In the PTP'sexperience of attempting to

build support groups of teachers, we found that this strategy in itself needed

support: to build teacher ownership, confidence and commitment. Ideally there

is a need to coordinate different resourcesand programmes within the system

as a whole, However this requires both an overall coordinated programme and

the necessary resources,

In the research by Auala (1992) on INSETin Namibia, distance teaching

strategies through the media are recommended, Auala (1992) recommends

that INSETbe supported by developing a central curriculum development and

teacher training unit in which the specific needs of curricula are established, the

objectives of an instructional programme developed, teaching materials

prepared and tried, and teachers trained to usematerials, (Auala 1992,cited in

De Wee 1995:2),

This proposed strategy may go somewhere towards providing a support

structure for INSETwhich is sustained, ongoing and coordinated, However I do

not think that it will necessarily assist the more isolated rural schools, and

teachers dealing with the contextual problems related to managing and
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initiating educational change initiatives within schools. Greater support

structures need to be set in place within schools to encourage the

institutionalisation of INSET. Teachers and schools need to take on greater

ownership for their INSETdevelopment. I do not feel that a centre-based initiative

of this type will establish a culture of INSETin schoolsalthough it may act as a

resourcebase for those teacherswho are able to obtain access to it.

"The ongoing process of professional development must be linked to
school building or organisational development efforts. Both
teachers and administrators should be involved in inservice." (Fullan
in Hopkins 1986:278)

3.3. Professional and Organisation Development

As I mentioned earlier, the PTP'smodel of INSETwas not linked to broader

organisation development efforts. However, when the project initially began

there was a recognition that support in terms of staff and community

development needed to extend beyond work with individual teachers, in order

to support the needs of learners. It was within this context that English language

and basic literacy classeswere run for parents and other staff members. As the

work of the project expanded to other schools and our human resource

capacity became more stretched, it became increasingly difficult to sustain

these classeson an ongoing basis,and somestaff members felt our focusshould

remain with teachers.
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The importance of integrating curriculum-based INSETwork with organisation

development or linking what goeson in the classroomwith the development of

the school as a whole, is noted in the research done by Bolam (1982),Davidoff

et al. (1994), Fullan (1979and 1986),McLaughlin and March (1978),Schmuck

(1974)and van den Berg (1987).

In the following quote Richard Schmuck succinctly outlines the importance of

organisation development in relation to INSETinitiatives.
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My own research and experience have indicated that many
educational reforms have collapsed or have been absorbed
without effect mainly because of the limited attention given to the
organisational context in which the reformshave been attempted.
Any major innovation in curriculum or instructional technique
implies a change in the "culture"of the school (Schmuckin Hopkins
1986:278).

Although inservice education courses have sought to deal with
teachers' attitudes, little emphasis has been placed on how the
teacher'snew knowledge, attitudes and skillscan be implemented
within the social context of the school. Moreover, while inservice
education has sometimessuccessfully brought about changes in
the individual teacher, it has not tended to help teachers develop
the sortsof communication and problem-solving norms and skills
that would increase their adaptability as an organisational unit.
This is where organisation development comes in (Schmuck in
Hopkins 1986:280).
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ThePTP'sINSETmodel did not focusin a formal wayan broader strategieswhich

provided teacherswith a more enabling environment within which to attempt to

implement any of the new ideas which they had gained at INSETcourses. The

PTPmay have benefited by having read the research of Fullan (979) and

otherswho found INSETto be ineffectivewhere:

programmes involve teachers from different schools with no
recognition of the impact of the positive and negative factors
within the organisational systemsinto which they must return and
use the ideas from the programmes. More generally there is an
absence of structural support time and resources,etc.) (Fullan in
Hopkins 1986:267)

In most schoolsin which we worked therewas not a culture of staff development

nor was staff development linked in a more coherent way to broader school

development initiatives. The top down system of control of education did not

encourage initiatives in the area of staff development, other than the

development of the teacher's own qualifications. The concept of ongoing

professional development and the development of schools as learning

organisations were not part of the culture of schools in which the PTPwas

working.
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In his work on the context of school improvement in the Britain, Hopkins (1996)

speaks about the importance of staff development activities being more

organically linked to school development initiatives:

Staff development is inextricably linked to school development,
powerful strategiesare required which integrate these two areas in
a way that ismutually supportive, Thesestrategiesneed to fulfil two
essential criteria: first of all they need to relate to and enhance
ongoing practice in the school and, secondly, they should link to
and strengthen other intemal features of the school'sorganisation,
Unless the staff development programme leads towards overall
school improvement then it tends to become a seriesof marginal
activities, Further, it seems reasonable to assume that improving
the conditions for supporting the learning of teachers in school will
have an impact on the conditions they provide for their pupils, In
our work with IQEA schools we have accordingly been keen to
promote a systemic and integrated approach to staff
development, (Hopkins 1996:10),
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Although no conscious strategy was developed to focus on organisation

development, the PTPcoordinators were conscious of the important role which

the principals played in the school. in terms of allowing service providers

offering INSETonto the school premises, and in terms of motivating teachers to

attend INSETsessions,Principalswere often encouraged to attend INSETsessions

to motivate their staff, BothNgcongo (in Ashley & Mehl 1987)and Gray (1990),

who refer to INSETinitiatives in South Africa, emphasise the importance of

gaining the support of the principal and even encouraging him/her to

participate in INSETactivities, Gray says that in the implementation of SEP

"headmastershad the power to make or break effortsmade by teachers, so that

their support was crucial" Gray (1990:135),

Fullen. quoting the researchby McLaughlin and March (1978),says that:

the researchersfound that the attitude of the building principle was
basic to the long-term results of implementation, In brief, the
climate, resource support and legitimacy provided the
organisational conditions necessary for staff development to occur
in a cumulative and sustainedway, (Fullan in Hopkins 1986:275)
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Within the SouthAfrican and Namibian context, the role of the school principal

should not be see as unproblematic. Many principals are not perceived to be

role models of educational excellence or professional competence. In the past,

some principals were also viewed as collaborating with the old regime, in order

to attain their position of privilege. The interpersonal dynamics between staff

members and the principals within schoolsalso have an impact on their role as

INSETtrainers.

However, in the PTP'sexperience, the principal has a key role in providing the

necessary pressureand support in the school, for change to begin to take place.

In its own INSETmodel the PTPdid not focus sufficiently on the role of staff

members in positions of authority, such as department heads and the senior

leadership, in supporting the curriculum innovations which teachers learnt on

INSETcourses.

There clearly needs to be a basis in INSETprogrammes where there is a focus on

assisting teachers to solve problems, and to develop strategies for

implementation of new ideas within the constraints of these conditions. Thefocus

here would be on empowering them to take initiative from within their

classroomsand standard or subject groups. This,however, is not enough. There

are countless examples of teachers leaving the systembecause they do not get

support within the school. There is also a need to look at working within the

school environment in order to provide a more supportive environment for

teachers. Both top down and bottom up strategies need to be developed. For

INSETproviders this means that support needs to be provided for the teacher as

well as, at the same time, for the the schoolas a whole.

Organisation development work needs to take place in schools to support

teachers to make changes in the classroom.However, without the provision of

necessary resources and resource people, within and outside formal State
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structures, to do this type of work, the chances of INSETsucceeding are limited,

Thesesentimentsare echoed by SouthAfrican educationalists:

Conducive working conditions, availability of resources,
opportunities for teacher growth through taking responsibility for in-
service programmes or aspects thereof, are some of the factors that
are necessaryto reinforce the effectivenessof INSETprogrammes for
teachers, (Ngcongo in Ashley & Mehl 1987:47)

In a similar way David Hopkins (1986) raises the impact of teachers' job

conditions and job satisfactionon INSET:

Unlesswe alter significantly the basic conditions of schoolsin many
situations we will do little to advance the notion of continuing
education in general and school-focusedinservice specifically, The
question of how to achieve effective inservice is directly related to
the job conditions and the job satisfaction of the teacher, One can
find limited examples of such schools,(Hopkins 1986:50)

Inmy present work with the Teacher Inservice Project (TIP),in Cape Town, South

Africa, the focusof our INSETwork is:
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essentially one of holistic organisation development. We
understand an organisation as a system of interweaving,
interdependent elements, Any intervention towards building
capacity of the system needs to take place within an
understanding of theseinterdependent parts, rather than as one-off
events or pre-packaged programmes, Thisimplies working from a
perspective of the whole school (a particular school) into the
discrete parts, as opposed to attempting to provide discrete
"solutions"without sufficient regard for the holding context which
frames them," (Davidoff 1997:3)

At TIPwe have observed a significant increase in the level of staff motivation

and professional commitment through organisation development initiatives in

schools, Organisation development has an influence on building a climate of

collegiality and a collective vision for organisational change, I have witnessed

the demoralising effects of teacher rationalisation and professional

incompetence on the broader educational support system, and on INSET

programmes in schools, Therefore I believe change initiatives which support
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INSETneed to focus on building congruence within the different levels of the

educational systemas a whole.

At the same time as developmental work is being done at schools,strategiesfor

working at higher levels within the educational system also need to be

developed, to support what is able to happen at this level of the educational

system. Bolam (1982in Hopkins 1986:314)recommends that effective INSETcan

be achieved if "...participating teachers can contribute collaboratively to

decisionsabout general INSETpolicies and programmes at all stages - planning,

implementation, evaluation and follow-up" at all levelswithin the system.

Davidoff (1997) emphasisesthe importance of work, both at the organisational

and system level, in order to support change at the level of the classroom.
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If we want to ensure that schools provide quality education, and
quality classroom practice, we need to provide an environment
which supportsexcellence, innovation and commitment. Focusing
on individual classroom change without taking into account the
contextual realities within which teachers are working, will best
offer superficial short term change. (Davidoff 1997:3)

3.4. Building Knowledge and Skill over Time

"Inservicetraining should be simultaneously directed at skill specific
and conceptual development over time" (Fullan in Hopkins
1986:278).

In his researchon conditionswhich contribute to effective school-focusedINSETin

Canadian schools,Fullan (Hopkins 1986:40),recommends that "...activities go

beyond the sharing of information and include such activities as

demonstrations; supervised trials, and feedback; and when more complex

teacher behaviours are the focusof inservice." Providing INSET,which develops

both the teacher's knowledge, skill and ability, requires intensive work in

schools,individual support and follow-up on a continuous basis.

Much of the PTP'senergy in termsof INSETprovision was centred on conducting
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collaborative workshops with teachers. Workshops encouraged teachers to

challenge their own assumptions,as well as learn new knowledge in relation to

content and methodology in their specific subject areas. Skillsdevelopment was

also encouraged, with teachers practising to develop educational resources

and trying out new ways of teaching through simulation and role play in

workshop sessions,as well as through demonstration lessonsor sessionsby the

facilitators or other participants in some instances.

Feedback was provided to teachers by the coordinators as well as by their

peers during workshop sessions.Time constraints and the large number of

teachers in workshop sessionsmeant that not all teachers received group

feedback or had the opportunity of actively practising and reflecting on their

practice within the workshop setting. Where possible, education coordinators

would conduct classroom visits where they would either give demonstration

lessonsor assistthe teacher in reflecting on aspects of his or her practice. Once

again, there were no planned or sustainedprogrammes for ongoing support for

teachers after workshop sessions. Classroom-basedsupport was usually done

with teachers on a voluntary basis and depended on the availability of the

education coordinators and suitable conditions within each school. Support in

the form of INSETworkshops and classroom visits was infrequent and would

usually occur about twice a year at a specific school.
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The research by Joyce and Showers (in Hopkins 1986: 296) found that an

inservice programme needs to contain a combination of all of the following

training components, if it is to be effective in assisting teachers to alter their

classroom practices:

• Presentationof theory or description of skill or strategy;
• Modelling or demonstration of skillsor models of teaching;
• Practice in simulated classroomsettings;
• Structuredand open-ended feedback provision of information

about performance);
• Coaching for application (hands-on, in-classroom assistancewith

the transfer of skillsand strategiesto the classroom.
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Through workshops and classroom visits, as well as through demonstration

lessons, a number of the elements suggested by Joyce and Showers were

covered. However, this was not systematically done nor was there concerted

planning and provision made for ongoing coaching and individual feedback.

The limited resource capacity of the project team, as well as financial and

logistical constraints, made it difficult to provide more on-site support. The

project's own expansion to more schoolsaffected both the quality and intensity

of support which it could offer to teachers.

Joyce and Showers (in Hopkins 1986:301»acknowledge the cost and labour

intensive nature of coaching. They recommend a realignment of resources

committed to inservice education and the development of a cadre of trained

coaches at school sites. The development of a training of trainers programme,

where principals and committed teachers are involved, may have increased

the possibility of teachers being provided with ongoing support. The Science

Educations Project's,ZoneProgramme (Gray 1990)provides a model for this.

Although the PTPconducted detailed workshop evaluations in which teachers

generally commented on the value of the learning experience, there was no

real way of determining if any of these new ideas and practices were

implemented in practice, except in someof the caseswhere on-sitesupport was

provided. Joyce and Showers(in Hopkins 1986:301)feel that for an innovation to

be attempted by teachers, on-site coaching is needed. For INSETmodels to be

effective they should plan for and provide support for teachers in their schools

and in their classrooms.

Within the South African and Namibian contexts the self confidence and self

esteem of teachers was undermined by the oppressive contexts within which

they lived. One could argue for the need for more intensive on-site support to

build the self confidence of teachers to try out new ideas in practice. In our work

we often underestimated the level of support on a personal and psychological
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level that teachers needed to live into the role of being innovative within their

own classroomsand schools.

Fullan (in Hopkins 1986:273)identifies a number of factors which may cause the

failure of teachers to implement learning, namely: pre-history; distinction

between content and role change; clarity of goals and means; inservice training

linked to implementation problems; regular meetings; local materials adaption

and availability; overload; time-line; and administrative support. Theamount of

ongoing support which the PTPcoordinators were able to offer teachers was a

limitation in its INSETmodel.

Both Fullan and Hopkins (1986), stress the importance of INSETrequiring

intensive and ongoing support if it is to be effective. The focus of the PTP'swork

with teachers was neither intensive nor ongoing. Thisraisesseriousdoubts as to

the effectiveness of these INSETinitiatives in terms of teachers actually having

learnt new knowledge and skill and having been given support in the actual

implementation of new innovations.
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Hopkins (1986) quoting the findings of the research by Hall and Loucres (1978)

which studied teacher reactions as they engaged in innovation, says the

following:

data suggeststhat teacher development and the utilisation of new
strategies or materials, especially those of a more complex nature,
is a developmental process of learning which frequently takes
place over two or more years." (Hall & Loucres cited in Hopkins
1986:41)

Fullen. makes a similar point when he says:

The primary contention is that inservice is a processnot an event -
a processof role change which involves new knowledge, new skills,
new behaviour, new theoriesor conceptions and new attitudes. The
integrating features of all of the research stresses learning,
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socialisation or organisational theories ...effective inservice
programmes essentially involve a resocialization processwhether
this is externally, self or collaboratively induced. (Fullan in Hopkins
1986:277)

PTP'sINSET model did not provide for intensive nor ongoing support over time.

Thus, although teachers may have felt that they gained a great deal on the

courses, there was not adequate provision for a supportive context in which

teachers could practice newly learnt skillsand experiment with trying out new

ideas. Although the PTP attempted to initiate teachers working together in

support groups or doing peer teaching, this was not effective in practice as

these innovations in themselves needed specific support and training, which

was not effectively planned for in the model. In retrospect, this type of strategy

would require the PTP staff to have made a number of interventions at the level

of the school itself.
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The PTP'sown strategy in terms of expansion was another factor which worked

against project staff being able to provide deeper support. I believe that had

we as project staff had a better insight into the importance of on-site support,

thismay have curbed our own strategiesin termsof expansion.

3.5. Role of Teachers and External Facilitators in INSET

"Teachers may be the best source of skill and practical training I

although external to the school consultants should be used for
particular purposes" (Fullan in Hopkins 1986:278)

ThePTP model was primarily based on the premisethat teacherswere of central

importance in changing both what was taught, and how it was taught, in the

classroom. We thus worked primarily with teachers, and specifically with

primary school teachers as we felt that they laid the basic foundation of the

learners' own ability to learn. Within the Namibian context, the drop-out rate

after primary schoolwas very high. We thus felt that by having an influence on

primary school teachers we would have an influence in shaping the quality of
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education to which Namibian youth were exposed.

Central to the planning of our workshops and to the relationship which the

project had with a school, was that the teachers at the school needed to own

the need for support and that they needed to identify what their needs were.

We also held the belief that teachers had knowledge and experience which

they could share with each other, and which could contribute to building

collegiality within a schoolenvironment.

3.5.1 Promoting Teacher Ownership

The PTPINSETworkshops conducted at schools were based on site-based

researchwhich the education coordinators conducted through classroomvisits

and by speaking to teachers about their individual needs. Logistical planning

for workshops would involve the teachers and the principal. This helped to

ensure teacher commitment and support, and built a senseof ownership and

enthusiasm. Although this processwas time-consuming it did make teachers

feel that their needs and concerns were important and were being taken

seriously. Fullan comments that "...programmes in which teachers participate

as planners and decision makers regarding inservice activities are more likely

to have greater success"(Fullen in Hopkins 1986:268).
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Gray (1990)attributes a large degree of successof the SEPprogramme to the

development of ownership of the programme by teachers.He says:

the fact that significant elements of it continue to function
effectively six years later, I think, largely can be attributed to the
foundation laid through deliberately opting to engage teachers, as
far as possible, in the processes considered necessary for
development. It helped to secure commitment and ownership
through increased understanding. However, this was a time-
consuming process, resulting in an increased time-scale for
operation. (Gray 1990:170)
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3.5.2 The Roleof the External Facilitator

Although we regarded the input of teachers in their professional development

as essential, we also felt that as education coordinators we needed to play a

critical role, in helping teachers to reflect on their own ideas and assumptions.

We also felt that we had an important contribution to make in bringing in

alternative ideas. We were very concerned about not setting ourselvesup to be

"experts" or that our ideas were the only ideas to be taken seriously. Our

workshop methodology therefore encouraged collegial sharing and critical

interaction.

The value teachers gain by leaming from each other and being involved in the

planning and implementation of INSETis recognised in the research into INSET

by Fullan (1979),Ingvarson (cited in Hopkins 1986:42),Forrest(cited in Hopkins

1986:39),and Gray (1990).
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The role of external agents in school-focused INSETand other INSETmodels is

regarded as vitally important in guarding against" ...either the confirmation of

existing prejudices and the sharing of ignorances or discipleship of some

influential individual; or an ad hoc responseto superficially diagnosed problems

superficially explored" (Forrestcited in Hopkins 1986:39).The important role of

external agents is confirmed in the research by Henderson,Fullan and Hopkins

(in HopkinsI986).

The PTP'smodel allowed for both the role of teacher and that of education

coordinators in contributing towards a deeper understanding of issuesunder

study in workshop contexts. However, I would argue that a number of factors

would have an influence of how assertivethe voice of teacherswould be in these

settings. Someof these factors are the confidence of teachers themselves; the

level of trust and relationship between teachers and the PTPcoordinators; the

teacher's own expectations of the education coordinators and their

understanding of their role in the learning process; as well as access to
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knowledge about new educational trends.

In his experience on the Science Education Project Gray (1990) notes that

external agents play both a positive and negative role in any innovation. He

says:

On the negative side the most problematic issueconcerns teacher
ownership and dependency and the notion of outside "expert". On
the other hand, as in the SEPcase, the outside agent was clearly
both resourceful and in a position of relative power and thus better
able to facilitate situations in which teachers were often
constrained. (Gray 1990: 177)

In the PTP,the education coordinator played a similar contradictory role. By

being more interventionist, the outside facilitator may playa successfulrole in

initiating or helping to facilitate change processes.However, within the PTP's

work, there was a strong value-base which supported teacher involvement and

ownership.
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In his thesis on the SEP,Gray refers to the zone programme and the issue of

sustainability. He is of the opinion that:

responsibility for providing ongoing support should shift more
towards the teachers themselves. Support needed to come from
the body of teachers itself rather than from outsiders.Teacherswere
more permanent than the outside "experts"and what was needed
was to develop the necessary organisation, infrastructure and
expertise that would facilitate and enable this support system to
develop. For developmental reasons,too, it was more empowering
for teachers to be self-sufficient and responsible for their own
development than to be dependent on outside sources for
continued growth. (Gray 1990:85)

Although I agree with Gray (990) that the responsibility for providing ongoing

support should shift more towards teachers themselves, I do feel that it is

essential that this is complemented by the input of external consultants,Ministry

officials, NGEO'sand others. This I feel is necessary for a level of critique and
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reflection in terms of current values and practices. However I feel the way in

which these learning processes are structured should not encourage or

perpetuate a one-sided notion of learning. Van den Berg (1987) cautions

against non-State agencies in the field of INSETadopting power-coercive

strategies in their approach towards teachers, as "most INSETproceeds from the

assumption that there is somethingwrong with teachers,and that INSETisa way

of attempting to correct that wrong" (in Ashley & Mehl 1987:21).
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Within a social and political context where teachers had been oppressedand

deprofessionalised by the "top-down" control structures under apartheid

education, the PTPactively sought to build teachers' confidence in themselves,

and provided them with some support to address the difficulties they identified.

In retrospect I feel that had PTPstaff strategisedmore carefully around the type

and quality of support they needed to give teachers, we may have more

effectively helped to build personal confidence and empowered teachers. The

PTPneeded to setasidemore time to provide on-sitesupport.

3.6 Holistic Planning of INSET Initiatives

"Above all, one needs a plan at the school level, and at the school
district level which systematically organises and provides for (1) to
(5) to happen in an interactive framework" (Fullan in Hopkins
1986:278).

ThePTP'smodel was not integrated within a broader programme of change at a

school. district or national level. The INSETinitiatives we began with teachers

were not supported by a framework of staff development or linked with broader

school development plans. Changeswithin the social and political environment

meant that on a national level there were no concrete plans or policy

framework related to future educational change within which the PTPcould

strategise. Fullan (1986:41)recommends that INSETbe intensive, sustainedand

developmental in nature and that it be viewed as a processand not an event.

The PTP's model was not systemically linked with capacity building
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programmes to bring about school improvement, or within future plans of the

education system as a whole. Operating within a social and political context of

change within Namibia made holistic planning complex. Schoolsdid not have

formal policy on professional development through INSET;neither was there a

culture of INSETat most schools.

No policy on INSETat Ministry level had been formulated, nor was there any

policy on the role of NGEO'sin INSETprovision. Although the PTPdid attempt to

coordinate its effortswith other NGEO'sand the Ministry to avoid duplication, the

PTP'sinitiatives in building capacity for individual teachers, through school-

focused INSET,were not supported at an institutional level by schoolsor by the

Ministry of Education.

The lack of systemic integration of the PTP'swork was symptomatic of the

conditions of change within the country. Thisheld a number of advantages for

the project, as the staff did not have to account officially for the work it was

doing, nor did it always have to seek formal permission through administrative

channels within the Ministry. However, because there was such a poor level of

developmental support for schoolswithin the system, it made the work done by

the PTPdid much more difficult. For example it was not mandatory for staff

members to attend staff development courses,nor was it expected that schools

draw up developmental plans into which our INSETwork could be included. The

work which the PTPdid often operated in a vacuum, in terms of new curricular

changes and plans for training by the Ministry. This made coordination and

cooperation between ourselves and the Ministry very difficult. Had there been

more integration, there may have been a more clear niche for us to provide

more intensive indepth work with schools,knowing that support towards similar

educational development needs was being provided at other levels.

4. CONCLUDING REFLECTIONS

In this section I pull together a number of learnings and issuesthat have been
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raised in relation to the PTP'sINSETmodel. I hope to shed some light on some of

the factors which helped and hindered the PTP'sability to provide INSETwithin

the context of educational change in Namibia. I conclude by raising some

general learnings for INSETproviders in the NGEOsector.

4.1 FactorsHelping the PTP'sAbility to Influence Educational Change

Despite a number of shortcomings the PTPdid achieve a measure of successin

playing a role in the processof educational change within the Fullan framework

(in Hopkins 1986:278).

One of the strong features of the PTP'sINSETmodel was that it worked directly

with teachers, and it took their needs and concerns seriouslyin the design of the

capacity building workshops. Where possible, project staff attempted to draw

school leadership actively into the INSETworkshops and to gain their verbal

support in encouraging teachers to attend workshops. School staff members

were encouraged to become involved in the logistical planning of INSETsessions

and in identifying the content. Thisbuilt ownership and commitment to attend

INSET sessions. Working on school premises provided INSET education

coordinators with a real understanding of the contextual constraints and

possibilitieswithin which teachers had to innovate. ThePTP'smodel made place

for both the role of teacher, as well as that of education coordinators in

contributing towards a deeper understanding of issues under study in

workshops. In this way it sought actively to promote teacher confidence and

valued teachers' own knowledge and experience within a critical context. The

methodology also sought to break down notions of the education coordinators

as "the experts" in the learning experience.

By working in clustersof schoolsin a given geographical area, the PTP'smodel

encouraged teachers from different schools to share ideas and build

relationships. Through classroom-based visits by education coordinators, there

was a form of support for teachers to try out new ideas in practice, although this
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did not happen in a long term way nor was this form of support available to all

teachers.

The PTPsought ways to inform Ministry of Education officials about the work it

was doing in schools, in order to ensure that there was no duplication of INSET

support services. In order to inform its planning, the PTPkept in touch with new

developments and plans at Ministry level. The PTPalso attempted to work

collaboratively with other NGEO'sin running programmes at schools, and in

sharing resourcesand ideas.

4.2 FactorsHindering the PTP'sAbility to Influence Educational Change

One of our major weaknesses was the way in which our INSETmodel was

conceptualised. Our model was based on what we felt worked well in our

practice at one school. It was not deeply informed by an ongoing critique of our

practice and values in relation to educational change. Theconceptualisation of

the INSETmodel was narrowly focused on the role of the individual teachers in

bringing about change in his/her classroom. The PTP'smodel was not informed

by a deeper understanding of educational change and the complexity of the

change process,within social and political complexity of Namibian society.
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Thestrategy behind the model became more and more driven by pressingday-

to-day realities and the urgency to respond to grass-root needs, than a real

understanding of what we were doing and if it was in fact promoting

educational change. As I mentioned at the start of this chapter, Fullan (in

Hopkins 1986:28)cautions against a neglect of an understanding of change

and the complexity of the change process, in initiating educational change

processes, "Neglect of the phenomenology of change is at the heart of the

spectacular lack of success."ThisI believe was a fundamental flaw in our model

which, had it been heeded, may have prevented the rapid expansion of the

project and assistedus in focusing on the depth of support required to enable

educational change to take place, at the level of the classroomand the school.
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The INSETmodel was not holistically conceptualised, taking into account those

factors within the school and broader educational and social context which

would influence the outcome of the INSETinitiatives we embarked upon. Had

the model been conceptualised in a more integrated way, we may have looked

more strategically at the different forms of support after INSETcourses;within our

work in schools;and through the Ministry, in order to enable the implementation

of new practices in the classroom.

Our own lack of experience and knowledge of the link between curriculum

innovation, organisation development and broader systemic change kept the

focus of our INSETmodel on what we had experienced as teachers. I believe that

had the PTP'sstrategy been led more by asking questions in relation to why

particular initiatives were taken, and how this supported teachers in making

changes in their classroom, rather than on the what and how of expansion, the

PTP'smodel of school-based INSETmay have included a greater degree of

support for implementation of changes at classroom level.
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For these important strategic questions to have surfaced I feel that a stronger

element of researching and evaluating our practice needed to have been built

into our work. We also would have needed greater access to current literature

on INSETand people with expertise in these areas, to assist us in critically

reflecting on our practice in a more rigorous and academic way.

A number of factors external to the PTPaffected the development of our INSET

model. The restructuring of the Ministry of Education; the lack of INSETpolicy; the

lack of an INSETculture or policy on INSETin schools;and the social and political

changes within the country; all created a climate of uncertainty. As I have

mentioned previously in this chapter, research on INSET(Fullan 1979; Hartshorne

1987;Hopkins 1987;and van den Berg 1987), make the point that INSETwill be

more effective if there are both top-down and grass-roots initiatives which are

coordinated within a broader framework for teacher development, curriculum
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development and educational change.

Within the policy vacuum in terms of broader plans for educational change

within Namibia, the PTP'sown INSETmodel was primarily developed through our

experience in schools.ThePTPINSETmodel had no clear strategy to link its own

capacity building initiatives, with longer term capacity building initiatives, by

the State through INSETsupport.

The PTPmodel did not contain strategies to link the curriculum-based INSETwe

were doing in school'swith the development of the capacity of the school as an

organisation to take on these changes. We did not think systemically about our

interventions and the kinds of changes they would require as change in the

classroomrequired changes in the schoolas a whole.

Apart from involving the principal in meetings to discussINSETprogrammes for

the school. and encouraging them to attend workshops, very little work was

done on building an understanding and capacity by management within the

school to support curriculum innovation by teachers. In my current work in

organisation development work at schools I have begun to understand that a

high degree of organisational development and support is needed in order to

support classroom-basedchange by a single teacher. I would agree with Fullan

(in Hopkins 1986:273)that INSETneeds be to conceptualised as part and parcel

of a concrete programme of change at a school.

Although the PTPdid attempt to work with teachers in relation to problems

experienced at classroom level. we did not take our work a step further to look

at problems within the school and how they impacted on teachers trying to

make a change in their classrooms. Leadership and leadership support is

important in building the necessary support at school level, to enable teachers

to make changes within their classrooms. School leaders are directly involved

in supporting or hindering change. Here their role in obtaining resources
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required for new innovations or making changes in teacher workload is vital.

ThePTP'smodel did not focus on addressing broader organisation development

needs in the school, including such issuesas staff development and schoolwide

development. ThePTP'smodel did not focus on the development of institutional

support to enable teachers to gain access to resourcesand decision making in

terms of their own classroom-based innovation. I believe, had it done this, it

would have helped teachers to address real empowerment issues. In the

absence of any school-basedpolicy on INSET,linked to a broader vision of the

development of the school, INSETbecomes an ad hoc and voluntary activity for

those teachers who feel the personal motivation to attend professional

development courses. The PTP's model was based on the voluntary

participation of teachers, and it failed to address the link between capacity

building for teachers and the capacity of the school as an organisation.

Another weakness in the PTP'sINSETmodel. was the lack of ongoing support it

provided to teachers in assistingthem in trying out new ideas in practice. Only

a few teachers were given classroom-basedsupport and even this was only in

the short-term. Although we encouraged teachers to work together at schools

and provide peer support, we did not equip teachers with the necessary skills

and knowledge to enable them to practice this form of support. At an

organisational level the problems of providing peer support were not

structurally assessedand dealt with. The innovation in the model, to develop

teacher support groups,was in itself not well considered in relation to the type of

capacity building and support this would require.

ThePTP'sown strategy in terms of expansion worked against project staff being

able to provide support. In the PTP'sexperience of attempting to build support

groups of teachers, we found that this strategy in itself needed support to build

teacher ownership, confidence and commitment. Ideally, there is a need to

coordinate different resourcesand programmes within the system as a whole.
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However this requires both an overall coordinated programme and the

necessary resources.

One of the main weaknessesin the PTP'smodel in terms of the INSETworkshops

conducted and in providing support in the field, was that we did not plan for the

support required in implementation and learning of new skills and knowledge.

Had we done this we would have looked more seriouslyat the need for ongoing

mentaring support for teachers, as well as assistingthem within the INSETcourses

to implement their learnings in practice. I believe that we needed to look more

creatively at ways to help them with implementation, both on a personal level

and organisationally.
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Although the PTPaimed to build teacher empowerment, and did succeed to a

certain degree, I believe that, had we focused in more detail on psychological

preparation of teachers in terms of their taking on new roles as innovators and

activators of change, we would have fostered greater teacher confidence to

make changes in their classrooms. In my current experience of running INSET

courses for school governing bodies, the importance of psychological

preparation in capacity building has become an important focus.

It became clear that there was a need to support SchoolGoverning
Body members as individuals. So, the individual level serves as
another starting point from which coursedesign on governing body
operations should build. It became clear that some individuals
could benefit from attention in the form of individualised "therapy"
such as assertivenesstraining (Collett & Paterson 1997:9)

The PTP'smodel did not build the necessary support structures or capacity to

assist the schools with which it worked, which is what Fullan (in Hopkins 1986)

and others say is necessary in order to support sustainable change.

Although I would agree with Gray (1990), that teacher ownership through a

training of trainers model such as the "zone programme", provides a possible
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INSETstrategy for schoolsspread over large geographical distances, such as in

Namibia, I feel that the focusof INSETownership should shift to the school and to

the school staff, with the support of NGEO'sand the Ministry of Education. The

need for strategising more holistically in terms of resourcesand personnel, with

the entire educational system which can assist in terms of INSETprovision,

becomes all the more important. This would also need to include the overall

conceptualisation of the way in which these capacity building initiatives will

coordinate with one another, and how they will work collectively towards

building an improved educational system.

Had the PTPoperated within a clearer policy context, which provided a

broader vision for educational change, and had the various Ministry structures

been in place, the PTP'sINSETmodel may have been informed by a clearer idea

of what it was attempting to build capacity towards. The limited resource

capacity of the project team as well as the financial and logistical constraints it

had as an NGEO,made it difficult to provide INSETto many schools.However I

believe that had the PTP'sown model focused on providing a more intensive

and focused programme at fewer schools, it may have had greater impact in

terms of promoting educational change, through school-focused INSET.By

spreading its resourcestoo thinly and trying to support as many requestsin the

field as possible, both the staff and the capacity of the organisation became

overextended. This limited the PTP'sability to nurture its own capacity and

hence provide adequate on-site support to those teachers with whom it had

already made contact.
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5. CENTRAL LEARNINGS FOR NGEO'S PROVIDING INSET

The following quote by Hartshorne captures some of the learnings of PTP's

experience in termsof providing INSETwhich can promote educational change.

INSETwill be mosteffective if:-
* it is seenas only part of a total teacher education strategy;
* itsmajor concern is for the teachers and the schoolsin which
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*
they work, and not for "the system";
it operates close to where teachers are and with their full
involvement and participation;
it is democratic and co-operative in its style and nature; and
if it is seen as one of the strategies for achieving equality;
(Hartshorne in Ashley & Mehl 1987: 13)

*
*

Based on my reflections of those factors which helped and hindered the PTP's

role, in providing INSETwithin the context of educational change in Namibia, I

would make the following recommendations to improve INSET provision to

schools by NGEO's.

• Building teacher ownership of the content of INSETcourses, as well as the

logistical arrangement surrounding INSETprovision, is important in

building incentives for teachers to attend courses. Although it is important

to start from the needs of teachers it is equally important for INSET

providers to assist teachers, to extend these needs in the building of

knowledge and skills. INSETsessions need to encourage teacher

participation and opportunities for teachers to learn from each other.

Here workshop methodology should model new ways of teaching and

learning, as well as new roles for learners and teachers in learning

situations.
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• Once-off workshops or school visits have limited effect. Strategies to build

support for ongoing INSETactivities are important for INSETcourses, as well

as for support at classroom level by INSET facilitators. A combination of

the schools initiating internal INSET sessions which happen on a monthly

basis, and INSETby external agencies, may be a possible strategy in

promoting continuity.

• NGEO's need to develop follow-up strategies to find out if what teachers

say they understand and learn in INSET workshops is being practised in

classrooms. This will entail a system of factoring in time for classroom-
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based observation, action research and other forms of peer or personal

mentoring. In designing INSETworkshops, greater attention needs to be

paid to assisting teachers with personal and collegial strategies in

terms of planning initial change stepswhen they retum to their classrooms

or schools. A focus on the psychological preparation of teachers to build

their own confidence to make changes and to take on new roles is an

important aspect of INSETsupport.

• Forms of collegial support such as peer support, subject group support

and support from leadership and management need to be developed

through INSETtraining. Organisational development and development of

leadership and management needs to complement the capacity

building of teachers through curriculum-based INSETcourses.

• NGEO'sneed to find creative ways of collaborating with Ministry of

Education personnel in order to provide support to schools and ensure

that their activities complement each other. This requires NGEO'sto find

ways of working towards common goals in terms of educational change.

• Within policy environments where there is no policy in terms of INSET,

NGEO'sneed to be proactive in terms of formulating and proposing policy

around INSETand the role of NGEO'sin INSET.Within a newly forming

policy framework I believe that the PTPcould have taken much more of a

strategic advantage in the opening of the policy window, by lobbying for

support among the NGO communities and making formal proposals.

• Ongoing evaluation on INSETprogrammes should focus on both what is

done and how it is done. The type and quality of impact which the NGEO

is having in achieving its aims should be evaluated. More detailed

fieldwork based action research, or site-based research by INSET

fieldworkers, could assist in obtaining valuable data in relation to those
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factors which help and hinder teachers in effecting classroom based

changes. Fieldworkers could also be capturing some of the changes in

values and practices teachers are making.

• The capacity building of teachers through INSETshould be

complemented by a strategy to build the capacity of schools as

organisations. Thismay necessitate a number of service providers

working collaboratively at different levels within the school as a

coordinated programme for school development, which incorporates

professional development of staff through school-focused INSET.

• Ina country like Namibia, where schools in more rural areas are spread

over large geographical distances, the challenge in terms of providing

sustained and intensive INSETsupport are great. With the limited

capacity of NGEO'sto provide services and to raise funds in an ongoing

way for their work, greater collaboration is needed between NGEO'sand

the Ministry of Education. Thiscould ensure that INSETis spread to all

schools in need of support, and especially to those schools in isolated

rural areas. The type of INSETmodels used should be realistically related

to the developmental needs of school. Models should be based on a

thorough understanding of the complexity of educational change, and

what is needed by INSETto provide the necessary pressure and support to

enable teachers to make changes in their values and practices.

Capacity building through school-focused INSETneeds to be

conceptualised as a long term process and not as a once off event, or

short programme.

• Within this context, a number of different INSETmodels may be necessary,

as was found in the experience of Gray's (1990) Science Education Project

as well as in the experience of the PTP. The PTP'sown INSETmodel shifted

from a school-focused model to a more centre based model as its
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resources became more limited and it attempted to reach more and

more teachers. Both school-focused and centre-based models have

advantages and disadvantages, to both teachers as well as NGEO's.

Owing to the flexibility NGEO'shave, they may be best placed to build

closer school-focused INSETrelationships, while the Ministry could provide

more centre-based support.

• By implementing a number of the strategies outlined above, I believe that

NGEO's,schools,and a Ministry could provide an environment which

could lead to schools developing a culture of INSET.However, I feel that

unless INSETsupport is holistically conceptualised, within a systemic view

of educational change, most INSETinitiatives would have short-term

effect.

The overall INSETmodel should be holistically conceptualised in relation to a

number of factors. Here I list a few in relation to the PTP'sexperience. A

holistically conceptualised INSETprogramme should:

* Bebased on an understanding of the complexity of the change process in

initiating educational change processes.

Take into account those factors within the school and broader

educational and social context which would influence the outcomes of

the INSETinitiatives embarked on.

Beconceptualised in an integrated way in which policy, in terms of

educational change on a national level, is integrated with capacity

building initiatives through INSETat district and school level.

Ensure that long and short-term plans for INSETprovision and support to

schools are systematically built within a framework of negotiation with

schoolsin terms of their INSETneeds.

Ensurethat schools and teachers are centrally involved in taking

ownership for determining their INSETneeds, but there should also be
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*

*

*
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*

input from outside INSETproviders and consultants.

Build in support structureswithin and between schoolsnecessary to

sustain ongoing INSETactivities.

Provide for INSETin the form of organisation development of the schools

and ongoing professional development for teachers.

Coordinate initiatives with other INSETand service providers.

Take into consideration the amount of INSETsupport which schools

already have, in their future planning.

Foster developmental links with the Ministry of Education on a local and

national level.

Build in levels of accountability, reporting and decision making and

evaluation of the programme in a continuous way.

Access funding sources, in order to support INSETby NGEO's,need to be

sought through Ministry of Education and Government channels.

*

*

*

*

*

*

Within the climate of social and political transition in which the PTP'smodel was

conceived, it was not possible to conceptualise the project more holistically. I

do, however, believe that had the project staff had a deeper understanding of

the complexity of change and what was required in order to support it on a

personal, interpersonal and organisational level at schools, this would have

deeply influenced the scale the project tried to achieve. In retrospect, I feel that

had we attempted our model as a pilot and researched it more deeply before

going to scale, we would have built our own capacity more adequately to

understand and support change at schools. As a small NGEO the PTPdid not

have the capacity to go to scale, and should not have been expected to take

responsibility for INSETprovision, for which the Ministry of Education needed to

take responsibility.

6. CONCLUSION

This chapter is a critical reflection on the INSETmodel used by the Primary

Teachers Project in relation to literature on the subject of school-focused INSET
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and educational change. I began this chapter with an introduction to the social

and political context within which the model originated, as well as a

background to someof the assumptionswhich shaped the model. My reflections

on the PTP'smodel were structured within Pulkm's (in Hopkins 1986:278) six

recommended guidelines for INSETplanning.

I have concluded this chapter by highlighting some of the strengths and

weaknessesof this NGEO'sINSETapproach within the context of Namibia. I have

ended this section by drawing out some of the central learnings with regard to

the PTP'sINSETmodel and implications for INSETin the SouthernAfrican context.
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In the next chapter I focus on the relationship which the PTP built with the

Ministry of Education in order to support the INSETwork it conducted in schools,

and in order to influence educational change at other levels. I attempt to

integrate some of the issuesI have raised about INSETin this chapter, within the

broader picture of changes in the Ministry of Education and the changing

relationship which the PTP had with thisMinistry.
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Chapter 4

TOPICAL REFLECTION ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF THE PTP WITH THE
MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

A positive "climate" for INSET might be created by considering
basic guidelinesand priorities,the minimum structuresnecessaryfor
INSET to operate effectively, and a broad, flexible regional model
within which individual programmeswould have room to respondto
particular needs and situations in their own particular ways.
(Hartshorne in Ashley & MehlI987:13)

I. INTRODUCTION

In Chapter Three I briefly touched on the relationship between the Primary

Teachers Project and the new Ministry of Education in Namibia after 1990.In

Chapter One, I indicated that during 1989education in Namibia was under the

control of the SouthAfrican Ministry of Education. In this chapter I take a more

indepth look at the nature of the relationship between the PTPand the Ministry

of Education from 1989 to 1992, in terms of its role within the context of

educational change in Namibia.
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I explore some of the factors which helped and hindered the relationship

between NGEO'sand the Ministry of Educationand thereforehad an influence of

the role the PTPcould play in educational change. I compare the PTP's

experiences with the relevant national and international literature on the

subject. I conclude by drawing out some central learnings about the

relationship between NGEO'sand Ministriesof Education in relation to influencing

educational change. I draw together someof the issuesI raised in relation to the

PTP'sINSETmodel and how this is influenced by a relationshipwith the Ministry of

Education.
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2. REFLECTIONS ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE PTP AND THE

MINISTRY OF EDUCATION

The essential nature of the relationship between the Primary TeachersProject

and the Ministry of Education was one between a non-governmental

educational organisation and a State department. Prior to 1990, the PTP's

relationship with the State could be described as oppositional and non-

collaborationist, owing to our political stance against SouthAfrican occupation

of Namibia. With democratic electionsand Namibia's independence from South

Africa in 1990,the relationship with the newly formed Ministry of Education in

Namibia was one of increasing cooperation.
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The role of NGEO'sand NGO'sin providing an oppositional space for resistance

towards the South African government is captured in the words below by

Alexander (1985).The PTPfelt that within the Namibian context it played a

similar role in developing the critical consciousnessof teachers and leamers.

Alexander says:

Indeed, it is clear from our very history that practical interventions
by independent educational instances have been a major
contributory factor to the growth of political consciousnessamong
our people. And without such growth in the consciousness of
people, we cannot expect any political change at all!. (Alexander
1985:81)

As I mentioned at the beginning of this dissertation, the role of NGEO'sin

contributing to educational change has been acknowledged by people

working within theseorganisations,aswell as by people within the formal State

bureaucracies. Gray (cited in MacDonald 1993)acknowledges the contribution

which NGO'shave made towards educational change in South Africa in the

following words: "It is widely recognised among educationalists in SouthAfrica

that most of the creative and innovative work carried out in schools over the

past two-and-a-half decades has been through the involvement of theseNGOs"

(Gray cited in MacDonald 1993)
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Prior to 1990 the PTP staff did not attempt to form any formal working

relationship with educational structureswhich were an extension of the South

African Ministry of Education. We saw ourselvesin opposition to the policies and

practices of that State Ministry and its various Departments. We regarded the

South African State as an illegitimate government.and took a non-

collaborationist stance towards it. Our position as an NGEOworking within a

hostile political climate was similar to that experienced by other NGEO'sin South

Africa and Namibia, who were attempting to build alternative educational

structuresand practices under the banner of 'People'sEducation'.

2.1 Access to Schools

Access to schools under State control by outside agencies was usually

sanctioned by the State.During 1989thiswas one of the factorswhich prompted

the PTPto work in a more subversiveway in Stateschools,without the permission

of the State. After 1990, the PTPwas concerned about obtaining endorsement

for our project from the new Minister of Education, in order to assureprincipals

and teachers that we had legitimacy to come into schools and offer INSET

support although we were not Ministry officials.
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There was a strong feeling among members of the PTPManagement Board,

myself, and the teachers at the Community Primary School, where the PTP

began, that we wanted to have control of our educational future and this was

part and parcel of our struggle for liberation. These words by Sebidi on the

values underlying "People's Education" capture something of the spirit of

resistancewhich drove the establishment of the PTP.

When black people talk about people's education today it is in the
context of their long history of disenfranchisement. Theywant to see
an end to the unlimited control the government has exercised over
their educational matters. And in so doing they only want to
reclaim what is their inalienable right - namely, the right to have
control over their education." (Sebidi 1988:56)
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Within the political climate of a newly emerging democratic government. there

was a renewed spirit of optimism and motivation among people working in the

Namibian NGO sector, to participate actively in policy debate and in forums

which planned the future direction of the country. Within the PTP,there was a

drive to forge links with strategic people in the Ministry, and to be included in

forums where NGEO'scould voice their concerns and views. In the next section I

deal with the nature of the relationship between the PTPand the Ministry. In my

reflections I will not be including the year 1989,as the PTPwas in an embryonic

stage of development and had no formal relationship with the State structures

during this time. I have covered the nature of this "oppositional" relationship

quite extensively at the beginning of chapter three, where I discuss the INSET

model.

2.2 The Nature of the Relationship between 1990 and 1992

Between 1990and 1992the relationship between the newly founded Ministry of

Education and the PTPwas at an informal level. This ranged from attending

meetings where information and ideas were shared, to running workshops in

collaboration with the Ministry.and participating as an NGO representative on

some of the working groups dealing with basic educational reform. By the end of

1992 there was a perceived need within the PTPfor a more formal relationship

with the Ministry. In this section I highlight someof those factors which promoted

the shift from the position of the Ministry and from the position of the PTP.

2.2.1 The Relationshipwith the Ministry in 1990

In the project's first Annual Report it is acknowledged that the "staff have made

a number of contacts with the Ministry of education and they have commended

our efforts" (1990:5).During the first year of the projects'soperation we felt it was

strategically important to make links with people in the Ministry, in order to

keep in touch with educational reform developments and to create a profile for

the new project within the Ministry. Our relationship with the Ministry during 1991

was assisted by the personal links of project staff members with a number of
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newly appointed Ministry staff members. These relationships had been

developed over many years during the period of political struggle in the

country.

One of the frustrationswe experienced with the Ministry in our first year was their

own lack of organisation, which made it difficult to accessinformation or to form

strategic links. The Ministry was in the process of establishing itself as a new

bureaucratic organisation which would· represent the seventeen previously

separate Departments of Education established under apartheid legislation.

Staff members in the Ministry were being moved into new positions and the

Ministry was in a state of restructuring. It was therefore very difficult to try and

establish any formal working relations with Ministry staff, or to gain any clarity,

with regard to future policy or planning, in terms of INSET.At this time there was

no Ministry policy regarding INSETor the coordination of INSETby the Ministry.
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Thisfrustration is clearly illustrated by the incident of the project's application for

a formal letter of approval to sanction our work in schools. One of the project

documents notes:

The Ministry of Education as yet was not organised and had not
produced a long promised letter which would authorise the PTPto
work in schools.Therehad been a disappointing meeting with the
Ministry where it was stated that members of the old National
Education Ministry would be sent round to evaluate the PTPand
look at its deficiencies." (PTPAppraisal Report 1990:2)

The old bureaucratic and conservative attitudes of some Ministry staff towards

the role of NGEO'swas viewed by project staff as hampering our efforts to obtain

a letter of endorsement for our work in schools. During some of the Ministry

meetings to which we had gained accesswe had come acrossa number of staff

members questioning NGEOinvolvement at Ministry level. Within the Ministry

there were different attitudes towards the role NGEO'scould play in supporting

educational change. The new Minister of Education and his Permanent
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Secretary were, however, very supportive of the role NGEO'sand NGO'scould

play. Thishelped to build links between our project's work and the efforts of the

Ministry. De Wee (1995) in his research on INSETprovision in Southern African

found a similar trend in the Ministry of Education in Botswana.

There is limited NGO involvement in INSET.The attitude towards
NGO's is said to vary from one official to another. However, some
officials seem to be of the view that the Statewould welcome NGO
involvement if it is done in consultation with the Ministry of
Education." (DeWee 1995:2)

During our first year of operation the project made a strategic decision to tum

down a request from the Ministry that we assistschools in the far north-eastern

sector of the country. We felt that this would put too much strain on our project's

resources and that we did not wish to become part of the Ministry's own crisis

management. Thisdecision did not make us popular with some staff within the

Ministry, but it assistedthe newly founded project and newly appointed staff in

building their own capacity. Thisincident however did raise the tension between

ourselves as an autonomous NGEOand needs of the Ministry. Within the project

there was a strong drive to maintain our autonomy and identity as an ~GEO.

The 1990Appraisal Report notes this tension. "Therewas also pressure from the

Ministry in that they had referred a problem of no school books to the PTP,

believing the organisation's book boxes could solve the problem." (PTP

Appraisal Report,1990:2).
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We decided to go ahead and work in schoolswithout a letter of endorsement

from the Ministry. Through our publication Primary Focus and through regular

informal contact with staff members in the Ministry, we continued to build an

informal relationship with Ministry staff.

2.2.2 The Relationship with the Ministry in 1991

By 1991staff members in the project participated in running a workshop for the
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Department of Literacy and sitting on the Mathematics and Science teams at

the Ministry which were involved in the Basic Education Reform programme,

Thesedevelopments aroseout of our contact with ministerial officials in 1990,A

good relationship had been established between our project and the

Department of Library Servicesduring the year.

In the project'sannual review at the end of 1991it is noted that although a more

formal working relationship had been established between the project and

some sectorswithin the Ministry, there was still a strong feeling of maintaining

our autonomy, and not compromising ourselves by being aligned too closely

with other programmes and partnershipwhich the Ministry was involved in,
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Someof the project staff were very negative about the Ministry's involvement

with USAIDbecause of the poor track record which USAIDhad in the rest of

Africa, and the suspected political agenda this agency had in providing

funding towards the reform of basic education, The 1991Annual Review notes

the following sentimentsabout our relationshipwith the Ministry,

There have been meetings and workshops throughout the year
though the PTPhas not been included in all of them, it has
attended several. Most recently the PTPhas been asked to be
involved in the Committee for Curriculum Development supported
by USAID,Whilst we guard our statusas an independent NGO,we
realise the need for cooperation but must constantly be wary of
compromising our position or being led in directionswe do not wish
to go, We also need to have a contact personwithin the Ministry to
keep ourselves updated on information, plans for primary
education as well as forthcoming meetings and workshops,(PTP
Annual ReviewReport 1991:3)

Another tension which we constantly felt within the project was the limitation of

our own human resourcesbase, With a small staff and a growing body of work

outside of the capital city it was becoming more difficult to commit time to

participating in relevant Ministry forums, It was also becoming increasingly

difficult to maintain a senseof continuity in terms of our involvement in someof
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the task groups. Many of the meetings we attended at the Ministry were felt by

staff members to be a waste of time as nothing seemed to get done which we

felt would fundamentally support teachers. We often had to ask ourselves

whether it was strategically more important to be at a Ministry meeting or out in

the field with schools.

As the Ministry became more settled within its new organisational framework it

was easier for project staff to form links with Ministry representatives in the

geographical regions within which they worked. Thishelped to keep Ministry

officials informed of the work we were doing and to support with logistical

arrangements, such as contacting schoolsand using venues.

2.2.3 The Relationshipwith the Ministry in 1992

In the PTP1992Annual Report it is noted that "Participation and Coordination

with the Ministry of Education had taken place through attending workshops

offered by the MEe" (1992:17). By 1992a more ongoing relationship formed with

the PTPand the Ministry, in terms of the sharing of information on activities as

well as coordination of programmes. The PTPstaff informed Regional Chief

Education Officers about the workshops it intended running in the various

regions. Thiswas done in order to prevent duplication of servicesand improve

coordination of programmes. ThePTPstaff were very involved in representation

on various subject committees at the Ministry in the areas of Science,

Mathematics, and English. Information was shared more readily between the

MEC and the PTPwith regard to educational reform processes. The 1992

evaluation notes "The MEC sent PTPa copy of a draft document entitled,

Curriculum Document for The Reform of Basic Education which the PTPhad to

review and comment on." (Evaluation Report 1992:1). From the side of the

Ministry there was clearly a growing intention to build good relations with

NGEO's,and to keep them informed about the latest policy documents.

A new unit, the Project Implementation Unit (PIU),had been established within

the Ministry to coordinate and plan educational change initiatives. By 1992the
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Ministry had established an NGOcoordinating committee on which the PTPwas

represented. This committee acted as an information sharing and coordination

forum linked to the PIU.The 1992report notes that the PTP"is thus well informed

of plans. We also act in an advisory capacity."(Evaluation Report 1992:17).

During 1992the PTPhad also attended a meeting of the Project Implementation

Unit, where a report on the project's activities were presented to the Minister, the

Permanent Secretary and the Director of the PIU.Through the PIU, the PTPwas

able to get a senseof the work other NGEO's(both foreign and local) were doing

in the field, as well as to ask questions about future Ministerial plans. In terms of

planning future strategies the project staff saw it as strategically important to

foster closer links with the Ministry.

Another factor promoting stronger links between the PTPand the Ministry during

this year was the subtle pressure from our primary funder. To safeguard the

future sustainability of the work which the PTPwas doing, this funder was keen

for us to investigate the possibility of some of our work being formally taken on

by the Ministry. The financial sustainability of our project and institutionalisation

in some form within the Ministry was discussed between project staff and the

major funder. By the end of 1992 no formal strategies had been pursued

although there was amongst the staff a willingness to look at closer

collaboration in terms of the future prospect of the project. The issueof funding

and funding agenda is covered in greater detail in the next chapter.

As the PTP'sown resource capacity became increasingly limited, providing

support to schools further and further from the capital city, there was growing

concern about the amount of time project staff were spending on the Ministry

task teams. Representation on these task teams did not provide the project with

any financial incentives. However, it held the possibility of staff members having

an influence on the decisions and direction which the Ministry might take, in

terms of curriculum reform and INSETat school level. There was a growing
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tension as to where the project members needed to be focusing their attention

and time, in termsof influencing educational change.

During 1991and 1992the PTPhad built up a good profile in the Ministry through

its work in the field and through its publication Primary Focus, which had

received formal praise from the Ministry. The fostering of a good working

relationship between the PTP and the Ministry was outlined as being

strategically important. The following sentiments were expressed in the 1992

Evaluation report:

Our priority with regard to the MEC is to continue our good
relationship and to further cement this working relationship by
increasing the PTP;s involvement in educational activities in
collaboration with the MECwhere feasible." (PTPEvaluation Report
1992:1).

The following extract from a letter dated August 1993, from the Chief of

Education (in the National Instituteof Educational Development at the Ministry of

Education) to the PTP,indicates the Ministry's sentimentswith regard to the role

of NGO'sand the PTPin particular. It also indicates the willingness of the Ministry

to write lettersof endorsementto fundersto assistNGEO'sin raising funds.

The Ministry welcomes the assistance of non-governmental
organisations in the process of educational reform as resources,
finances and expertise to effectively and efficiently implement the
reform are limited. However, all inputs and in-service training
activities organised by NGO'sshould be in line with the Ministry's
policy and should be coordinated by the Project Implementation
Unit. Thus the PIU should be kept informed of your calendar of
activities and would appreciate reportson these.

TheMinistry believes that the PTPhas the capacity to complement
the effort of the MEC and would thus like to urge the PTPto
concentrate in the areas where the MEC is at present not very
active, e.g. in rural and remote schools,supplying them with books
and materials (to complement the efforts of the local resource
centres)and could monitor the training and do follow-up work.

ThePTPshould also try to disseminateits magazine Primary Focus,
to rural and remote schoolsas it can be an important vehicle for
spreading of information, debates, and teaching hints, etc.
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Attached please find a letter that you could present when seeking
funding for your activities.

The Project Implementation Unit would like to thank you for your
work with teachers in the past and would like to see that you
continue with your activities in supporting the teachers. (Swartz
1993)

By the end of 1992the profile of the PTP in the field and in the Ministry had been

raised. This is reflected in the praise extended to the project by the Ministry

representative at the PTP AGM early in 1993.The PTP was congratulated for its

efforts in contributing to the upgrading of teachers. The organisation was also

praised for having unique characteristics as an organisation which respondsto

various needs of society, and as being a grass roots organisation employing

indigenous staff and being a truly Namibian NGO. TheMinistry representative

also noted that the PTP kept in line with Ministry philosophy and displayed a

constant high standard of professionalismand commitment in its work.

3. REFLECTIONSON FACTORS SUPPORTINGAND CONSTRAINING THE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEENTHE PTPAND THE MINISTRY

3. 1 Factors Supporting a Relationship Between the PTPand the Ministry

A number of factors motivated the PTP to build stronger links with the Ministry.

Below I provide a more detailed description and discussionof these factors in

relation to issuesraised in the literature on the relationship between NGO'sand

the State.
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3.1.1 Political Credibility of the Ministry

After democratic elections in the country and the employment of a number of

more politically progressive staff members within the Ministry of Education, the

political status of the government and the Ministry changed. This opened the

way for NGEO'slike the PTP to make contact with Ministry staff and to reconsider

their own relationship with the Ministry. The PTP'sattitude towards the new

Ministry could be described as open and receptive, as opposed to its non-
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collaborationist stance during the apartheid era.

In his research into INSETin the Frontline States,De Wee (1995:9) found that in

Botswana, Zimbabwe, there was limited NGO involvement in INSETwith most

INSETbeing run and coordinated by the State. In Namibia, Swaziland and

Lesothothere was a greater degree of NGOinvolvement in INSETalthough there

were varying degrees of coordination and cooperation between NGO'sand the

State in INSET.DeWee notes that in Swaziland there is:

A strained relationship between the State and NGOs has
contributed to a very centralised bureaucratic system of INSET.
However the State has managed to sustain its INSETefforts by
entering into a consultative processwith parents and teachers. (De
Wee 1995:7)
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Both Hartshome (987) and van den Berg (1987) have acknowledged the need

for cooperation between NGEO'sand the State in order to support educational

change initiatives through INSET.

3.1.2 Accessto Information Regarding Educational Change

Gaining access to information about current developments in educational

change was a key motivating factor in forming a closer relationship with

Ministry staff members. The period 1989 to 1992 was one of rapid change within

the country, and within the Ministry of Education and a number of policies

related to educational reform were being drawn up. By remaining in contact

with key people in the Ministry we were able to gain access to some information

regarding educational reform, as well as the Ministry's planned INSETinitiatives

and areas in the country where INSETsupport was vitally needed.

Accessing this information was important in terms of the PTP'sown strategic

planning. The PTP'sparticipation on the Ministry's INSETcoordinating structure

enabled the project staff to gain access to information, and to ask questions
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about future educational changes. Representation at Ministry meetings and

workshops, aswell asmeetings with individual staff members were other ways in

which information was accessed.

3.1.3 Having an NGEOVoice and Profilein the Ministrr

Through maintaining links with staff members within the Ministry as well as by

keeping a profile at Ministry level, the PTP staff gained access to some

important forums where educational reforms were being debated. In this way

project staff were able to raise important INSETissues,based on their experience

of providing INSETto schools.The extent to which the PTP'spresence within the

Ministry influenced Ministerial INSETpolicy or planning is difficult to determine,

as staff members were not involved at any important decision or policy making

level.
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The PTP'spresence in the Ministry, their requests for participation in important

workshops, and their meetings with the Minister of Education and the Permanent

Secretary, (regarding a letter of endorsement for the PTP'swork in schools),

raised the need for the establishment of the NGO coordination forum in the

Ministry and raised issuesaround NGOinvolvement in educational change.

3.1.4 Influencing Policy and DecisionMaking around Educational Change

Another factor which motivated the PTPstaff to establish a closer working

relationship with the Ministry, was accessto information and debate with regard

to INSETpolicy formulation. Rhetoric at Ministry level indicated the importance

of the voice of teachers in planning for educational change. In practice,

however, the level of influence we had in terms of policy debate and formulation

was minimal. Projectstaff were not included in the really important forumswhere

policy around INSETand basic educational reform were debated and drawn up.

The lack of real consultation and involvement of NGEOin policy making is

confirmed by the researchof Chetty et al. :
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The realisation by the MEC(Ministry of Education and Culture) of the
importance of teacher participation and empowerment in INSET.
However the inclusiveness implied here challenges the fact that
policy-making is based in the ministries an is primarily expert-led.
(Chetty et al. cited in DeWee 1995:2).

Our representation on the Namibian Non-Governmental Forum had some level of

influence on educational change initiatives, as we had the opportunity to

comment on somepolicy proposalswith regard to educational reform.

By maintaining links with Ministry staff we hoped to obtain clarity on their policy

in terms of the future coordination and control of INSETin Government schools.

We also hoped to influence what the nature of this policy may be by

negotiating a working relationship with the Ministry.
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In retrospect, I believe the PTPwould have been in a much stronger position to

influence Ministerial policy making had it worked more pro-actively together

with other NGEO'sand suggested the type of INSETpolicy which would enable

educational change at the school level. In this way I feel we could have placed

ourselves in a position to interact with policy debate at a Ministry level. ThePTP's

strategic lack of focus, on the role it could have played with regard to policy,

was one of the reasons staff members were not more pro-active. The PTPhad a

stronger focus on influencing educational change at the classroom level than at

Ministerial level. A number of other factors also influenced the organisation in

not investing too much of its time at Ministerial level. I discussthese constraining

factors in the next section.

3.1.5 Access to Schools and Endorsement of our Work

One of the initial motivators for the PTPto make contact with the Ministry was the

issueof access to schools,and endorsement of its work. The staff felt that a letter

of endorsement from the Ministry would build the PTP'scredibility at schoolsand

ensure the project official access to schools.Staff members also felt that a letter
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of endorsement from the Ministry would increase people's awareness of the

importance of INSET.

As the PTPconsidered someMinistry staff to have a negative and authoritarian

attitude towards NGEO's,we were not prepared to have the Ministry investigate

or "inspect" the PTP. For this reason the PTP never received a letter of

endorsement. ThePTPdid, however, continue to build up a credible profile in the

Ministry through itswork in the field, and its accessto schoolswas not limited.

3.1.6 Access to New Work Opportunities

New work opportunitiesaroseout of the PTP'scontact with Ministry staffmembers

and its representation on the Ministry's NGOcoordinating committee. Through

this forum, the PTPstaff were able to network with other NGEO'swhich led to

cooperative work in the field.

3.1.7 Building Links for Future Sustainability of the PTP

Another factor which motivated the PTP to establish a closer working

relationship with the Ministry was a concern for the project's long term

sustainability. The PTP'sprimary funder was keen for it to form a closer

allegiance with the Ministry in terms of future institutional links, which could

guarantee access to government funding. The project staff felt that a good

relationship with the new Ministry was an important drawcard for trying to

secure future funding. However, the PTPdid not want to compromise its

independence as an NGEO.In the sectionwhich focuseson constraining factors

in the relationship with the Ministry I elaborate on this issue more deeply.

Although it is a fascinating avenue for deeper exploration, within the scope of

this dissertation I will not be reflecting in depth on the relationship between the

Stateand civil society.

In his work as an implementor on the Science Education Project, Gray (1990)

also notes the tension his NGEOfelt in terms of forming links with the State
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educational structuresunder the apartheid Statestructures,He says:

It was felt that, in order to securea more permanent future for the
project, ways needed to be found to lodge the project more firmly
within departmental structures, In this way it was hoped that a
basis could be worked out for securing the necessary ongoing
support for the tectchers.How this was to be achieved was critical
as it was felt that the progress that had been up to that point, as
well as the project's capacity to continue to be innovative, were
directly related to its independent position, Interestingly there were
a number of senior officials within the department who recognised
this state of affairs and privately encouraged the project to retain
its independent status as far as possible, (Gray 1990:89)

Entering into a proper partnership relationship with the Ministry of Education was

not something which the PTPhad considered strategically, In retrospect I

believe this may have been a route to accessMinistry resourcesand personnel.

In the experience of the Science Education Project (SEP),a way of accessing

State resources without compromising the position of the NGEO was found

through:
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persuading the DEC to establish a permanent post for an
"implementor" to work alongside the SEP implementor and
eventually to take responsibility for coordinating and resourcing
the ongoing support for science teachers in the area, It was also
decided to canvass tangible support from the DEC for the local
science teacher (zone) leaders, SEPas an organisation, could then
continue to provide a resourceback-up to the system as long as it
was possibleand appropriate to do so (Gray 1990:87)

3.2 FactorsSupporting the Relationship between the Ministry and NGEO's

A number of factors may have influenced the Ministry's openness to having

contact with NGO'sand NGEO's,

3.2.1 Important Contribution made by NGEO's

Firstly there were a number of people within the Ministry who acknowledged the

important role which NGO's played in supporting developmental initiatives,

With political change in the country there was a degree of opennessat the level

of government to organs of civil society, In 1991 the United Nations
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Development Programme CUNDP)published a report after research was done on

NGO's in Namibia. Thismay have played a strategic role in the Ministry's own

openness to working with projects such as the PTP.In the conclusion to this report

the following recommendations were made with regard to future development,

funding and the role of NGO's.

1. That all donor agencies reserve a certain percentage of their aid
contributions to Namibia for NGO's..

2. That assistanceto Namibian NGO'sbe rendered, using a
participatory approach.

3. That foreign NGO's,unless specifically asked to assistin transitional
tasks; refrain from opening offices and elaborating long term plans
in Namibian during the transitional period.

10. That the future Namibian Government recognise Namibian NGO's
as partners in development.

Il. That relations between government and NGO's be developed in
certain specific areas.

12. That a future Namibian government establish an institutional
framework conducive to NGOdevelopment and NGO-govemment
interaction.

15. That the UNDPbe prepared to support an effective umbrella
CUNDPReport 1991:1)
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3.2.2 Political Importance

Another factor which may have influenced the Ministry's willingness to develop

a closer working relationship with NGO'sand NGEO'swas their level of political

influence. In Namibia the NGO'sand NGEO'shad organised themselves into a

coalition which represented a political lobby group through NANGOF.

3.2.3 The Expertise and Resource-Base within NGEO's

It was acknowledged by a number of people within the Ministry that NGO'sand

NGEO'shad built up a body of resourcesand expertise upon which the Ministry

could draw.

In Namibia, Swaziland and Lesotho, like South Africa, the
involvement of non-governmental agencies seems to have been
motivated, at least in part, by the inadequacy of resources, both
financial and human. The involvement of a variety of agencies in
this regard is useful as such agencies augment the limitations of the
State in terms of resources. CChettyet cl. 1992 quoted in De Wee
1995:9)
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The Namibian Ministry recognised that it needed to draw on NGEO'sand NGO's

to support the INSETneeds of schools. NGEOpeople were often more in touch

with issueson the ground, and brought fresh new perspectives into meetings.

There was also a willingness by NGEOstaff to work on Ministry task teams to

boost the resourcecapacity of the Ministry.

3.2.4 Flexibility and Responsiveness

Another factor which promoted the Ministry's support and openness to NGEO's

was the ability of NGEO'sto respond more quickly to requests for support from

schools. The lack of bureaucratic red tape involved in the running of NGEO's

ensured their flexibility in being able to respond to requests for support fairly

quickly.

4. REFLECTIONON FACTORSCONSTRAINING THE RELATIONSHIPBETWEEN

THEPTPAND THEMINISTRY

4.1 Factors Constraining the PTP'sRelationship with the Ministry

As mentioned in the section above there were a number of factors which did

constrain the PTPfrom forming a closer relationship with the Ministry.

4.1.1 Perceptions of NGEO'sas a Threat

Some people in the Ministry felt threatened by a number of NGEO'sand NGO's

because of the role they had played in political resistance to the old apartheid

State. The PTPstaff felt that someMinistry staff members who had been part of

the "old order", still believed that government departments needed to make the

important decisions about educational change, and that this was not the

domain of NGEO's.

Although there were personal tensionsbetween PTPstaff members and some of

these bureaucrats, these tensionswere eased by the open and inclusive attitude

of other members of the Ministry who saw it as important to draw on the

resources and expertise of NGEO's. It is difficult to determine what factors
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excluded the PTP from forums where there was real decision making,

programme planning, or policy making. The following observationsare made in

DeWee's (1995)research:

The Namibians argue that the conten t of particular INSET
programmes should be informed by the experiences of teachers
who are going to participate in those programmes. If not, the
experience that informs INSETprogrammes will have very little
validity and will be lacking in terms of relevance CAuala 1992
cited in De Wee 1995).This signifies the realisation by the MECof
the importance of teacher participation and empowerment in
INSET.CChettyet al. cited in DeWee (1995:2)

This indicates a level of openness and willingness to involve the voice of

teachers in INSETplanning. However, within the Ministry formal processeshad

not been developed to enable this to happen effectively.

4.1.2 Control and Coordination of INSETProgrammes

Control over the coordination of INSETin government schoolswas another area

of tension. While the Ministry was still in a state of disorganisation and

reorganisation, the PTPexperienced tension through not having a clear idea of

the Ministry's policy in termsof coordination and control of INSETin Stateschools.

As the Ministry organised its staff and began formulating plans for the

development of basic education and INSETsupport, there was a stronger desire

from the Ministry to have an idea of what INSETsupport was being provided by

which NGEO's.
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The desire of someMinistry staff to "inspect"what the project was doing, before

they would endorse its work, created tension within the PTP.The attitude of

"inspection" held connotations of bureaucratic control and prescription which

had been used in a negative way under the apartheid government. The PTP

staff were open to being accountable for the work they were doing in schools

and were aware that endorsement of their work would require the Ministry to

have an idea of what they were doing in the field. However, the way in which
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this was communicated by Ministry officials did not encourage the PTPto want

to cooperate. Hartshorne (987) recommends that coordination by the State

should be based on a spirit of co-operation and not an insistence of control (in

Ashley & Mehl 1987:11).

Although the PTPrecognised the need for the Ministry to coordinate NGEO

activities and for NGEO'sto account for the work they were doing in the field,

staff were resistant to their decision making power being eroded. We wanted to

make our own strategic decisionsabout where and how we worked with schools,

although we recognised that we would need to work within broader policy and

constitutional guidelines for educational reform in Namibia. We were also aware

that we needed to work cooperatively for the benefit of schools.
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By entering into a more formal working relationship with the Ministry, the PTP

staff felt that they may be able to access funding sources. However a closer

working relationship would also mean the lossof autonomy and mobility. Staff

were concemed that becoming associated with a bureaucracy would limit the

PTP'sability to be innovative and responsive to need in the field. Staff were

concemed about being caught up in meetings, administrative work and formal

bureaucratic red tape and having less time to work with teachers. Similar

concerns were raised by Brian Gray (990) in his work in the Science Education

Project:

It was hoped that a basis could be worked out for securing the
necessary ongoing support for teachers. How this was to be
achieved was critical as it was felt that the progressthat had been
made up to that point, as well as the project's capacity to continue
to be innovative, were directly related to its independent position.
(Gray 1990:87)

4.1.3 The Limitation of our own Human and Physical Resource Capacity

The limitations of the PTP'shuman and physical resourcebase meant that it was

not possible to attend all Ministry meetings and to keep up to date with recent
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developments. Missing out on one Ministry meeting often meant that staff

members were not part of decision making processes,or that there was little

continuity in their understanding of issuesunder discussion.Staff resourceswere

focused increasingly on making an impact in the field, in place of lobbying for

change at Ministerial level.

In April 1997I interviewed a project director of a fairly large Namibian NGEOto

find out whether his organisation experienced similar tensions in their

relationship with the Ministry. In the following description I explain someof these

tensions:

One of the tensionswe experienced was taking time to sit on these
task groups and having to make a trade off between time spent at
the Ministry and time spent on project activities.You sit in on these
committees because you get access to information, it has a role in
profiling your NGEO,you find out what is happening in the field, and
this can help your own strategic planning. A lot of time we used to
feel frustrated in this relationship aswe were using our resources,we
weren't getting much out of these meetings, on these working
committees there was a lot of talk and nothing was getting done on
the ground, people would often say we can't move ahead we need
to put it to a sub committee and there was a lot of political
infighting in the sub committees and nothing would move forward.
(Jack, April 1997)
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In response to my question about the nature of his organisation's relationship

with the Ministry he said the following:

It is still like this, we are very lucky we have two or three people
who don't spend eighty percent of their time in the field and they
are able to do this type of work. And that's why it has kept us
ahead of what is going on in the educational sectorsin which we
are working. For a smaller NGO, you just can't keep up or get
access to all these things. What I found very interesting is the
lessonsthat can be taken from the national literacy programme
because it has been a successfulmodel of NGO,Government and
the private sector. They have people in leadership positions that
see the importance and value of this .(Jack, April 1997)

Having limited organisational capacity did reduce the PTF'sability to have a
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more influential role within the Ministry. With project staff focusing their activities

on providing a service to schools,we were lessable to playa pro-active role in

INSETpolicy formulation and contestation at Ministry level. Chetty et al.

acknowledge this tensionwithin NGEO's:

Despite what the NGO's see as strong evidence that they can
deliver education services and resources more effectively and
efficiently than the State,the latter has taken on a role of providing
and regulating all services. Thishad an effect of undermining the
development of a critical or alternative education lobby. CChettyet
al. cited in DeWee 1995:9)

The director of the NGEOI interviewed acknowledged that NGEO'scould play a

role in policy activity. Thiswas, however, not the experience of the PTPas our

limited staff capacity made it difficult for us to have representation at Ministry

level. pro-active involvement on task teams did allow someNGEO'sto influence

educational change at a policy level. Although NGEO'scould contribute to task

group reports or working documents which may later be incorporated into

formal policy, I would argue that the NGEO'sreal level of participation and

influence on policy in terms of educational change was limited. The research of

De Wee (1995) and Chetty et al. (1992), confirms this within the Namibian

context.
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4.1.4 Lack of Clarity on Ministry Policy Regarding INSETand Educational

Reform

Not having any clarity abut Ministry policy on INSETsupport in schoolsand the

coordination of INSETby the Ministry also made it difficult for the PTPto plan

strategically. This tension was also felt by other NGEO's.In an interview with a

Namibian NGOdirector in April 1997,his perceptions of the influence of a lack of

INSETpolicy were the following:

There was basically no policy and all we had was good will. To a
degree we still operate like this. probably one of the strengths of
Government was they were open to NGO participation. Some
Ministries more than others. I think that one of the offshoots of the
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working groups has been a growing relationship between the
NGEO'sand government.This has been a life line for NGEO's.Thereis
a general assumption that social partners will be involved. At the
moment there is no clear coordinated well thought out plan with
contacts and people we work through. Probably one of the critical
things there was a willingness to involve NGO's. Thisallowed NGO's
to get involved in quite a lot of policy activity through the different
task groups that were set up. Such as the INSETworking group.
Therewas room for local and foreign NGO's.Therewas also another
working group for teacher management and support. Policy really
formed the basic thinking of what INSETwould look like. It was not a
formalised policy. It was adopted by the Ministry as a working
document not really as a policy document.NGO's were able to sit
on decision making boards and policy making boards, for instance
like ACTEN.The problem of these boards is the ability of NGEO'sto
service all these committees. You literally need a big organisation
to be able to sit on theseNGO's.Smaller NGO'swill never be able to
have the resources to sit on these committees. (Interview, Jack,
April 1997)
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By 1997 there was still no official working policy in terms of INSETin schools,

although there were a number of basic educational reform plans that focused

on pre-service education or upgrading, through a combination of distance

learning and course-basedINSET.

In the absence of any clear policy framework with regard to educational

change in Namibia, INSETand the role of NGEO's,it was very difficult for the PTP

to enter into a more formal working relationship with the Ministry of Education. In

the research by Fullan (1987), Hartshorne (1987) and McLaughlin and Marsh

(1978), the importance of cooperative relationships between the State and other

service providers in planning INSETprogrammes are recommended. Hartshorne

(1987) suggests that:

a positive "climate" for INSETmight be created, by considering
basic guidelines and priorities, the minimum structures necessary
for INSETto operate effectively, and a broad flexible regional
model within which individual programmes would have room to
respond to particular needs and situations in their own particular
ways. (Hartshornein Ashley & Mehl 1987:13)

I agree with Hartshorne that basic guidelines and priorities need to be provided,
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within which NGEO'scan have the flexibility to respond in terms of their

individual programmes. ThePTPstaff were afraid of what Hartshome refersto as

a "political-administrative top-down strategy" (Hartshorne in Ashley & Mehl

1987:11), in terms of INSETcontrol by the Ministry where the State prescribed

what we should do and how we should do it, without agreement or consultation.

4.1.5 Reorganisation within the Ministry of Education

One of the frustrations which PTPstaff members found in trying to establish a

relationship with certain staff members within the Ministry, was the state of

disorganisation and reorganisation which the Ministry was going through

between 1990and 1992as it underwent organisational changes. A number of

separate departments of education which had existed under the apartheid

government had to be merged into a new Ministry with a single vision and

identity. During this period Ministry staff members were reappointed into new

positions and new directorates were being formed. Thismade it difficult for the

PTPstaff to access information and often frustrated efforts to make contact with

appropriate people who could assistuswith our requests.

Internal political differenceswithin the Ministry during this period also caused a

number of passive resistance strategies by staff members. The slow progressof

many of the task teams frustrated the PTPstaff, who felt they were just wasting

their time on committees.Work was frequently passedon to yet another working

committee, which in tum often failed to come up with concrete proposalswhich

could be endorsed. Power dynamics within these task teams further slowed

progress. Our staff were accustomed to being active and responding more

directly to needs in the field. Many staff members felt that they were making

more of an impact working with a group of teachers at a school than in

"wasting time in Ministry meetings that went nowhere."

4.2 Factors Constraining the Ministry'srelationship with NGO's

Although no in depth interviews were conducted with Ministry personnel in order
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to gain an in depth understanding of those factors which constrained their

relationship with NGEO'ssuch as the PTP,the following possible constraining

factors from the perspective of the Ministry have been drawn from the PTP's

experience of trying to establish a relationship with the Ministry.

4.2.1 The Reorganisation of the Ministry

The process of organisational development within the Ministry during 1990and

1992made it difficult for the Ministry staff to attend to all the demands which

were placed on them. Developing INSETpolicy and coordination with NGEO's

were only a minor aspect of educational reform processesto which Ministry staff

had to attend.

4.2.2 The Lack of INSETPolicy

The lack of INSETpolicy in terms of INSETprovision and coordination made it

difficult to establish a framework within which NGEO'sand the State could work

cooperatively.

4.2.3 The Limits on the Ministry'sown Frmd.sand Resources

TheMinistry's own finances and resourceswere limited in terms of INSETprovision

to schools. This reduced the Ministry's ability to fund NGEOwork in schools. As

there were no formal working agreements between some NGEO'sand the State,

this made coordination and control of NGEOactivities difficult.

4.2.4 The Geographical location of NGO's

ThoseNGEO'sbased outside of the capital city had lessaccess to Ministry staff

members and were unable to attend regular Ministry meetings and workshops

where important debates related to educational change were taking place.

4.2.5 Attitudes towards NGEO staff

Some Ministry staff members were not open to cooperation and consultation

with NGEO'sin terms of educational reform.
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5. SUMMARY OF FACTORS SUPPORTING AND CONSTRAINING THE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE MINISTRY AND NGEO'S

5.1 Factors Supporting the PTP'sRelationship with the Ministry

A number of factors helped to foster the PTP'swillingness to have a good

working relationship with the Ministry. Thesewere:

The political climate of change and new political credibility of the

Ministry of Education.

The open door policy that many Ministry staff members had towards staff

in our organisation.

Access to meetings with Ministry personnel.

Invitations to attend Ministry workshops or meetings.

The establishment of the INSETcoordination committee at Ministry level

which encouraged sharing information and ideas on teacher

development programmes in which NGEO'sand the Ministry were

involved.

Maintaining good relationships with key people in the Ministry through

formal meetings or regular personal contact, as well as the distribution of

project brochures and the publication Primary Focus to Ministry staff

members and schools.

The distribution of information on the PTP'sactivities, through attendance

at information sharing meetings; PTPpublications; inviting Ministry

officials to attend functions such as our AGM.

In initiating a few cooperative initiatives with Ministry staff we were able to

support the Ministry in delivering a service to schools. Our work with the

Department of Library services in the Ministry is an example of this.

Project staff representation on various curriculum working committees

within the Ministry established a more formal relationship.

Financial return for the project based on a number of minor workshops in

curriculum-based areas facilitated for Ministry staff.

The PTP'sprimary funder was keen for it eventually to be institutionalised
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within the Ministry in terms of long term sustainability of project

initiatives.

The need to share human and physical resources in providing support to

schools.

5.2 FactorsSupporting the Ministry'sRelationship with the PTP

An openness by key figures in the Ministry to the participation of NGEO'sin

Ministry task groups and in discussion forums.

Unofficial "open door policy" in terms of access to Ministry officials by

NGEOstaff. Thisenabled information to be shared between the two sectors

and for a relationship of cooperation and trust to be built with certain

Ministry officials.

The establishment of the NGOcoordinating structure in the Ministry

enabled NGEO'sand Ministry staff to meet each other and find out in

which activities they were involved. It was also a forum in which some

information could be shared and plans coordinated.

The Ministry staff endorsed the PTP'sproject propesel. which provided the

project with support in terms of being able to access funding.

Through Ministry structures at the local and district level the PTPwas

assisted in contacting schools and forwarding resources.

An openness by someMinistry staff to allow the NGO'saccess to using

some of its venues and resource centres for workshops when space was

available.

The political influence of NGEOand NGO'sin Namibia made them an

important stakeholder in whom to consult.

The resource base and experience of NGEOstaff.
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5.3 Factors Constraining the PTP'sRelationship with the Ministry

Some of the factors which constrained a relationship with the Ministry of

Education were:
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The suspicion with which NGEOstaff were treated by someMinistry

Officials who perceived NGEO'sas a threat.

The PTPstaff were not always available or invited to forums where

discussionswith regard to new educational policy and planning

occurred.

Our own internal capacity limited our availability to attend strategic

Ministry meetings or to be available to participate on task teams and

working groups.

Our own strategy to focus on our work in the field and not to focus our

attention on lobbying for change at Ministry level also limited our own

influence there.

The state of disorganisation and reorganisation at the Ministry, with the

integration of different departments into a new Ministry, made

communication and access to Ministry staff difficult at times.

The length of time it took for decisions to be made within the Ministry

made PTPstaff feel that it was more productive to spend time working

with teachers in the field than trying to have an influence at Ministry level.

The coordination and control measures by the Ministry raised fears about

the autonomy of the PTP.

The PTPdid not have an explicit strategy to build a closer and more

formal working relationship with the Ministry.

On a politieel. ideological and education level there were particular

decisions taken by the Ministry which the PTPstaff felt would

compromise the values of the project if there was a formal working

relationship.

The PTPfelt it would lose its independence and be compromised if it

worked in collaboration with some of the agencies with which the Ministry

had entered into aid and development agreements.

5.4 Factors Constraining the Ministry's Relationship with the PTP

The lack of policy in terms of INSETprovision and coordination
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Thenegative attitude someMinisterial staff had towards NGEO's.

The lack of resourcesand funds available at Ministerial level.

Thereorganisation of the Ministry.

Innovation overload at Ministry level.

Thephysical location of NGEO's

General availability of NGEOstaff.

6. GENERAL REFLECTIONS ON THE ROLE THE PTP PLAYED IN EDUCATIONAL

CHANGE THROUGH ITS RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MINISTRY

With no formal policy on the relationship between the Ministry and NGEO's,and

with no clarity on the future direction of educational change and INSETin the

country, the relationship between the PTPand the Ministry could be described

as one of informal open communication. The relationship focused on the

building of trust and the sharing of information with regard to our current

activities. Through this form of information sharing, the PTPwas able to access

some information with regard to plans to reform basic education and some of

the new policy documents.

It is not possible to determine what effect the relationship between the PTPand

the Ministry had, on thinking within the Ministry around INSETor educational

change more broadly. However, the PTP'spresence in the Ministry and its

requests for endorsement of its work did, I believe, create an awareness at

Ministry level of NGEO'sproviding INSETand the need to set up forums in which

there was information sharing, and the start of some form of coordination of

activities. The PTPstaff were also able to access up-to-date information on new

Ministerial policy and plans and distribute this to teachers with whom we

worked. The PTP'spresence in the Ministry kept an awareness of INSETand the

role of NGEO's on the Ministry agenda. The establishment of the INSET

coordinating committee built this in at an institutional level.

A number of factors which both constrained and supported a closer working
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relationship between the PTPand the Ministry have been highlighted in the

section above. The lack of a policy framework in relation to INSETprovision and

coordination was one of the major factors which constrained cooperative

working relationshipsbetween the Stateand the PTP.

In 1990and 1992,new policies and plans for educational reform were in their

infancy. Within the Ministry no clear vision of an educational future existed, nor

was there any policy with regard to INSETand the professional development of

schoolsand teachers.Within this context it was difficult for the PTPto strategise

more carefully in terms of a more cooperative and formal relationship with the

Ministry. Institutionalising INSETat schools had not been put on the policy

agenda. With hindsight, I feel that the PTPcould have played a more pro-active

role in terms of proposing policy in termsof INSET,and the role of NGEOin INSET

provision. However, this would have required the project staff to adopt different

strategies in terms of their understanding of their role in influencing educational

change a Ministerial level.
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Hartshorne (1987) makes the following proposal that there is a national

development plan for teacher education, including INSET:

this should include targets and time scales, as well as
consideration of the structures needed to facilitate the
implementation of the broad policy and plan, and also the
processesof co-operative action and the resourcesthat will have to
be made available. (Hartshornein Ashley & Mehl 1987:11)

The proposal by Hartshorne (1985)emphasisesa more holistic approach to the

coordination and integration of plans and programmes on the national and

local level throughout the educational system. Hofmeyr (1991 cited in De Wee

1995:Il) proposed improved coordination through a central INSETagency.

Through such a structure, NGEO'ssuch as the PTPwould be required to have a

greater degree of cooperation and accountability to the Ministry. The Ministry

would possibly require that INSETprogrammes be conceptualised in a more
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long term and developmental way. I agree with Hartshorne's (1987) proposal,

although I believe that in order for real cooperation to occur, fundamental issues

would need to be addressed in terms of the different value bases of these

different organisations. Different methodological approaches and

understandings about educational change would need to be shared in order to

determine how these organisations could support each other and work in a

coherent way in supporting change at the level of the school. The building of

good working relationships and a level of trust between the Stateand NGEO'sis

fundamental to being able to carry out effective work in the field.

7. CENTRAL LEARNINGS ABOUT BUILDING RELATIONSHIPSBETWEEN

NGEO'S AND MINISTRIES OF EDUCATION IN FOSTERING EDUCATIONAL

CHANGE

Some of the main learnings which can be made in terms of building

relationships between NGEO'sand the State in promoting educational change

are:
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• Structuresneed to be put in place so that NGEO'sand the Ministry can

coordinated and share ideas, resourcesand plans in terms of INSET

provision. Thiscould be fostered through establishing forums for

coordination or embarking on joint programmes. Holding informal

meetings and formulating policy with regard to the relationship between

NGEO'sand the Ministry may go someway toward promoting more formal

and developmental links.

• For cooperative working relationships to be established between the

State and NGEO's,deeper underlying issuesrelating to political and

educational values would need to be explored.

• A basis for trust and cooperation would need to be established, through

careful negotiation around the issuesof control and influence.
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• Through pro-active initiatives on NGEOforums, draft policy on NGEO

relationships with the Ministry can be developed and negotiated. An

example of this is the initiative taken by the INSETProviders Coalition eIPC)

in Cape Town, SouthAfrica, and the draft document (1997) they

developed on INSETprovision.

• NGEO'sneed to develop creative partnerships with other NGEO'sand the

Ministry, so that funding can be accessed jointly while maintaining the

relative independence of NGEO's.

• NGEO'sneed to lobby as a group for an active voice and presence in

terms of Ministry policy on educational change. "The Namibian situation

also suggests that where a multiplicity of agencies are involved in INSET

all must be represented in policy-making." (DeWee 1995:9)

• Collaborative work with Ministry officials should be built into project

planning in order to ensure that new ideas and information can be

carried into the Ministry of Education and, indirectly, their capacity will

be built as they learn from NGEO'sand NGEO'slearn from them.

• Ways to financially support NGEO'sshould be pro-actively sought

through Ministry channels. Funding needs to be channelled to NGEO'sat

the appropriate time and in appropriate ways in order to sustain their

organisations. The State, through the Ministry could, find appropriate

ways of supporting NGEO'sfinancially. Taylor (1997) is of the view that

"Government agencies have a chance of becoming reasonable conduits

of funds, but are fundamentally unsuited to being able to provide

differentiated and developmental funding."(Taylor 1997:6). Increasingly

donors wanted to see cooperation between these sectors, and increasing

NGO involvement in accessing funds from government sources.
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• INSETprogrammes should be conceptualised in a more holistic way

(Hartshorne 1987),connecting service providers and the Ministry of

Education in joint funding ventures. This may mean that funding could

be accessedmore readily through government and donor sources.

8. CONCLUSION

This chapter looked at the nature of the relationship between the PTPand the

National Ministry of Education and the way this changed between 1989 and

1992. I then reflected on and discussed some of the factors which helped and

hindered the relationship between the PTPand the Ministry of Education and

therefore had an influence on the role the PTPcould play in educational change

in Namibia. I compare the PTP'sexperiences with the relevant national and

international literature on the subject. In conclusion, I highlighted some central

learnings about the relationship between NGEO'sand Ministries of Education, in

relation to influencing educational change.
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In the next chapter I deal with aspects of funding and relationships with donors,

and the effect this had on the PTP'sability to provide an INSETservice to schools,

and to build its organisational capacity.
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Chapter 5

TOPICAL REFLECTION ON FUNDING

I have often likened funding to the "life blood" of an organisation.
Alone it cannot sustain the life of an organisation, but without it
survival is not possible. Healthy organisations depend on the
effective and efficient functioning of many "organs",but too much
or too little blood in the system is life threatening, as is blood of the
wrong "type" (James Taylor 1997: 5).

1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with factors related to funding and donors, which had an

influence on the role the PTPplayed in educational change in Namibia

between 1989 and 1992. I begin by providing an overview of the funding

context and the type of funding relationshipswhich the PTPestablished. I focus

on some of the issuesand tensionsexperienced as a result of funding and how

they affected the overall functioning of the organisation. Data from project

documents, interviews with project staffmembers, and my own journal notesare

drawn upon in my reflection and analysis of these factors. Here I compare the

PTP'sexperiences with relevant national and international literature on the

subject. Where appropriate, I integrate my reflections on funding with the

influence it had on the project's INSETmodel and on its relationship with the

Ministry of Education. In conclusion, I draw out some key factors in relation to

funding and donor relationshipswhich helped and hindered the PTP'sability to

influence educational change in Namibia. I conclude by highlighting a number

of central learnings with respect to funding and the relationships between

donorsand NGEO's.
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2. AN OVERVIEWOFTHEPTP'SFUNDING CONTEXT

2.1 Funding of the PTPand the Funding Context

The issueof funding is fundamental in providing the resourcebase for NGEO'sto

do their work. In their research Chetty et al. (cited in De Wee 1995)note the
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following in relation to NGO'sand funding in Namibia:

NGO's in Namibia played a vital role as a focus of resistance to
apartheid education. They provided resources and services on
which a number of disadvantaged communities depended. As
oppositional organisations, NGO'swere also principal recipients of
aid and donor funding in Namibia. However since independence
the NGO'shave been strangled by a lossof funding and they now
compete with the State for funding. (Chetty et al. cited in DeWee
1995:9)

The initial funding to start the PTP,as well as our ongoing major funding source

came from the European Community's Special Programme to support

organisations involved in the struggle against apartheid. This fund was

administered in Brussels by Danish Church Aid (Danchurch Aid) whose

representatives had direct contact with the project leader and members of the

PTPManagement Board. TheNamibian Development Trusthad initially vetoed

the PTPproject proposal and submitted it to the European Community for

support.

Within the context of pre-independence Namibia, the area of providing

development aid, and applying for it, was a politically sensitive one. Before

independence it was difficult for NGO'sto accessforeign funding. Thiswas due to

the policy maintained by international donors to withhold funds until Namibia

broke free from SouthAfrican rule.
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For many years it had been SWAPO'spolicy to discourage the development of

NGO'sand organs of civil societywithin the country before democratic elections.

Thismade efforts by Namibian NGO'sto access international funding sources

even more difficult. Within this politically charged context, the strong SWAPO

profile of some members on the PTPManagement Board, may have been a

factor which helped to establish the credibility and legitimacy of the PTPin the

eyes of external donors.

With the signing of Resolution 435 and the election process under way, the
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attention of the international community and development agencies was

focused on Namibia. These factors helped Namibian projects to gain

international support and aid.

There were, however, some aid and solidarity agencies in Europe which had

formed developmental relationships with individual organisations within the

country before independence. These foreign donors strongly supported the

development of a civil society within Namibia long before its liberation from

South African occupation. The establishment of the Namibian Development

Trust (NDD as a coordinating body to support funding to NGO's and eBO's,

helped Namibians to access international funds. The NDT also provided a

legitimate channel through which European and Northern donors could gain

access to projects. Namibian projects were approved by the NDT Board,

represented by key social and political figureswho were in favour of Namibian

independence and supportive of Namibian's in exile.

The initial grant of funding from Danchurch Aid for a three year project came

through in 1990,and the PTPbecame an organisation with staff, resourcesand

specific longer term project goals. As a service organisation which worked

predominantly with teachers from historically disadvantaged communities, the

PTPhad a policy not to charge for its servicesto schools.Raising funds to secure

its existence was therefore of primary importance to the future sustainability of

the project, and its ability to influence educational change.

The PTPManagement Board decided in principle not to raise funds through

local businessesor large multi-national companies. It felt that most businessesin

Namibia were politically questionable in termsof their funding agendas as they

had SouthAfrican links and were regarded as having supported the statusquo

before independence. This limited the focus of our funding base to foreign

donors and development agencies who were strongly committed to Namibia's

liberation and the building of a democratic society. The PTPManagement
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Board also wanted to ensure that funding partners had authentic

developmental agendas, and a credible track record in terms of supporting

NGO'swith whom they entered into partnership. I do not, therefore, focus any

attention on funding relationships between NGEO'sand the businesssector as

thiswas not part of the PTP'sreality. I focusprimarily on the funding relationships

between NGEO'sand foreign funding partners.

2.2 Shiftsin the Funding Context

Between 1989 and 1992 the funding environment in the North changed

markedly. During 1989 it was difficult to access international donors directly

unless one was able to travel overseas and build up contacts. Between 1990

and 1992a number of international aid and development agencies established

organisational basesin Namibia, and direct access by NGOto donors became

easier. However, it was still difficult to ensure that funding would be granted to

support projects. From the NANGOFcontact list in 1991, there were about 56

NGO'sand CBO'soperating in Namibia.

During the early ninetieswith the fall of the Berlin wall and attention beginning

to focus on Eastern Europe and South Africa's liberation from Apartheid rule,

there was already lessfunding available to support Namibian projects. Many

donors were keen to give seed funding to support small projects, but were less

keen on funding the organisation's operating costs. Raising funds for salaries

and maintenance budgets was thus a difficult task.

After Namibia's independence from SouthAfrica in 1990,foreign donors shifted

from supporting resistance and solidarity work to focusing on development

projects. Care was taken by foreign donors not to supply funding for initiatives

which would duplicate the developmental responsibilities of the new

government. At this time many foreign funding agendas were focused on

developmental concerns in rural areas with particular emphasis on the

advancement of women. Shifts in funding agendas made competition for
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funding between NGO'seven harder.

Within a year of Namibia's independence, many NGO'sexperienced foreign

donors moving their focus of interest to country's like East Germany and

elsewhere in Africa. A number of SouthAfrican NGO'sand CBO'sexperienced

similar funding realities after SouthAfrica's independence.

With the ending of apartheid, SouthAfrica has largely fallen off the
broad sheetsof the world press,and hence out of the public eye. It
is the people of "North" who are largely responsible for providing
the donations upon which many SouthAfrican NGO'shave come to
depend. Themoney that is available is increasingly allocated for
emergency situations such as Rwanda rather than for long-term
development. The recession in the UK over the past year has also
resulted in a drop of donations to the UK NGO's. (Jacky Leach
1995:5)
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The inevitable end to "soft funding" influenced the PTP'sdecision to consider

diversifying its funding base and working towards building a closer working

relationship with the Ministry of Education. Entering into funding relationships

with businesseswithin Namibia was still not considered an acceptable way of

securing funds as this was a politically sensitivearea. Reliance on "softfunding"

did affect the human resource capacity of the PTPas it made it difficult to offer

employees long term working contracts. It also made the task of management

in raising funds and planning for the longer term sustainability of the project, a

stressfuland trying one.

2.3 Funding to the State and less to NGO's

With the establishment of new government departments, a number of

international governments and large aid organisations began to establish

direct funding relationshipswith thesedepartments. During this time USAid, The

Swedish Development Agency (SIDA), Norad and Danida were among the

many agencies which sought to build funding relations directly with the Ministry

of Education. Therewas great concern at this time, among the NGO'sand CBO's
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affiliated to NANGOF, about the future availability of funds to the non-

governmental development sector.

A number of tensions arose related to NGO's obtaining funds through

government ministries instead of through direct accessto outsidedonors.Oneof

thesetensionsbeing the relationship between the organs of civil society and the

State at a political and economic level. An example being the bilateral

funding agreements entered into between State departments and foreign

donors,which limited funding to NGO'sand eBO's.

Various components of personnel and functions are being
integrated and restructured. There is role confusion and
institutional lack of clarity. In that context, communities and
serviceorganisationsdon't know where the resources sit and are
unable to get information needed for effective strategic planning.
(Meintjies 1995:3)

Another factor which added complexity, was the fact that State departments

were in a processof restructuring and reorganisation. Thismade longer term

planning for developmental partnerships with the State very difficult. Similar

frustrations were experienced with SouthAfrican NGO'sas they attempted to

form more developmental partnerships with the State, or accessState funding

for development work. Meintjies (1995)illustratesthis tensionas follows:

During 1990and 1991the number of NGO'sin Namibia increased dramatically.

This increased the competition between NGO'sfor funding sources.TheUnited

NationsDevelopment Programme(UNDP)researchinto compiling a directory of

NGO's and NGO associations identified 130 organisations that considered

themselves to be NGO's(UNDP1991:2). The following conclusions were made

with regard to the stateof NGO'sin Namibia:

That there exists in Namibia a vigorous and dynamic NGO
community, which, despite the shortexistenceof many NGOs,had
built up an impressive track record in health, education,
community development and other fields. The team arrived at
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several conclusions which we wish to submit to the international
donor community, to the future govemment and to the UNDP.
(UNDP1991:2)

In their report (1991:1)some of the conclusions which the UNDPcomes to in terms

of future development. funding and the role of foreign NGO'sand organisations

Thesefindings and recommendations by the UNDPmay have influenced a more

open and collaborative approach by some Ministerial staff members towards

organisations like the PTP.They may even have influenced the establishment of

the NGOcoordinating committee in the Ministry of Education in 1992.

2.4 FundingAgendas

Different donors had different funding agendas, and this affected the types of

partnerships they contracted into. Negotiating the terms of reference of

partnerships with donors became part of the funding world which the PTP had to

deal with, in terms of its own political and ethical values. In general, all our

funding partners agreed to the PTP'sown developmental agenda and some

are:

l.

2.

3.

4.

10.

11.

12.

15.

16.

That all donor agencies reserve a certain percentage of their aid
contribution to Namibia for NGO's.
That assistanceto Namibian NGO'sbe rendered using a
participatory approach.
That foreign NGO'swork through indigenous NGO's, support their
structures and promote local control.
That foreign NGO's,unlessspecifically asked to assistin
transitional tasks, refrain from opening offices and elaborating
long-term plans in Namibia during the transitional period.
That a future Namibian Govemment recognise Namibian NGO'sas
partners in development.
That relations between government and NGO's be developed in
certain specific areas.
That a future Namibian government establish an institutional
framework conducive to NGO development and NGO-government
interaction.
That UNDPinclude local NGO'sin their future country
programming in Namibia.
That UNDPbe prepared to support an effective umbrella or
coordinating body of Namibian NGO's.
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attempted to assistus in building our own internal organisational capacity.

Other donors only provided funding grants. Leach (1995)makes the following

observationsabout the different developmental agendas donorshave:

Somerecognise the importance of building the capacity of NGO's
and they acknowledge the important role they play in building
civil society. Somedonors have multiple funding strategieswhere
they will work with the State in order to affect policy debate;
regional serviceorganisationswho are reaching a wider number of
organisations, and NGO's and CBO's (Community Based
Organisations)directly. (Leach 1995:5)
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Further complicating factors in the funding field at this time were the differing

personal, ideological, and developmental agendas held by donors and their

funding partners. As indicated earlier, the PTPdid not enter into funding

partnerships with business organisations or multinationals on a local or

intemationallevel. We viewed theseorganisationswith suspicionin termsof the

values which drove their developmental agendas. Many of these national

companies we saw as having collaborated with the SouthAfrican government

during its occupation of Namibia. Our own political and ethical values

influenced the type of funding relationships we entered into. They also

influenced which donors we entered into funding partnerships with. Thuswe

consciously limited our own access to funding sourcesat a local, national and

intemationallevel.

3. REFLECTION ON EFFECTS OF FUNDING AND FUNDRAISING WITHIN THE

PI'P

This section deals with the most important internal organisational tensions the

PTPexperienced with regard to fundraising and relationshipswith donors.These

are:

Timerequired for fundraising

Administrative and managerial systemsto support fundraising

The time lag between funding coming in and development needs
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of the project.

Shortterm funding agendas vs longer term plans

Funding "partnerships"and capacity building in the PTP.

Financial insecurity and strategiesfor sustainability

3.1 Time Required for Fundraising

Securing funds to run the project, setting up procedures to administer and

manage funds effectively, writing funding reports,and meeting with donors took

up a large proportion of the project coordinator's time. As a newly established

organisation whose survival depended on "soft funding", ensuring that this 'life

blood' kept flowing, was a constant source of tension. Thesewords by a South

African NGOleader affirm my own experiencesof the "funding game".
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Funding is an essential part of the organisation's context and
produces a tension with organisational coherence. It consumes a
substantial amount of management time and an unexpected
funding crisis can upset planning and provoke a ripple effect
through the whole organisation. (Botha 1998:4)

I experienced personal tension concerning the amount of time fundraising

required, as did the person who succeeded me as project coordinator. Thisled

to a limited amount of time being available for other educational and

management activities of the project. Because the PTPhad an average staff

count of seven, the responsibility for fundraising fell primarily on the shouldersof

the project coordinator.

As funding sourcesbegan to dry up in 1991and 1992,donors and development

agencies were contacted directly through local or international visits. This

meant that an increasing amount of time had to be spent away from the

internal workings of the organisation and educational work in the field.

Thepersonal strain on people in leadership positionswithin small NGEO'slike the
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PTP, is severe. Within the context of diminishing funding resources, these

pressures increased. The amount of money the PTPwas able to raise had a

direct effect on the new educational projects it was able to embark upon.

Funding also affected the job security and benefits which could be offered to

employees. Thesefactorsmade the responsibility of securing the financial future

of the project a heavy and unappealing aspect of the work

3.2 Increased Administrative and Management Responsibilities

With raising funds came the increased responsibility of setting in place

structures and procedures to ensure financial accountability. Thiswas vital in

terms of securing further funding, as well as ensuring that the money which was

raised for development work addressed the needs of the people to whom we

were providing a service.
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On a management and administrative level we needed to build accountable

relationships with our funding partners. Thisinvolved an increase in the number

of reports and evaluation procedures required, as well as ensuring that good

financial records were kept. The PTPwas aware that establishing a good track

record with donors was important for future funding prospects. Donors are

attracted by the ability of NGO's to manage projects accountably: " the fact

that lots of NGO'sare very sophisticated, articulate and can deliver the goods is

an advantage because it needs partners who they can depend on to use funds

well" (Leach 1995:5).

The specific and individual requirements of each donor required time to be set

aside for effective communication and detailed reports. During 1991and 1992

the PTPattempted to diversify its donor base. It gained the support of a number

of minor trustsand solidarity organisations.Although this increased our financial

resources,it also intensified the administrative and management responsibilities

that went with these partnerships, as well as the amount of emotional labour

that went into maintaining theserelationships.
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3.3 The Gap between FundsAvailable and Developmental Needs in the

Project

In the first six months of the PTP'sexistence one of the difficulties encountered

was accessing funding at the appropriate time to pay for project activities and

to support new development plans. The PTPEvaluation report, noted this

difficulty:
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We have struggled this year because of late funding and therefore
we must urge that payments are prompt in future. We also need to
make sure that there is an equal partnership between the project
and the donors. (PTPEvaluation Report 1991:4)

Funding came in at staggered intervals and this often caused insecurity in terms

of job security and our overall planning. Thiscontinued throughout the life of the

project. Many of the bureaucratic and administrative functions which our donors

needed to attend to held up the steady flow of funds. James Taylor, a South

African NGO manager, makes the following comment in relation to funding

agendas from Northern hemisphere donors.

Even if the diagnostic ability exists, the policies and procedures of
donors and those who fund them often make differentiation of the
way in which funds are disbursed almost impossible. Unlessdonors
take seriously their ability to fund developmentally, and develop
confidence in its value, they will always remain vulnerable and
insecure in their role. (Taylor 1997:6)

The amount of time it took for the transfer of funds from international bank

accounts into our local account was one of the difficulties we experienced with

the flow of funding. The limited amount of capital we were able to draw on, due

to funding being provided at staggered intervals, also created tensions in terms

of long term planning. Our own plans for expansion of the project did not always

fit with the amount of funds available at a particular time.

In our first year we did not have the organisational capacity to act in all the
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areas which we had identified for development. Thisheld us back in terms of

spending the money we had budgeted. Realitieswithin the project as well as

broader contextual constraints,suchas the lack of suitably qualified and skilled

applicants to fill positions, were factors which made it difficult to coordinate

planning and the optimum useof funds.

Within the first two years it took a great deal of energy to get the PTP

established as an organisation. This put a great deal of pressure on the

organisation to reach its developmental targets in relation to funding

agreements. Therewas not always a correlation between items or programmes

budgeted for and money spent. Nor was there always a correlation between

funds needed for development work and the funds accessible in our account.

Theseviews expressedby project staff in the 1991internal evaluation express

someof the tensionrelated to funding:

It was noted that we had underspent last year but this stemmed
from the fact that we were unsure of where funding was coming
from...Isthere a way of spreading or deploying funding to make us
less dependent on one particular donor and making our own
decisionson areas of spending? (PTPEvaluation Report 1991:5)
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Another factor which made communication between the PTPand its funding

partners difficult was changes in staff members employed by our funding

partners. This meant that new people who had little understanding of our

organisation or its activities had to be communicated with and new

relationships established. Our main funding partner also had difficulties in

accessing funds and dealing with administrative hitches between their

organisationsand the EuropeanUnion. Thiscaused delay in project funds being

transferred timeously into our bank account. The following comments are made

in the 1992Evaluation Report on the financial state of the PTPwith regard to

donors:

Late funding has at times caused anxiety between both ourselves
and the donors in the area of criteria demands for funding which
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seemto change with staff changeswithin donor organisations.(PTP
Evaluation Report 1992:3)

Delays in funding affected the PTP'sability to plan strategically. It also limited

our ability to put into action a number of our plans. Thesefactorshampered the

PTP'sgeneral ability to influence educational change.

The PTP'sprimary donor was supportive and attempted to be of assistanceto

the organisation in facilitating its development. In retrospect, the support we

received from this funding partner might have been greater, had they

understood the developmental stageswhich the PTPhad to go through as an

organisation in its early pioneering years, and the complexity of the

environment within which the PTPwas operating. Thismay have helped to build

the strength of the organisation and the programmes it embarked on. The

following advice offeredby Taylor (1997)to donorsmay have enabled the PTP's

funding to be distributedmore developmentally:
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To disburse funds developmentally attention must be focused on
how (and how much) money is given and also a concern for the
capacity of the recipient organisation...Donorsshould first ensure
that their core activity of funding builds capacity, before they
diversify and move into other activities. In order to achieve this
there are two fundamental abilities that donors need to have
incorporated as part of their essential practice. The first is the
knowledge and ability to understand the phasesof organisational
development, to diagnose the particular needs that organisations
have at any point in their development, and how those needs
change over time. The second is the ability of donors to
differentiate their funding responsein order to meet the specific
developmental needs of their recipients as they evolve and
change. In this way they will be directly contributing to the
development and capacity of organisations.(Taylor 1997:6)

3.4 Short Term Funding Agendas vs Longer Term Plcms

Although our main donor only made a commitment to support the project for a

three year period, the project staff and Board did not see the PTPas a project
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which would be of short term duration. During 1990and 1991we began to draw

in smaller donors who would support some of the minor projects. Most of these

funding relationships were in the form of small, once-off grants, or were for a

period of a year or so.

Having short term funding relationships did affect our ability to undertake

educational support work in schools,which was predominantly short term and

sporadic in nature. In my reflective journal notes on the project in 1991,I note:

Tensions around future sustainability of the project were again
coming to the surface as our funding base was rather insecure. The
expansion of the project to support schools further and further
afield was raising questions about the quality and sustainability of
our work (Von Wiese 1991).
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At the same time as we were looking for longer term funding, we were also

innovating on many levels within the project and looking for alternative funding.

Thesewords by Davine Thaw, an organisation development consultant based in

SouthAfrica, describe an aspect of our funding reality:

An organisation does not deal with only one problem at a
particular point in time. Rather, particularly in the NGO sector, an
organisation emerges in response to a complex set of problems
that are being tackled, and are not likely to be dealt with by a
single project. (Thaw 1998:8)

We often had to curtail our activities as long term funding was not guaranteed.

Our own lack of deeper developmental and strategic thinking influenced the

type of funding relationshipswe entered into. On the one hand we were keen to

accessshort term funding, while on the other hand we were aware of the amount

of energy required to maintain these partnerships. Thaw offers the following

challenge to NGO's,"we need to envisage our organisations being around for a

long time to have long term impact. The three year planning cycle suitsdonors,

but we need to think beyond this with far more courage and foresight" (Thaw

1998:8).As a newly established project it was not easy to gain access to long
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term funding relationshipswhich went beyond a three year span, as we were still

attempting to establish ourselves in the field. We were only beginning to build

our confidence in dealing with donors.

3.5 Funding "Partnerships"and Capacity Building in the PTP

Theword "partnership" was used loosely by both NGO'sand donors in Namibia.

In order to build more sound developmental relationships between donors and

funded organisations Smith recommends that donors should: "take responsibility

for moving beyond the rhetoric of 'partnership' and to specify exactly what

particular kind of partnership they are making - for what, for what quality, what

division of labour, and for how long." (Smith 1997:16)

Danchurch Aid still acts as our administrators, although funding
now comes from DANIDA until 1992. We have a good working
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Within the PTPwe had what we termed "a good partnership" with our primary

funding partner. We had direct contact with this funding partner at least once a

year as well as frequent written communications in terms of project reports,

funding correspondence as well as in terms of jointly planning for evaluation

sessions.This helped to build the partnership. Funding partners also visited

projects in which we were involved. Theymet individually with project staff and

participated actively in project evaluations. On one or two occasions they were

involved in the PTP'sown organisation development processeswhich assistedin

building internal capacity.

An open and accountable relationship was built up between the PTPand

Danchurch Aid. We did, however, feel that in order to make our associationwith

a primary donor a real partnership, transparency and accountability were

required at all levels. We wanted access to the reports which our funding

partner wrote to the sourcesthey accessed funds from such as DANIDA and the

European Union. The following extract from one of the PTPEvaluation reports

indicated that transparency at all levels did not exist.
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relationship with Christian - though we never seetheir reportson us,
so it is not always an equal partnership. (PTPEvaluation Report
1991:3)

In retrospect, I feel that the notion of having an equal partnership is unrealistic in

a relationship where one party is the recipient of funds and the other holds

access to direct funding sources. Unlessthe terms of reference in the original

funding agreements are outlined very clearly and NGO'shave more confidence

in asserting their needs, it is very difficult to establish an "equal" partnership

relationship.

An important aspect of our partnership relationship with our primary donor was

that there were shared values in terms of the development work we were

involved in, aswell as how we went about doing thiswork. Thishelped to build a

working relationship and lessenedthe chances of conflict between our primary

donors and ourselves.In discussionof our developmental strategies,project staff

did not have the feeling that our "partners"were putting pressureon us to follow

a particular agenda. Their constant support really helped to build our

confidence and capacity as an organisation.
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The PTP'sprimary funding partner was concemed about the future sustainability

of the project. They attempted to support us in looking at strategies for

sustainability such as cooperation with the Ministry of Education, and in

generating income from our efforts. In this respect they attempted to work in a

developmental way with us as an organisation. They were concerned with

supporting us to build our future capacity which was more than most donors

were prepared to do. The following advice from Smith on relationships with

donors, supports a certain extent the type of "partnership" relationship we had

with our primary donor.

Thedonor should take someresponsibility for working with partners
to understand what 'sustainability' might mean for a particular
organisation, and for contributing what it can to the longer term
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health, and healthy environment, of partner organisations. (Smith
1997:16)

The three year time span for an organisation to establish itself and enter into

productive activity to ensure its ongoing sustainability is unrealistic in

development terms.Although we were aware that funding from thismain donor

would come to an end, we did not strategically plan more carefully in termsof

our own long term sustainability. Thishard-nosed advice from Smith (997) in

relation to funding partnerships,is useful in putting "partnership"relationshipsin

perspective:

We need at the beginning of funding relationshipsto talk seriously
about the eventual withdrawal from funding and about what we
really mean by "sustcincrbility'. Exit planning helps to establish a
commonly understood time frame for collaboration. (Smith
1997: 16)
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3.6 Financial Insecurity and Strategies for Sustainability

By 1992 the bulk of the PTP'sfunding was still received from its primary donor

although the PTPhad attempted to diversify its funding base by gaining the

support of a number of other smaller donors. Many donors did not want to

support operating costs and had a preference for supporting "projects" or

specific "activities" and "outputs". Funding for long term programmes and the

sustainability of the organisation was becoming increasingly difficult to secure.

The acting project coordinator was pursuing funding channels through the

Ministry of Education in order to sustain the project after 1993. A strategy for

gaining a more stable funding situationhad been attempted by:

having an external and internal evaluation by DanishChurchAid;
Project proposals had been updated and sent to a number of
donors and a meeting was held with the representative of the
Ministry'sProjectImplementation Unit in which they suggestedthat
we make amendments to the project proposal which would
facilitate the PTP'sproposal meeting criteria set by the PIU for
endorsement to enable the PTPto receive assistancefrom bodies
suchas SIDA.(VonWiese 1992:3)
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By the end of 1992, PTPstaff had gained a certain amount of experience in

terms of dealing with donors, fundraising and accounting for funds. Originally

the community profile of the founder members of the organisation had played a

very important function in terms of assisting in drawing funds to the project.

However, the public profile of the project and its accomplishments in the field

became the more important factors in securing ongoing funding. ThePTPwas a

potentially attractive project to donors as it had, within a short period of time,

participated actively in carrying out its aims in the field. It had also built up an

impressive public profile in the Ministry of Education and in the communities it

served.
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One of the major issuesthe PTPhad to deal with in justifying its existence was to

assure donors that it was not duplicating work done by other NGO's or the

Ministry of Education. Increasingly donors wanted to see cooperation between

these sectors, and increasing NGO involvement in accessing funds from

government sources.Although the PTPreceived a warm letter of endorsement

from the Ministry for its work, the ability to access long term developmental

funding was difficult, in relation to the competitive funding context.

4. FUNDING FACTORS WHICH HELPED AND HINDERED THE PTP'SABILITY TO

INFLUENCE EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

4.1 FWlding Factors which Helped the PTP's Ability to Influence Educational

Change

One of the PTP'sstrengthsin terms of generating further funding was in ensuring

that it was doing the job it setout to do effectively. As Thaw points out:

If we are not making the difference we intend, why should the
system (organisation) continue to be financed? For sustainability, I
argue we are measured on the effectiveness of and impact of our
work and not how well we write a funding proposal. (Thaw 1998:8)

Building the internal capacity of the organisation and planning strategically for
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future financial sourceswere important concerns for the PTP.These factors

helped to build the PTP'scapacity to plan for future sustainability, in relation to

funding at an organisational level. Here organisational capacity was built in

terms of dealing with donors, having accountable and transparent

management structures and procedures, and setting up an efficient

administration systemin relation to processingand accounting for funds.

The PTPbegan to generate funds through subscriptions to its publication and

through small consultanciesit undertook for the Ministry of Education. Thisbuilt

up an element of financial sustainability.
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Strategies embarked on by the PTPto ensure longer term funding included

diversifying its funding base; getting its project proposals endorsed by the

Ministry; and making contact with new funding sources.

Our main donor played a developmental role in supporting the capacity

building of the organisation through ongoing support and physical

participation in our internal processes.

Our main donor assisted the PTPin thinking strategically about longer term

sustainability as well as assisting us to build our internal organisational

capacity.

ThePTP'sability to control the flow between funding we raised and our activities

in the field improved with our development and growth as an organisation.

TheMinistry supported the PTPinitiatives by endorsing its proposals through the

National Instituteof Educational Development's,ProjectImplementation Unit.
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4.2 Funding Factors which Hindered the PTP'sability to Influence Educational

Change

ThePTPneeded to strategisemore carefully in order to survive in the future.

The PTPhad not attempted to work more cooperatively with other national and

international NGO'snor had it tried to access other funding sources at a local

level.
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The short term nature of funding had a major effect on our ability to plan for the

long term. Here I would support the recommendation by Taylor that "donorscan

best impact on the capacity of recipient organisations not through being all

things to all recipients but by taking seriously their core responsibility of

providing funds developmentally" (Taylor 1997:6).

PTP had no strategy to accessing local funding sources, such as big

multinational companies within the country, or local businessinitiatives.

An avenue which the project did not pursue in terms of future sustainability was

to enter into a partnership with the Ministry of Education in which the Ministry

would pay the project for its services.ThePTPdid not explore the viability of this

type of partnership, nor did it take any pro-active stepsin this direction.

5. CENTRAL LEARNINGS FOR NGEO/DONOR PARTNERSHIPS
Within a context where soft funding is no longer readily available, and with

development aid from the "North" drying up or being channelled to other

underdeveloped countries, NGEO'sneed to focus on their longer term capacity

and strategies for self-sufficiency. "We need to prepare for the day when foreign

funds are no longer available" (Smith 1997:17). Sowhat lessonsare there from

the PTP'sexperience, for donors and for NGEO'sin SouthemAfrica? I would make

the following recommendations:
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• Within a competitive funding environment it is important for NGEO'sto

develop the capacity both to access funding and to ensure that the funds

they raise are spent on the clients they serve.

• Accountability to donors and to NGEOclients helps to ensure that NGEO's

build credibility in the field. Thisin turn helps to build a base for future

support from donors. Thaw (1998)is of the opinion that delivering a

quality service ensuresfuture income. "Rather than focusing on the inputs

side of an organisation (e.g. finance), I suggest that it is the quality and

relevance of our outputs that largely determine whether we continue to

get our inputs!" (Thaw 1998:8)

• Developmental partnerships with donors help to build the capacity of

NGEO'sto manage their funds and to plan for future sustainability.

• NGEO'sneed to make donors more aware of the developmental stages of

their own organisation, in order to build donor sensitivity to the

organisational capacity of NGEO'sto deliver a service in the field.

• Diversifying funding baseshelps to reduce dependency on primary

donors.

• NGEO'sneed to ensure that donors channel funds in a developmental

way in order to support the work NGEO'sare doing in the field, as well as

promote stability within their organisations.

• NGEO'sneed to develop creative funding strategies which tap into local

and international funding sources.One of these strategies could be to

work in partnership with the Ministry of Education and the private sector in

accessing funding for educational change.
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• A coalition of NGEO'sproviding developmental programmes may support

NGEO'sin accessing larger amounts of funding. A number of other

stakeholders such as the Ministry of Education and businesspartners

could be drawn into these coalitions.

• Through Ministerial commitment to creating policy and incentives for

financial support of NGEO'sproviding INSETto schools,NGEOprojects

could access national and international resources.

• Developmental partnerships between NGEO'sand the Ministry should be

more actively pursued by both parties.

• Sustainability of NGEO'swithin a complex funding context requires

focus on the internal capacity building of these organisations, as well as

on NGEO'sproviding a relevant and valuable service to the community.

• NGEO'sneed to build their own internal capacity in terms of dealing with

donors and raising funds. Thisrequires staff development in terms of

report writing; accountable systemsof financial management and

competence in liaising with donors.

• Strategies in terms of the long term sustainability of NGEO'sneed to be

sought, within a context where soft funding is drying up.

• NGEO'sneed to ensure that funding continues to be raised to support

schoolswhich are unable to pay the NGEOdirectly for services.

• The quality of what an NGEOis delivering in the field is not the only factor

involved in an NGEObeing able to access funding. However, I believe it is

of paramount importance in the NGEO'sability to raise funds.

• Providing a quality service in the field in turn requires a strong
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organisational base and the necessaryfinancial inputs to make these

servicespossible.

Thaw offersan insightful perspective here. Shefeels that sustainability of NGEO's

involves much more than just inputs with regard to funding, when she

recommends that:

Inputs are also new ideas - are you up to date on approaches and
theories- why others'effortshave been successfulor failed ...It's also
information - about stakeholders, changes in government policy,
shiftsin donor policy, emerging conflict ...And ins about feedback -
on your impact - are the intended changes taking place; on your
effectiveness - are your out puts relevant, needed or dispensable;
on your performance - do your staff cohere around a core purpose,
understanding their role, have the capabilities for the task? Do
tasksget done on time? (Thaw 1998:9)
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6. CONCLUSION

Thischapter explored some of the feetors relating to funding and the influence

donors had on the role of the PTPin educational change in Namibia, between

1989 and 1992.Thefunding context and the type of funding relationshipswhich

the PTP established were described. Some of the issues and tensions

experienced as a resultof funding and how they affected the overall functioning

of the organisation were then explored. Data from project documents and

interviews with project staff members were drawn on in my reflection and

analysis of these factors. The PTP'sexperienceswere reflected on in relation to

relevant national and international literature on funding and funding

partnerships between NGEO'sand international donor. Where appropriate, I

have integrated my reflections on funding, with the influence it had on the

project'sINSETmodel aswell as on its relationshipwith theMinistry of Education.

Some of the main factors related to funding which helped and hindered the

PTP's ability to influence educational change in Namibia have been

highlighted. In conclusion I highlighted somecentral learnings about funding
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relationships between NGEO'sand donors in relation to influencing educational

change.

In the next chapter I explore some of the internal dynamics within the project

which enabled the project both to raise resourcesto support its activities and to

strategise in terms of its work in the field. I specifically deal with the issues

related to leadership and strategy in relation to the internal functioning of the

PTP.
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Chapter 6

TOPICAL REFLECTION ON THE PTP'S INTERNAL ORGANISATIONAL
DYNAMICS
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In every organisation there are particular aspects or elements
which make up that organisation, and each of these need to be
functioninghealthily for the whole to be healthy. Any
malfunctioning element will have a ripple effect throughout the
whole system.Without becoming familiar with and being able to
identify the differentelements,it is difficult to understandwhere the
particular strengths and weaknessesof an organisation lie, and
where for example, one needs to focus for effective change.
(Davidoff, Kaplan & Lazarus1994: 17)

1. INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter I focused on factors in relating to donors and funding

which work both for and against the overall functioning of the organisation and

its ability to influence educational change in Namibia. In this chapter I explore

a number of intemal organisational dynamics within the PTPwhich enabled the

project both to raise resourcesto support its activities, as well as to strategise in

terms of itswork in the field. I have chosen to focusmy reflections on two specific

aspects of organisational life: leadership, and strategy, (which relate to

organisational goals and planning and evaluation). My rationale in singling out

these areas is based on the prominence they had in the daily life of the project,

and the influence which they had on our intervention strategies in the field.

Within the narrative of the PTPin chapter two, these areas have stood out as

central areas of focus. In my present work within an NGEOand in my relations

with NGEO's in Southern Africa, the aspects of leadership and strategy are

viewed as key areas of importance in relation to the capacity of NGEO'sto

influence educational change.

In my analysis I draw links between the work which the PTPdid in the field in

terms of educational change and its intemal capacity to manage this work. The

PTP'sINSETmodel, its relationship with the Ministry of Education and with funding
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are reflected upon in relation to aspects of leadership and strategy within the

PTP.Where appropriate I relate my reflections to data obtained from interviews

with PTPstaff and project records,as well as relevant national and international

literature on the subject. I highlight a number of factors related to leadership

and strategy which helped and hindered the PTP's ability to influence

educational change in Namibia. This chapter concludes with some of the

central learnings in relation to the internal functioning of NGEO'sand their ability

to influence educational change.

As a basis for reflecting on these three aspects, I use the Davidoff and Lazarus

(1997)framework for understanding elementsof organisational life. I begin with

a general overview of some of the organisational dynamics within the PTP,

which both enhanced and reduced the project's capacity. I then provide a brief

description of the framework mentioned above, and proceed with reflectionson

aspects of leadership and strategy, in relation to project data and relevant

national and international literature on the subject. As the body of literature in

relation to these areas is broad and varied, I have selectively drawn on the

literature where it has enabled me reflect more deeply on issues.

2. FRAMEWORK FOR UNDERSTANDING ELEMENTS OF ORGANISATIONAL

LIFE

Following is a description of the Davidoff and Lazarus 0997:23) framework

(Figure 1) for understanding organisations. I have used this framework as a

guide and analytical tool to understanding the way in which leadership,

evaluation and strategic planning interrelate with other organisational

elements and influence the capacity of the organisation as a whole. By focusing

on the interrelationship of these three aspects and their influence on other

elements within the organisation, I hope to convey a "living" sense of the

organisational dynamics within the PTP.Thiswill in turn serve to understand

more deeply those factors internal to organisation, which helped and hindered

the PTP'sability to influence educational change in Namibia.
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According to Davidoff and Lazarus (1997:23) each organisation is made up of

various elements and aspects that need to be functioning healthily for the

organisation to be healthy. Any element which isnot functioning well will have a

negative effect on the organisation as a whole. Every organisation is comprised

of the following elements which are interrelated and interdependent. Theseare

the organisation's identity, strategy, structures and procedures, technical

support, human resourcesand leadership and management. The culture of an

organisation pervades all these elements and is a reflection of the organisation's

norms and values.
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The organisation is also understood to be dynamically related to its broader

social and political context. The external context has an impact on the

organisation and vice versa. It also affects the way the organisation is able to

impact on its broader context. Figure 1 sets out the different elements of

organisational life and showsthe inter-relationshipsbetween theseelements and

their broader context.
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Figure 1: Diagram of Elements of Organisational Life

(Davidoff & Lazarus 1997: 18)

IDENTITY
• vision
• mission
• purpose
• directon
• tasks

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT
• resource control
·financial
management

• administration

STRATEGY
• goal-setting
• planning
• evaluation

HUMAN
RESOURCES
• interpersonal
relationships

• staff (& other)
development

• conditions of

CULTURE
• norms
• values'" ....'" ....'" ....

STRUCTURES/
PROCEDURES
• information flow
• decision-making
• accountability
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2.1 TheOrganisationalCulture

The culture of the organisation is placed at the centre "because it determines

how the elements of organisational life develop. The culture comprises the

values, the overall climate ... " (Davidoff & Lazarus 1997:26). Aspects of the

culture of an organisation are reflected, for example: in motivation, involvement

of role players, general attitude towards work, punctuality, discipline and staff

relations. The culture of the organisation reflects both external and internal

values and normsof the society within which it is located.

2.2 Identity

Every organisation has its own identity. Thisis the way in which it is viewed from

outside as well as within the organisation. Its identity is reflected in the direction

in which the organisation feels it is going and what it aims to achieve. Thiswould

identify the purpose of the organisation, which is setout in its vision and mission

as well as in its aims and tasks. The organisational policy also indicates

principles which act as a guideline for practice. Review of policies in relation to

organisational values and practices is an important aspect of change within

organisations.

2.3 Strategy

The element of strategy reflects organisational goals and planning, as well as

evaluation of these outcomes and processes.The systematic setting of goals,

planning and evaluation is known as strategic planning. This process would

include strategic decision making in which an organisation would attempt to

understand broader contextual changes, anticipate future trends, set

appropriate goals and trends and plan strategies to achieve these goals. It

would also include evaluation of staff and the organisation as a whole, and the

way in which implementation is being related to goals set. Thiselement would

relate to all other aspects of the organisation, as strategic planning would

include the following: a review and development of the organisations identity

and culture; the development of procedures and structuresto support goals set;
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development and accessto technical and human resources.It is dependent on

effective leadership and management. (ibid. 1996:29)

2.4 Structuresand Procedures

Thiselement provides the basis for the way in which the organisation relates to

itself and its broader context. "Structures and procedures should allow the

various aspect of organisational life to interrelate in a coherent way." (ibid.

1996:31). Structuresconsist of lines of responsibility and authority, or units and

departments and how they relate to one another, and how individual and team

contributions are combined. They also consist of lines of communication and

responsibility.
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Proceduresrefer to the rules, regulations and methods whereby thesestructures

relate to one another. Threecentral aspectsof structuresand proceduresare: a)

decision making which is related very closely to issues of control and

management of the organisation; b) accountability: this is primarily the system

of responsibility and reporting systems; and c) information flow/formal

communication. Thisaspect relates to systemsthat provide a link between the

different aspects in the organisation. This would include communication

between departments or units, management communication with the restof the

staff, the way information is shared, who has access to it, and the type of

information which is shared.

2.5 Technical Support

Technical Support is the element which includes administration, financial and

other resources as well as resource allocation and control. This element is

intricately linked with the other elements. Strategic planning processesfocus

directly on human and physical resources in implementation of new plans.

Without adequate financial and administrative support resourcesare difficult to

control and regenerate.
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2.6 HumanResources

This element includes the staff and other role players such as the governing

body. Threebasic areasbelong within this element. They are staff development

which focuseson the internal developmental needs of staff members through

INSETand staff appraisal. Another aspect within this element is concerned with

informal and interpersonaldynamics, and relationswithin the organisation such

as conflict and communication. Conditions of employment are another feature

of this element. Conditions of employment would provide guidelines for

organisational conduct and professionalexpectations.

2.7 Leadershipand Management

According to Davidoff and Lazarus (1997:37), leadership and management

functions have a leading role in containing the organisation and in guiding it.

They are of the view that this aspect is at the heart of the organisation. These

aspects ensure that all other aspects are held together and developed.

Leadership assistsin directing the organisation or ensuring that it does the right

thing at the right time, while management focuses on maintaining the

organisation and ensuring that the organisation does things right. (ibid.

1997:38) This element involves particular aspects of leadership such as

leadership styles,functionsand qualities of a leader aswell as the development

of leadership capacity. Under management the focus would be on strategies

and functions of management and training.

2.8 The Macro Context

This aspect includes an understanding of the organisation within its broader

social, educational and political context at a local, national and global level.

Issueswithin the organisationneed to be understoodwithin this broader context.

The external context impacts on the life of the organisation and in tum is

influenced by organisations. According to Davidoff and Lazarus (1997:40)

organisations" ...must also be understood and responded to within the context

of societal dynamics, including issuesof power relations, race, social class,
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gender, and other areas of potential exploitation and oppression."

3. GENERAL OVERVIEW OF SOME OF THE ORGANISATIONAL STRENGTHS

AND WEAKNESSES OF THE PTP

The PTP'sdevelopment as an organisation between 1989and 1992was in the

pioneering phase:

Thisphase of an organisation's life is exciting, somewhat insecure,
and very creative. It is really about developing something out of
an idea, a hope and seeing it grow into an institution with services
or products, a physical space, and staff. (Community Development
ResourceAssociation (CDRA)Manual of Readings 1995:3)

Although as project staff we were not consciousof our organisation as being in

this phase, we were aware of a number of features within our own internal

dynamics which affected our ability to provide a service in the field, as well as

build our own internal strength.

With hindsight I feel that had I acquired a knowledge of the phases which

development organisations go through, from a pioneer organisation to a mature

organisation, as well as an understanding of internal dynamics within

organisations, I may have been better prepared to understand and manage

my role as a project leader in building the internal capacity of the organisation.

I also feel I would have been able to hold those periods of tension and crisis

within the organisation with a deeper senseof understanding and confidence, in

terms of leadership and management strategy.

The Community Development ResourcesAssociation (CDRA)which works in the

area of organisation development based in South Africa, makes this telling

observation:

In working in NGO's, it is often surpnsmg how little awareness
initiative-takers have about their whole organisation and about its
stage of development. How relieved they are when they recognise
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that their organisation, while unique, shares characteristic phases
of crisis and development with other organisations. (Community
Development Resource Association CCDRA)Manual of Readings
1995:1)
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The following are my personal reflections of some of the strengths and

weaknesses within the PTPas a pioneering organisation. They give a general

view of the internal capacity of the project to influence educational change

initiatives in the field. Thesereflectionsare not directly related to elements in the

framework described above.

3. 1 Factors which Facilitated the Organisational Strength of the PTP

The following factors helped to assistthe PTPin building its organisational

strength:-

• The organisation was new and there was a high level of creativity and

commitment by staff to make a contribution to the broader task of nation

building.

• Because the organisation was small it was relatively easy for team spirit

to be built by project members, and for communication to take

place.

• Project staff had personal responsibility to innovate and take up

leadership roles, and as a result, there was a high level of creativity and

innovation.

• TheManagement Committee of founder members were key gate keepers,

in terms of profiling the project and opening up opportunities for funding.

They also provided an extra resource base and support to the staff and

new leadership.
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• The leadership was committed to the project's development and success.

The project coordinator was innovative and in touch with political and

educational realities in the country, and fed this information back into the

project. Shewas also "output" oriented and focused on the project

contributing and delivering what it promised. Shewas also

concerned with the smooth functioning of the organisation.

• Mechanisms were put in place to promote organisational

development, such as strategic planning and staff development

initiatives.

• The staff tended to learn and build skillsand understanding, as the

project grew and developed.
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• A good working relationship was established with our primary donors.

• The project staff increased the public profile of the organisation, through

distributing a publication to schoolsand through attending key

educational forums.

3.2 Factors which Weakened the Organisational Capacity of the PTP

Some of the factors within the organisation which constrained our capacity

were:-

• Our lack of clarity in terms of the nature of the project. On the one hand

we saw it as a "pilot" project with a limited life expectancy, focusing its

attention on a specific number of schools,and on the other hand we saw

the PTPas a NGEOwith a long future which would attempt to expand its

activities, and replicate itself in other geographical areas.
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• Careful strategic planning, in terms of our own sustainability and the

nature of our intervention was lacking, in terms of asking deeper

questions about the rationale underlying our practices.

• Therewas limited ongoing evaluation of impact made in the field.

• Within the project there was more of an emphasis on doing than on

critically reflecting in a more systematic way on our action.

• Finding the right staff with appropriate skills and expertise was difficult.

Within a climate of rapidly opening job opportunities for Namibians, in

the private and government sectors,it was difficult as an NGEO,with

unstable funding and limited financial resources and benefits, to attract

and hold on to staff.

• Staff turnover destabilised the group dynamics within a small project.

• Rapid expansion of the project took its toll on the human and financial

resource capacity of the organisation. On a day-to-day basis staff found it

very difficult to turn down requests for support from teachers. The project

had not developed clear criteria in terms of saying "No", to further

expansion.

• The broad geographical distance over which we worked placed a great

deal of stresson our resourcebase.

• Therewas a lack of capacity to sustain support for schoolswho

participated in our INSETactivities.

• Within the project we had a weak theoretical and practical base, in

terms of understanding issuesrelated to curriculum innovation and
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educational change and INSET.

• Conflict within the staff over personal and organisational policy issues

caused tensions.The lack of clarity in termsof leadership rolesand

collective strategies in managing conflict tended to exacerbate the

conflict.

• A lot of project energy and time was taken up over concerns in terms of

our longer term sustainability through soft funding from international

donors.

• Projectstaff members carried a heavy workload.

• TheManagement Committee memberswere not always available to give

appropriate support or to attend meetings, as many of them held high

profile jobswith heavy personal work commitments.

• Within a policy vacuum in termsof INSETand broader plans towards

educational reform, it was difficult to plan strategically in the longer term.

I now focus my reflection on the two aspectsof leadership and strategy in more

depth, and relate them to the building of the capacity of the PTPand thus its

ability to influence educational change in Namibia. I begin by reflecting on

aspects of leadership within the PTPand then move on to the element of

strategy and how this influenced the PTP'srole in educational change. I

highlight the relationship between the organisational elements of leadership

and strategy, and how they impact on the PTP'sINSETmodel and its reletienship

with the Ministry of Education and donors. Both sections conclude by

highlighting factors related to leadership and strategy which helped and

hindered the PTPto influence educational change. In conclusion, a number of
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general learnings are highlighted, in relation to the way in which the internal

dynamics of NGEO'saffect their ability to influence educational change.

4. LEADERSHIP

In this section I have chosen to focuson two aspectsof leadership within the PTP,

in order to understand the role this had on the PTP'sability to influence

educational change in Namibia. They are: my ability, as a leader, to hold the

balance between leadership and management functions; and the flat

leadership structurewithin the PTP.

Good leadership is widely acknowledged in both national and international

literature (e.g. Kaplan 1995,1998;Davidoff & Lazarus1997;Senge 1991;Kouzes

& Posner 1995), as being a critical factor in building the capacity of

organisations. By reflecting critically on leadership aspects within the PTPand

my role as the project leader, I have been able to understand more deeply my

own influence in building the internal capacity of the PTPand thus its ability to

influence educational change in Namibia. My reflections are related to data

obtained in interviews with colleagues aswell as from project documents. I draw

on relevant literature in the area of leadership and management in order to

deepen my own understanding of my leadership role.

In this section I also reflect on aspects of leadership in relation to the influence

they had on shaping of the PTP'sINSETmodel. and the PTP'srelationship with the

Ministry of Education and Funding.

4.1 ReflectiononAspectsof Leadershipand Management

4.1.1 Background

I was the founder leader of the PTPand held that position for four years. During

that time I learnt about leadership through practical experience. Opportunities

to reflect critically on my practice in an ongoing way, or to undergo some form

of leadership intemship or mentoring, did not take place at the PTP.Nor did I
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have the opportunity to attend formal capacity-building courses.What I learnt

about leadership was through the experience of being the project leader and

learning from my successesand failures. The following quote by Kaplan (1998)

captures somethingof the reality of my own experience.

Much of what the leader needs to know cannot be learned
theoretically, before the job is begun. Experienceand reflection on
that experience, is the true guru from which to learn (Kaplan
1998:17)
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I had never before held a position of senior or middle management in an

organisation. My own experience in working in a community-based schoolhad

provided me with some role modelling in collective decision making, and to

some extent democratic management. My involvement as a participant in a

number of non-governmental organisations also provided me with a base for

project management and a model of collective decision making. In an

interview with one of my ex-colleaguesshehad this to say about my abilities as

a leader:

Once decisions were democratically taken at oe meetings you
stood by them and saw that they were implemented. You always
followed things through and saw that what was planned had been
accomplished. You were very innovative and you were always in
touch with things happening in education and with people inside
and outsideof the project ...itsnetworking ...we had lotsof meetings
in the project and everything got discussedand everybody knew
exactly what was going on ...you were always active ...you were
also quite firm if you needed to be but were also very democratic
...the project and its successwas very close to your heart and you
were very committed to its success ...you needed to develop
conflict management skills, I thought your health would suffer
because you worked too hard ...you could have kept the team
focused on our goals although you did this, you always kept us
informed of our progress, using things like the notice board and
reports ...you were very supportive of women and pro women ...to
me you were like a fellow comrade this showed in what you did,
you treated me as an equal, it showed in the project where we all
got paid the same, also thiswas not an organisation fully white but
mostly of blacks. (Kandi 4th April 1997)

Leading an NGEOwithin the context of a newly independent country requiresa
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number of skills and abilities to cope with the complex environmental and

organisational challenges. In retrospectI can say that to lead an NGEOone has

to be a skilled artist, as well as an expert juggler, soothsayer and above all,

have the ability to be open to change. Being "spun out", or "on the edge" were

the phrases I often used in describing my reality as a leader. Kaplan's quote

(1998)captures a senseof my own reality in leading the PTP.
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The management of development and service organisations
demands more than the usual portion of leadership mix ...
Management often finds itself caught between maintenance of the
systemsand demands for systemadaptation. Thisis not a problem
which will disappear with time, or with the well-managed
organisation.As with leadership, the need to keep on one's toes
comeswith the territory. (Kaplan 1998:27)

A central aspect of my coming to termswith my leadership role was learning to

recognise the various roles I had to play, and the attention I had to give to the

different aspect of organisational life. Botha, an NGEOleader in SouthAfrica,

highlights this leadershipchallenge when shesay's"Youcan't let go of tension. If

you do you are in retreat." 0998:4). Like me she had no prior experience in

managing an organisation and had to find her feet quickly as shehad to "learn

the nuts and bolts of organisational life by putting an organisation together -

setting up a Board of Trustees and putting in place systems for financial,

personnel and administrative management." (Botha 1996:3)

4.1.2 My Understanding of Democratic Leadership

My own senseof my leadership role was influenced by my values of building a

democratic and accountable organisation. In practice I had no clear notion of

what this would mean in terms of my leadership role. I did, however, have a

notion of what it meant in terms of collective decision making. Although these

were strongly felt sentiments I was also driven at a deeper level by wanting to

build an efficient system, which would assistin translating resource inputs into

developmental outputs in the field.
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My notion of democratic leadership was strongly tied to the notion of collective

participation at all levels, acting individually within a collective mandate. A

strong belief in personal responsibility and professionalaccountability expected

from myself and my colleagues was also part of my vision in leading a

democratic organisation.
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4.1.3 Holding the Balance between Leadershipand Management

One of the constant tensions I held in the project was in finding the balance

between leadership and management functions as the organisation grew. I did

not have a deep theoretical understanding of thesefunctions at the time. I was

aware of having to work on the internal functioning of the organisation, as well

as ensuring that we were in touch with educational developments in the field.

The following quote by Kaplan (1998)highlights the aspects of leadership and

management which require focusin termsof the development of organisations.

It is incumbent on leadership to ensure that the organisation is
effective in what it does; that its strategies,and the way in which it
gives effect to these, are appropriate and have impact. It is
incumbent on management to ensure that the organisation is
efficient in what it does; that its internal systemsfunction logically
and smoothly. To put it simplistically, it has been said that while
leadership ensures that the organisation does the right thing,
management's responsibility is to ensurethat things are done right.
(Kaplan 1998:25)

A. LeadershipAspects

As leader of the PTP,I played a strong role in developing the initial vision of the

project, and building this vision into reality by ensuring that the aims of the

project were realisedthrough our work in the field.

Once all staff in the project were appointed, I initiated a processwith a South

African NGO where the staff went through a collective vision building and

strategic planing process. In order to monitor our progressand to strategisein

terms of the current context within which we worked, the project went through
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an annual internal appraisal and planning process,where the collective vision

of the project would be reviewed by all projectmembers,and our core donors.

Having an annual strategic planning process did assist the PTPto a certain

extent in thinking more strategically about the various initiatives it was involved

in, relating to its impact on educational change. Under the aspect strategy I will

reflect more deeply on our strategic planning processes in relation to the

influence they had on the PTP'sability to influence educational change in

Namibia.

My leadership style encouraged staff involvement in collective decision

making. Thisbuilt ownership, transparency and accountability in the project,

and a shared senseof our future commitment toward influencing educational

change. An NGEOleader in SouthAfrica affirms the importance of democratic

procedures, in termsof encouraging building the collective energy to make the

project vision a reality. Shesays:

Democratic structuresand processesput managers in touch with
staff as people. It has rich rewards both in personal and
organisational terms. Because people participate in decisions,
they commit themselvesto the work. (Botha 1998:4)

As a leader I did attempt to build a team vision of where we were going and

instituted procedures, in order to assist us as a project, in evaluating our

progressin termsof our goals.

Being a good leader means making sure that all people in your
organisation can share your vision, or build upon it, challenge it
and make it their own. Vision building is essentially a collective
activity, but requires that someone has a feeling for the road
ahead and can steer the organisation accordingly. Leadership is
associated with movement, direction and purpose. (Davidoff &
Lazarus 1997:156)

As a leader one of my strengthswas networking and always making contact

with and being in touch with, broader developments in our field of work. This
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enabled our organisation to plan ahead and make useof opportunities,

Although I did not have the theoretical understanding of open systemstheory, I

did have a senseof it in practice, I intuitively knew that for the survival and

growth of the organisation we needed to continually adapt, and be in touch

with conditionswithin our rapidly changing environment.

• Arousing intrinsic motivation
Balancing the paradoxes of routines
Usingoutsight: looking outside for stimulation and information,
(Keuzes& Posner1995:39)

Open systems theory sees organisations as living systems and
argued that for any system to remain viable and healthy over
time, it needed to maintain an open and actively adaptive
relationship with the environment it sitsin, (Harding 1998:5)

My ability to seeimportant opportunities, inspire othersand obtain their support,

and to take the risk to innovate, helped the PTPto make strategic decisions,

"Leadership is about creating a new way of life, And to do that leaders must

foster change, take risks, and accept the responsibility" (Kouzes & Posner

1995:39),As a leader I did have the ability to inspire my colleagues to achieve

some remarkable gains, In their study into leaders with the ability to initiate

extraordinary changes, Kouzesand Posner found in their research that these

leadersmade useof three essentials:

•
•

Kouzes and Posner (1995) identify five fundamental practices of exemplary

leadership, Thesewere leaderswho were able to:

• challenge the process
inspire a shared vision
enable others to act
model the way
encourage the heart

•
•
•
•

The leadership practice of inspiring a shared vision involves being
forward-looking and inspiring, By challenging the process,leaders
enhance the perception that they're dynamic, The practice of
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modelling the way includes the clarification of a set of values and
being an example of those values to others. The consistent living
out of values is a behavioural way of demonstrating honesty and
trustworthiness. We trust leaders when their deeds and words
match. Trust is also a major element of enabling others to act.
(Kouzes & Posner 1995:29)

In reflecting on what my colleagues said about my leadership abilities in

relation to Kouzes and Posner's five fundamental practices, I feel that in many

respects I was working towards all of them. However, one aspect to which I

should have paid more attention was in the area of "encouraging the heart",

and focusing on human resource development. I did not focus enough attention

on the personal developmental needs and struggles colleagues went through.

Nor did I focus enough attention on my own needs for developmental support as

a project leader. Davidoff and Lazarus (1997) emphasis the importance leaders

need to place on "people and process" needs within organisations, in order that

organisations may develop and build their capacity to achieve their goals.
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Management is also, and very importantly about looking after the
people. If we are too intent on "doing the right things out there" and
not sufficiently aware of how they are being done and how people
feel about doing them, those deeds will probably be accomplished
in a less effective way. (Davidoff & Lazarus 1997;156)

In NGEO's like the PTP there is often a high degree of burn-out as some staff

members take on more than they are able to cope with. This in tum affects the

ability of the project to deliver a service in the field. I would go so far as to argue

that, had my own leadership capacity been more developed, I believe the PTP's

ability to think more carefully about its own strategies to influence educational

change would have been strengthened.

In my leadership position I tended to be very focused on using time

productively, and stressed the need for the organisation to demonstrate that it

was making an impact in the field. This did assist the project in developing a

reputation for hard work and impact in schools. However, as I mention in the

section under the PTP'sINSETmodel in Chapter Three, the extent to which the PTP
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was influencing educational change at this level is uncertain, as we did not

researchthe impact of our work in any depth.
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B. Management Aspects

As project leader I spenta great deal of time focusingon management issues,in

relation to getting systemsand policy in place during the first few years of the

PTP'sexistence.

Relevant management issues would be systems management
(ensuring the relevant systemsare functioning effectively); time
management (prioritising) stress management. ..; and conflict
management. (Davidoff & Lazarus1997:157)

Ensuring proper policies were in place, with regard to the use of project

resourcesand personnel aspects, helped to build the internal capacity of the

organisation to function more smoothly. I also ensured that the project kept

accurate and accountable records of our work in the field and managed its

finances well. Thesefactors helped to build the capacity of the project to raise

funds and draw in donor support.Theyalsohelped the PTPto expand itswork in

a number of schools through INSETworkshops; providing teaching resources;

supplying schools with box libraries and building up a resources centre for

teachers.

Interviews with project colleagues revealed that their perceptions of me were

that I was able to hold a balance between leadership and management, and

that I did inspire a senseof team work and confidence in my colleagues. This

interview with an ex-colleagues,Ella (1997),gives someindication of this:

As the project coordinator you had managerial skills, and the
project was your first priority. You were not concerned about
money but the job. You used your own resources.You could take
major decisionsand did not have to always call the Me in. You
were open and honest you had no hidden agendas, and we all
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gave our comments.Youwere not top down, and we were aware of
everything and that is why there was a close relationship between
people. The atmosphere was nice there was harmony peace and
success.You were strong as a leader you could handle and run the
project, you had self confidence and were creative and could take
the lead, and you were always open to share to give good advice
and you tried to keep the team together. (Interview, Ella, March
1997)

.An area within management which I did not strongly develop was ensuring that

the organisation built in enough time to gather data on its influence in the field,

in terms of educational change. Nor were there properly developed procedures

within the project through which we could analyse and reflect on our work in the

field, in terms of the educational aims the project had set for itself. Thesefactors

had a direct influence on the limitations within our own strategic planning

processes,which in tum influenced our strategy in the field in termsof influencing

educational change in Namibia.
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Had I been more consciousof notions of change and innovation as well as the

phases in organisation development, I would have had a much more nuanced

and developmental understanding of my role, in leading a project which was

centrally involved in the processof curriculum innovation. Thisunderstanding

would have critically influenced the planning strategiesof the project in relation

to its INSETmodel. the day-to-day functioning of the project and the growth and

development of the organisation

4.1.4 Leadership and Management Structuresand DecisionMaking

The leadership structurewithin the PTPwas very flat, as the staff was very small.

All staff members were involved in day to day decision making. As the founder

leader of the project I was in a position of de juro leadership. I also had a

measure of de facto authority built on my experience in the field and the length

of time I had been involved in the project. The credibility I had built up, with

teachers and other people involved in the NGO community, also gave me a

measure of de facto authority with my colleagues. The structure of the project
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also influenced the level of authority I carried in the project.

Along with the Management Committee, I had been involved in drawing up the

constitution of the project which set up a fairly uncomplicated organisational

structure, based on models used by other NGO's and CBO's in Namibia.

Constitutionally our organisation was structured in a rather flat way. As project

coordinator I was a member of the organising committee (as other project

members were). Thiscommittee was the only structureintemal to the day to day

workings of the organisation. My responsibility on this committee was to ensure

that project activities were coordinated. An elected colleague and I had voting

rights on the Management Committee where major policy and some

management decisions within the project were made. The Management

Committee was accountable to our donors and to an annual AGM of members

who represented schoolsand teachers with which the PTPworked, as well as

representatives from the broader NGOcommunity and members of the public.

Although I was appointed into a position of leadership as project coordinator, I

viewed myself as a team member on a par with other staffmembers. In termsof

power relations I viewed all as being equal. We were paid equivalent salaries

and within the project there was a notion of individuals carrying collective

responsibilitiesin their areas of work. Evenmy title as project coordinator rather

than director, reflects the flat structure of the project, and the resistancetoward

hierarchical notions of leadership. Constant consultation with my colleagues or

Management Committee members would take place before decisions were

made. I was very consciousof operating within the mandate I received from the

Management Committee,and from the Organising Committee (OC).

Because leadership roles and responsibilities were not clarified this made my

own leadership role as project coordinator very difficult. Issuesin relation to

authority and leadership, in terms of managing conflict and ensuring

accountability, became problematic, which in turn affected the internal
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capacity of the PTPto function effectively in the field.

The flat structureof the OCdid prevent me from taking on a more directive role

with regard to personnel management and pro-actively providing a stronger

leadership and management function with regard to the project. Real authority

lay in the hands of the Management Board members who voted on major

decisions.The 1990project evaluation notes:

The leadership structure within the project was still pretty flat with
decisions being made by all the OC members and the project
coordinator. The Management Committee still played a role in
major decision making on the project and in setting policy as weU
as checking on the work that was done. (ProjectEvaluation Report
1990)
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The flat structure within the daily functioning of the project began to create

tensions among the staff. Thesewere related to time commitments, as weU as

staff members wanting designated areas within which they could take on more

independent leadership functions in line with the project goals. I feel that the

PTP's concept of democracy did not effectively promote personal

accountability. Kaplan, in his work in NGO's,makes the following observation,

"The attempt of many organisations to develop a democratic organisational

form is often interpreted as the need to allow each person full freedom, without

accountability" (Kaplan 1998:26).

With no staff appraisal system, no formal agreement in respect of the project

coordinator's authority in this area, and no specified personal goals within

broader project goals, it was difficult for leadership to exercise a directive role.

With regard to the importance in building democracy through accountability

at all levels of the organisation, I would agree with thisview by Kaplan:

Democracy is a fragile entity which demands the protection of
systems and procedures if it is to work and not degenerate into
anarchy and chaos. At the same time, excessive structure and
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rules can lead to extreme forms of bureaucratic absurdity where
people's creativity and motivation are stifled under the weight of
relentless systems and procedures. Balance is vital. (Kaplan
1998:26)

In retrospect, I feel that sharing leadership too early within a newly formed

organisation, combined with my resistance as a leader to take on a more

directive role, led to a number of tensions and difficulties. Assuming that

colleagues would all take on leadership and responsibility for the organisation

was naive, in the absence of an organisational culture in which control and

responsibility were shared. "In a mature organisation" .which has developed all

its elements over time and is functioning coherently and effectively. - leadership

and management should diversify and not rest in one person." (Davidoff &

Lazarus 1997:156)
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The following are my own reflections of leadership factors which helped and

limited the FTF'scapacity to influence educational change. I draw on what a

few of my colleagues said about my leadership abilities in my interviews with

them.

4.2 Leadership Factors which Helped to Build the PTP'sCapacity to Influence

Educational Change in Namibia

• As a leader I played an important role in introducing new ideas and in

being innovative, as well as profiling the project in the field. I displayed

visionary leadership and built collegial support and ownership, around

the aims and functioning of the organisation.

• As project leader I ensured that the FTFfocused on the impact it had in

the field in termsof servicedelivery. Thishelped to build the reputation of

the project aswell as to securefunds.

• Building up a network of resourcesand resource people who helped to
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support the development of the project ensured that the PTPkept abreast

of current developments within educational change at various levels. This

in tum helped to support our future strategies in terms of educational

change.

• Ensuringmanagement systemsand processeswere put in place

helped to ensure accountability to our donors, and to provide a level of

internal stability to the project.
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4.3 Leadership Factorswhich Limited the PTP'sCapacity to Influence

Educational Change in Namibia

• As project leader I did not ensure that processeswere put in place, to

assist the organisation to reflect critically on its practice in terms of the

impact which it was making on educational change.

• Very little time was made for the staff to keep abreast of the field in terms

of educational theory and debates related to the field of educational

change and INSET.Thisaffected the PTP'sability to ask strategic questions

in terms of its own practice

• Diversifying leadership too quickly within the PTPlimited its

organisational strength.

• Little attention was focused on strategising around the appraisal and

capacity building of the PTF'shuman resources. Thishighlighted a

weakness within the organisation in relation to its capacity to provide

service in the field. It also limited the capacity of staff members, to

develop the necessary skills and expertise to take on new projects and

innovate in their areas of responsibility.
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5. STRATEGY

In broad terms, strategy refers to the organisational aspect of setting goals,

planning and evaluation. It focuseson the organisation's understanding, why it

exists,and how it can best achieve its aims within the changing environment in

which it is situated.
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To strategise we may well need to review our core purpose, the
reason we exist. Or assesswhether we are hiring the wrong skills.
Perhaps our strategies are the right ones but we do not have the
capabilities to implement them effectively (or efficiently) Most
critically, perhaps, becauseour strategy worked four years ago, we
assume it still does. But we don't know because our feedback
systems are weak. I believe this is about paying attention to all
aspectsof the organisation and itswork; caring about what you do;
keeping a collective focus; building a collective commitment;
enabling staff to contribute to the core purpose and having the
flexibility to adapt when there is cause. (Thaw 1998:9)

In this section I provide a general description of how the PTPset goals and

conducted its general planning. I reflect on the evaluation and planning

processeswhich informed our strategy in relation to our work in schools,and how

this impacted on the PTP'sability to influence educational change in Namibia.

The nature of the PTPas a pilot project, as an organisational strategy to

influence educational change, is also discussed. I have focused on these two

aspectsof strategy as they were particular areas of tensionand weaknesswithin

the project, in termsof its internal functioning. By reflecting on them more deeply

I hope to understand my own practice and to shed some light on those factors

within the PTPwhich helped or hindered its ability to influence educational

change. I conclude by drawing out someof the central learnings in termsof the

element of strategywhich may be of benefit to other NGEO'sdoing similar work.

5.1 Planning and Evaluation Processes and how they Informed the PTP's

Strategy in Relation to working in Schools

The project staff would undergo an annual internal evaluation and strategic

planning process.Here we would review aspects of the internal functioning of
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the organisation, as well as focus on our work in the field in terms of our overall

project aims. Thisprocesswould be facilitated by staff members. Once a month

staff members would meet for a day and review and evaluate the month's

progress, as well as plan for the month ahead. The project underwent an

external evaluation by our primary donors in our second and fourth year of

operation. All goal setting, vision building, planning and evaluation was done

collectively. Thisreflected the democratic and collective culture of the project.
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On a personal level staffmemberswould provide a systemof peer supervisionto

each other in the field, giving each other feedback on their performance. They

would also discusstheir work in the field and write reports based on the INSET

workshops and school visits they had conducted. Evaluation of project staff by

teachers took place through questionnaires and evaluation forms which were

filled in after workshop sessions. Education coordinators would also have

monthly meetings to collate their findings from visits to schools and to plan

further interventions. One of the education coordinators I interviewed gave the

following account of the way in which sheassessedthe quality of her work and

the influence it had on teachersbringing about change in their classrooms.

We did workshop evaluations and got feedback. Through
continuous assessmentof teachers in their classroomswhen we did
follow-up visits for a few days. We would go into classesand do
observation. Teacherswould presentand we would seewhere they
still needed assistance.We asked teachers at a school to elect a
contact person from their school. We contacted this person for
feedback and to find out what their needswere and if they wanted
materials. But from our side we did not follow-up much after
workshops with a group of schools. In some areas it could take a
year for follow-up. Sometimeswe could not determine the impact of
workshops.Only at the place where therewere follow-up workshops
and visits could you see that there was a change or progress.We
would see signsof a change in attitude, the things teachers asked
for; the style of teaching. Physically you could see that there was a
change in the way a classroom looked, like a reading comer and
pictureson the walls. (Interview, Ella,March 1997)

Another factor within the organisation which influenced our strategic thinking
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was that staff members shared their knowledge and resources at collective

meetings. Thisprovided us with an opportunity to reflect on our practice in an

ongoing way and to modify our work in the field. Ideas which staff members

gained from educational resourcessuch as books and educational kits, as well

as staff development workshops,helped us to be innovative. Theseinnovations

were in themselves strategies to achieve our broader aims in terms of

influencing educational change. Remaining in contact with teachers and their

needs also helped us to plan more strategically in terms of meeting their needs.

Within the project, staff had the opportunity to tryout new ideas and

approaches. Here the PTP'sown flexibility in terns of allowing new initiatives to

take root made room for innovative practice.
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Processesof evaluation and planning within the PTPassistedus to take stock of

where we were and to plan new programmes. They also served to build forums

for accountability and renewed motivation and focus, and provided a basis

from which we could problem solve in an ongoing way. These processes

assistedus to build an understanding of some of our strengths and weaknesses

and to take the opportunity to bring new innovations into the project. A South

African consultant in the area of organisation development confirms the

importance of processesof feedback and planning within organisations:

We need to get critical feedback throughout the system ...We need
it to survive. Sowe need to make feedback cycles an objective,
put money behind it and ensure that we are in touch with our
stake holders. Time, too is needed to review the feedback and
adapt, change, or withdraw. We need to plan to get feedback to
remain relevant and effective. (Thaw 1998:8)

Although we built in a number of evaluation and planning processeswithin the

project, one of our weaknesseswas the type and level of information which we

captured in relation to our work with teachers. In an evaluation of the Science

Education Project (SEP),the project coordinator felt that one of the strengthsand
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successesof this project was the systematic and rigorous way it recorded its

progress in the field:

A lot of attention was paid to the processof feedback and research
...Not only were formal studies relied on (such as analysis of
examination results) but information on teacher attitudes and
frequency of performing practical work were noted after school
visits and meetings. (Gray 1990:149)
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Unlike the SEPproject, the PTPdid not have a systematic way in which formal

research data was collected, to evaluate the impact of our work on classroom

or school wide change. Regular reports from PTPfieldworkers did give an

account of what they were doing in the field and how teachers felt about

workshops, as well as the number of teachers and schools which had been

reached. However, these reports did not contain any information about what

changes were actually occurring within the classroom practice of teachers, or

the way in which leamerswere learning.

Had we gathered this type of information and fed it back into our planning and

reflection processes,we may have had a clearer base from which to strategise

in terms of our INSETmodel. We would also have had an idea of the type of

influence our work was having on educational change. Theseprocessesof data

gathering, feedback and reflection would also have developed our

understanding of those factors which influenced educational change.

I believe that if we had evaluated the influence of our practice in the field more

systematically, our thinking in terms of our project's short and longer term

strategies would have been more developmental. In retrospect I feel that the

way in which the PTPwas conceptualised as a "pilot project" influenced the lack

of focus on researching and documenting the impact we were having on

educational change. I reflect more deeply on this issuein section 5.2.

Other factors within the organisation which limited our ability to strategise and
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plan critically in relation to our influence on educational change were:

Limitations in our strategic thinking and planning processes;limited access to

organisation development processes; limited exposure to other voices and

ideas; lack of exposure to current literature and research on educational

change; the phase of the PTP'sdevelopment as an organisation; and the lack of

national educational policy. I briefly expand on each of these points with

regard to their impact on the PTP'sability to strategiseeffectively in relation to

influencing educational change.

5.1.1 Limitations in our Strategic Thinking and Planning Processes

In our strategic planning processeswe did not ask the deeper critical questions

about how our INSETmodel was in fact supporting educational change. To a

large degree we took it for granted that by providing INSETcourseswe were

influencing educational change. Becausewe were not collecting data which

gave an indication of what impact our work was having in classroomsand

schools,we did not have any real evidence in termsof evaluating our impact on

educational change. Neither did we have any concrete data upon which to

base our strategic thinking.

Our strategies for educational work in schoolswere based on the INSETneeds

expressed by teachers and principals and the comments in workshop

evaluation reports. To a large extent our strategy was driven more by

supporting the INSETneeds in the field and lesson whether we were in fact

reaching our educational aims or strategically influencing educational change.

Expansion of the PTP'sactivities to more and more schools, thus became the

factor motivating our impact on educational change, and an indication of our

"success"in achieving this.

5.1.2 Limited Access to Organisation Development Processes

ThePTP'sown inability to think strategically about its work in relation to how it

was impacting on educational change, was due to the organisation not having
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the internal capacity at that time to think more critically about its strategies.In

retrospect I believe that with access to a resource pool of individuals with

expertise in the area of strategic planning and organisation development, we

may have made more developmental choices with regard to our overall

strategy in terms of influencing educational change. James (1997) notes the

rising use of organisation development by NGO's in Africa. He says. "Many

African NGO's are having to adjust to radically new environments and are

struggling to deal with the inherent tensions of their own growth and

development - they are looking to ODfor support" (James 1997:3).

Without proper processes of organisational support the PTP continued to

expand its services to more schools. This encouraged staff to set unrealistic

goals in relation to running workshopsand raising funds. Thesefactors in turn

limited the organisation'sown internal capacity to function effectively. Davidoff

and Lazarus (1997) recommend that within an organisation development

approach, a review of goals be done within a SWOTanalysis. Thiscan assistthe

organisation to set realistic goals which relate to the strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, and threats. Had the PTPdone this, its strategies to influence

educational change may have been more effective in promoting change.

5.1.3 Limited Exposure to other Voices and Ideas

Our own strategiesin termsof our INSETmodel were developed very much from

sharing resourcesas colleagues, and introducing each other to different aspects

of our own understanding of innovative teaching or progressive classroom

practice. We also built a base for creative and innovative fieldwork practice by

forming links with other NGEO'S.Although this helped us to share resourcesand

approaches, there was very little critique of the real value of what we were

doing in terms of its impact on educational change. As NGEO'swe tended to

operate very strongly on the level of it being taken for granted that the requests

for continued support from teachers, for INSETcourses,demonstrated the impact

we were having on influencing educational change. I believe that our own lack
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of understanding of the complexity of the change process,meant we lacked a

level of critique in termsof own work.

A lack of strategic reflection on our INSETpractices in relation to their influence

on educational change also plagued other NGEO'S.In an interview I had with a

director of an NGEO these sentiments were expressed."There is very little

happening within NGEO'swhere people think critically about what it is they are

doing. In the intellectual vacuum provided by academic institutions this

provides a further stagnation and uncritical focus". (Interview Jack, April, 1997)

The importance of proper systems of feedback and evaluation are noted by

Senge (1991) and Thaw (1998), in promoting the development of organisations

as learning organisations. Thaw is of the view that honest feedback is vital for

strategic planning. However she raises the complexity of this process within

individuals and organisations where feedback and critique raise fear. "Honest,

critical feedback enables an organisational system to adapt, reorganise and

reposition itself for increased effectiveness.But can we handle feedback? Dowe

fear it?" (Thaw 1998:8).

In relation to my own work in organisation development, I believe that a climate

of openness and trust can be created within organisations through the support

of external facilitators. Thesefacilitators can also act as critical extemal voices

which can help organisations to focus on critical questionsand issues,in relation

to their own functioning. Had the PTPbeen exposed more to the support of

extemal voices, which brought in critical questions and made the organisation

think more deeply about its own practices, I believe this could have influenced

the role the PTPplayed in educational change.

5.1.4 Lack of Exposure to Current Literature and Research on Educational

Change

Within the PTPour own lack of access and exposure to current literature and
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research on educational change, limited the level of critique to which our

practice was exposed, As ex-teacherswe knew best how to work in classrooms

and with other teachers, However, we did not have a deep theoretical

knowledge related to the area of curriculum innovation and educational

change, We did not have an orientation to thinking critically about our

practice, in relation to current literature on educational change, nor did we

think of researchingour practice in any depth, In retrospect, I believe that had

we done this, the strategies which the PTPadopted in terms of influencing

educational change may have been more theoretically grounded and based

lesson our hunches,

5.1.5 The Phase of the PTP'sDevelopment as an Organisation

The PTP's own development as a newly established organisation also

contributed to the weakness in its own systemsof planning and feedback of

information from its work in the field, The pioneering phase of the PTP'sown

development was evident in the lack of informed processesof feedback and

evaluation informing strategy within the project. Within pioneering

organisations "decisionmaking is intuitive, Thingsare decided more by hunch

or by feel than through a long process of rational analysis, " (Community

DevelopmentResourceAssociation(CDRA)Manual of Readings1995:3),

We flopped around doing lots of things, Our main focus was
working with English for teachers, We still do this we run courses
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5.1.6 Lack of National Educational Policy

The lack of clarity relating to the Ministry's policy in terms of INSETand basic

educational reform also influenced our own strategic thinking, Although we

were aware of someMinisterial guidelines around educational reform, we did

not have any stable policy context within which to plan strategically, This

difficulty was also experienced by other NGEO'S,In terms of their own strategy

around INSETa project director in another NGEOin Namibia had this to say:
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from the centre, We also ran mobile courses, worked in
collaboration with the Council of Churches in running English
classes, We did head teacher training, We ran a two year pilot
project for the Ministry, with the hope that they would take it over,
in developing material on better school improvement
programmes, Thenit got quiet when the Ministry lost focusof where
we were going, we actually backed off and said no more of this
before the Ministry sorteditself out. (Interview Jack, April 1997)
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The lack of policy direction in termsof the future vision for education change in

Namibia did limit the PTP'sown strategic thinking as we did not have a clear

macro policy context within which to plan,

5.2 Strategy in terms of the "Pilot"Nature of the PTP

The way in which the PTPwas conceptualised as a "pilot" project had an

influence on our strategy in terms of expansion, as well as the research and

dissemination of our findings in relation to our role in educational change and

our relationshipwith the Ministry of Education,

ThePTPwas initially conceptualised as a "pilot project" which would attempt to

influence educational change in Namibia, However, within the project there

was a lack of personal and organisational clarity about what this meant in

practice, In the initial project proposal the PTPhad a future vision of working in a

small and contained way in a specific geographical area, and then expanding

to establish small offices in other areas of the country, based on the successof

the initial programme in Windhoek, Within our initial conception of the pilot

project there was no understanding of project staff researching their own

practice in a systematic and focused way, in order to inform the future

expansion of the project. We thus did not see the "pilot" project as having a

clear end point nor did we develop a strategy to capture and disseminate

findings from our experience,

Within the firstyear of operation a requestfrom the Ministry of Education that we

support schools in the North of Namibia helped to raise the question of the
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strategic nature of the project. In the external facilitator's (1990) report to the

PTPshemade the following comment:

Was the work inside the project "pilot" or was the whole project and
method of working "pilot". Is the primary aim of the PTPto replicate
lots of examples all over the country or was it to have a few strong
examples which could affect a change in Ministerial policy?
...depending on which was decided then much of the conflict of
whether spending time at the Ministry was deflecting from the
purpose of getting into as many schools as possible would fall
away. (PTPInternal WorkshopReport, 1990:3)
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During the appraisal in Septemberthat year the PTPstaff decided that:

The project itself, not just the methodology was "pilot". Thisis why
somuch emphasisis placed on feedback and evaluation of where
the project itself is going. It also means that instead of many
"baby', projects shooting out from the centre, the experience of the
centre should be carried to the next region, improved, adjusted
etc; otherwise there would be no process of carrying the
experience on. It also meant restricting what the project could do
in the initial stagesor there would be too many variables to test. It
was also recognised that the project wished to have an impact on
the way the Government regarded education and training. To do
this it was just as important to have a strategy for dealing with the
teaching situation. e.g was it the role of the PTPto lobby the
Government to serve on advisory boards, to give feedback to
Government on experience gained etc.? (PTPEvaluation Report
1990:8)

Although we went through this strategic thinking processwe did not establisha

clear concept of what it meant in practice to work as a pilot project. Neither

were our strategies to influence educational change informed by this. In

retrospect had we done this (with the external support of an organisation

development facilitator), the PTPmay have had a greater influence on

educational change in the schools and at the level of lobbying for change

through the Ministry of Education.
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5.2.1 Relationship with the Ministry of Education and its Influence on

Educational Change
As discussed earlier (Chapter 4), the PTPdid have a profile at the Ministry

through its representation on a number of working committees and structures.

However, it did not consider ways in which it could pro-actively influence

educational change at this level. In retrospect I feel that the PTPcould have

achieved wider influence on educational change by working in a more focused

way, and disseminating its findings and learnings through Ministerial and other

channels, rather than in trying to reach more and more schools. Thismay also

have enabled the PTPto have more of a strategic influence in terms of

impacting on policy at Ministerial level. By strategisingmore carefully in terms

of the "pilot" nature of the project, the PTPwould have identified more

appropriate ways in which to balance its resourcebasewith wanting to make a

wider impact. Instead of expanding into more and more schools, we could

have worked in a more focused and strategic way with a limited number of

schoolsand made our findings public. As Leach (1995:5)says, " ... increasingly,

the challenge for NGO'sis not only in the design and development of projects,

but also in integrating lessons learnt at local level into national and

international structures."
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5.2.2 Researching our Practice and its Influence on Educational Change

The tendency within the PTPto expand without researching and evaluating its

practice more deeply limited its own strategic thinking, and the project'sability

to make public its own learnings in relations to those factors which influence

educational change. The PTP had not thought strategically about the

importance of its own research and publication as a strategy to influence

educational change. This would have helped us to focus our own energies

strategically in terms of the expansion of our activities. It would also have

helped us in developing a more rigorous way of researching our practice in

termsof the influence we were having on educational change in schools.Thisin

tum would have enabled usto reflectmore critically on our own INSETmodel.
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5.2.3 Funding

ThePTP'stendency to expand to more and more schoolsin order to attract more

funding was also related to it not having long term clarity as to how we

understood the strategic nature of the PTPas a "pilot" project. Working in a

focused pilot project would have required us to think through how our own

learnings about educational change, could have been taken to scale, through

strategic interventions with the Ministry of Education. Had the PTP

conceptualised the "pilot" nature of the project more carefully, the use of funds

could have been more clearly motivated. Examples include research and

publication, lobbying at a Ministerial level for change, and more intensive

supportwork in schools.
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5.3 Aspects of Strategy and Leadership which Helped to Build the PTP's

Capacity to Influence Educational Change in Namibia

The PTP did attempt to develop a number of organisational procedures and

processesto enable it to strategise in terms of achieving its aims. Therewere

processesof individual and collective evaluation and planning, which were

coordinated and focused on achieving a collective vision. Therewas also an

opennessto critique and stockholderinvolvement in the process.

Within a shifting educational and policy context the PTPkept abreast of

changes in its broader field which were important to informing its future

strategies. Accessing relevant information within the Ministry of Education,

sharing resourcesand information with other NGEO's,and finding out the INSET

needs from teachersall assistedin informing future strategies.

Although the PTPwas not research-based in its work, our intuitive, streetwise

activist backgrounds assistedconsiderably, in supporting the innovative nature

of our work and the influence we had at a community and Ministerial level.
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5.4 Aspects of Strategy and Leadership which Limited the PTP'sCapacity to

Influence Educational Change in Namibia

Systemsfor recording relevant information from our work in schools,in termsof

the influence we were having on educational change, needed to be managed

and improved. Within the project there were no appropriate management

information systemsor roleswhich assistedand supported data gathering in the

field, which could then be used in the development of organisational strategy.
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The recording and processingof relevant data in relation to achieving our aims

of impacting on classroom change, and feeding this into our processesof

evaluation and planning, could have been more deeply informed. Although

quantitative data was captured in relation to workshop participants, very little

qualitative data was gathered, in termsof the changes which took place within

classroomsor schools.

Within the PTPthere was a need for appropriate organisational development

support, to assist the project in its strategic planning and in developing its

intemal capacity.

Poor conceptualisation of the "pilot" nature of the project led to the PTP'sown

strategy to expand and innovate in order to attract more funding, and

guarantee its future survival. Had the project worked in a more focused and

thorough way and researched its impact on educational change, its influence

on educational change could have been greater. Being able to motivate to

donors the importance of working in a focused pilot in order to disseminateour

findings and inform decision making and policy at Ministry level, would have

attracted funding.

Lack of understanding of good INSETpractice and innovation, as well as the

complexity of educational change, led us to innovate within our organisation,
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and in the field, without a senseof what was needed to support and sustain

these changes. Had we asked different questions of our practice, and

specifically questionsrelated to the assumptionswhich drove our practices, we

may have built our own capacity and those of the clients we served more

appropriately.
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Although project workers in the PTPdeveloped their strategy in terms of

reflecting on their practice, this was limited to the self understanding of project

members. Although information relating to policy and change in the broader

educational arena was accessed in the strategic planning process, this did not

really assistproject staff in critically reflecting on their practice.

Building a discussiongroup with NGEO'sdid assistus as a forum to share ideas

and resources.However, I feel that it did not go deeply enough into the PTPand

other NGEO'sreflecting critically on their practice.

Having access to up-to-date literature and debates in the area of our work

could, I believe, have greatly influenced our strategy, and helped us to reflect

on our practice.

Strategic Planning processeswhich the project underwent were limited. They

did not really encourage a deeper level of questioning about whether the PTP

was actually achieving its core purpose in termsof its educational aims. Nor did

it effectively balance internal capacity with goals, to provide external support.

Theproject thus began to expand at a rate which could not be sustained.

6. CENTRAL LEARNINGS IN RELATION TO THE INTERNAL FUNCTIONING OF

NGEO'S AND THEIR ABILITY TO INFLUENCE EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

Based on the PTP'sexperience in relation to the area of leadership and

strategy, the following learnings can be made in relation to building the internal
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capacity of NGEO's, to enable them to influence educational change more

effectively.

• Strategic planning processes need the support of external organisation

development consultants to assistNGEO'sin asking challenging

questions, to achieve their educational and organisational aims, and to

support the healthy functioning of these organisations.

• Organisation development of NGEO'scan build their internal capacity

and support them in making appropriate strategic decisions, in terms of

their expansion and development. Funding and resources for these types

of processesneed to be raised.

• NGEO'sneed to build in time and processesto reflect critically on whether

their strategies are helping them to achieve their aims in relation to

educational change, if that is their goal. Here they need to ask questions

that highlight what they are doing, as well as why they are doing things in

a particular way.

• In order to open their organisations to a level of critique and growth in

relation to their practice, NGEO'sneed: to make time for project staff to

attend conferences; encourage staff members to pursue their studies in

relevant areas; invite people from the academic community to make

contributions to the life of NGEO's;organise public platforms within which

NGEO'scan debate and reflect on their practices; and form working

partnerships with other NGEO'sor universities.

• NGEOstaff members need to familiarise themselves with the current

literature and research in the area of curriculum innovation and

educational change. Thiswould assistthem to critique their own

assumptions in relation to strategies they embark on.
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• Good leadership within NGEO'sis a key issue in relation to educational

change processes.It assistsin building a vision, and appropriate

strategies to realise that vision as well as the internal capacity of NGEO's

to do this work.

• Those in positions of leadership need to keep in touch with current policy

and other educational developments, at a national and international

level, through a system of networking and gaining access to current

literature and research, on issuesrelated to educational change and

INSET.
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• Leadership needs to ensure that the project's vision for educational

change is kept in focus, and continually reshaped, in line with its

practices and strategic shifts in the macro educational context.

• Leadership needs to be diversified within a shared vision of the future

aims of NGEO's.However, I believe diversifying leadership within the

pioneering phase of the NGEO'sdevelopment can work against the

effective functioning of the organisation. Leadership needs to be

diversified as the capacity of staff is built to take on appropriate

leadership roles. Thisrequires the organisation to have developed a

number of procedures to ensure accountability, appraisal and personal

development.

• NGEOleaders need to have the autonomy and space within democratic

structures and procedures in which to make decisions and take directive

leadership within the broader mandate of the project.

• Leaders should focus both on developing the capacity of the

organisation internally, and on being in touch with ensuring that the
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project is fulfilling its aims in the field, Leaders need to hold a balance in

terms of leadership and management functions,

• Formal and informal processeswithin the organisation need to be

developed in order to ensure ongoing personal and professional

appraisal and staff development. Thiswill assistin developing the internal

capacity of the NGEOto provide a quality service in the field,
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• Leadership needs to pay careful attention to strategic planning

processes,to ensure that NGEO'sexpand at a rate they can sustain,

7. CONCLUSION

This chapter explored some of the internal organisational dynamics within the

PTP,which enabled the project both to raise resources to support its activities

and to strategise in terms of its work in the field, I focused on the organisational

aspects of leadership, and strategy, I began this chapter by giving a general

overview of some of the organisational dynamics within the PTPwhich both

enhanced and limited the project's organisational capacity, Davidoff and

Lazarus's(997) organisational framework assistedmy analysis of aspects of the

PTP'sinternal organisational life, I then proceeded with a reflection on the two

organisational aspects of leadership and strategy, in relation to 'project data

and relevant national and international literature on the subject,

My analysis of the organisational aspectsof leadership and strategy draws links

between the PTP'sfieldwork in terms of influencing educational change, and its

internal organisational capacity to manage this work, Where appropriate the

PTP'sINSETmodel, its relationship with the Ministry of Education and Funding,

have been reflected on in relation to aspects of leadership and strategy, I

highlight a number of factors related to leadership and strategy which helped

and hindered the PTP'sability to influence educational change in Namibia, In
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conclusion I have drawn out some of the central learnings, in relation to the

intemal functioning of NGEO's,and how this impoets on their ability to influence

educational change,

In the final chapter I draw links between the PTP'sINSETmodel, its relationship

with the Ministry of Education, funding, and internal organisational dynamics, in

order to understand more broadly the role of the PTPin influencing educational

change in Namibia, I conclude by drawing out someof the central roetors which

worked for and against the PTPin influencing educational change, Finally I

make a number of recommendations with regard to the role of NGEO'sin

educational change in the SouthernAfrican Context, based on the case study of

the PTP,
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Chapter 7

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

1. INTRODUCTION

In this dissertation I set out to reflect on and examine a case study of a

Namibian NGEO,the Primary Teachers Project from 1989 to 1992, focusing on

issuesof educational change and the role of NGEO'sin this process.It aimed to

highlight and understand more deeply some of the factors which helped and

hindered the Primary TeachersProject's role in educational change. The study

focused on the following four aspects:

• ThePTP'Sinservice education and training (INSET)model.

• The relationship between the Namibian Ministry of Education and

the PTP.

• Funding relationships and their influence on the PTP'sdevelopment.

• Internal dynamics within the PTP.

Chapter One provides the seciel. political and educational context within which

the PTPoriginated. Chapter Two is a historical narrative of the PTPbetween 1989

and 1992.Chapters Three to Six focus on a topical reflection of the four areas

outlined above.

In conclusion, some links are drawn between these four aspects and central

learnings are highlighted, including central factors which worked for and

against the PTP'sinfluence in educational change in Namibia. Finally, I make a

number of general recommendations for NGEO'sproviding an INSETservice in

the SouthernAfrican educational context.

I have tried to capture something of the living nature of the PTPas an

organisation within a historical period of change. Multiple factors both

influenced and shaped the PTP.The PTPin tum had varying levels of influence
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on the social and educational context in which it operated. The education

system within which the PTPoriginated was complex. The change processes

which the PTPattempted to initiate were influenced by this complexity and, in

tum had an influence on the broader system.

Complex systems are non-deterministic - that is there is no
determined future for them from any present activity. You have to
look at the whole as a whole, and try to see the patterns,
connections and the possibilitiesthere. CHarding1998:6)

2. CENTRAL FACTORS WHICH ASSISTEDTHEPTP IN INFLUENCING

EDUCATIONAL CHANGE IN NAMIBIA

2.1 Understanding the Contextual Realities and Needs of Teachers

The PTP'sINSETmodel worked directly with teachers, taking their needs and

concerns seriously in the design of the capacity building workshops. Attempts

were made to draw school leadership actively into school-focused INSET

initiatives. Schoolstaffmemberswere involved in the logistical planning of INSET

sessionsand in identifying the content. Thisencouraged teachers' ownership of

INSETactivities. Working on school premises provided the PTPstaff with an

understanding of the contextual constraints and possibilities within which

teachers had to innovate. Both teachers and education coordinators

contributed towards a deeper understanding of issuesunder study in workshops.

Workshops aimed to build teacher confidence through valuing teacher's own

knowledge and experience within a critical context. The PTP'sworkshop

methodology sought to break down the notion that the education coordinators

were "the only experts"in the learning experience.
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Working in clusters of schools within the same geographical area assisted

teachers in sharing ideas and relationship building. Both school-focusedand

centre-based INSETmodels were used to adapt to the contextual needs and

constraints. In limited instances, classroomvisitsby education coordinators
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provided teachers with the support to practice new ideas and behaviour learnt

during the INSETcourses.

The INSET courses, combined with follow-up work with teachers in their

classrooms, did have a level of influence in changing classroom practice and

the quality of teaching and learning. To a limited extent, the project assisted

teachers with change related problems experienced at classroom level. School-

based INSET, combined with centre-based courses and on-site support in

classrooms,provided a level of support for teachers to gain access to new ideas,

and to develop the confidence to implement them in practice.

2.2 Strategiesof Coalitionwith otherNGEO's

The PTPstaff collaborated with other NGEO'sin running programmes at schools

and in sharing resources and ideas. This relationship enabled the project to

save on its own resourcesas well as to ensure better cooperation and support

from some of its donors. Collaboration ensured a greater degree of ongoing, on-

site support for teachers, as NGEO'scould provide INSETsupport at different

levels to the school as a whole. Through collaboration, responsibility for follow-up

support was shared between NGEO's.This enabled NGEO'ssuch as the PTPto

address the needs of more schools.

2.3 Co-operationwith the Ministryof Education

Someeffort was made by the PTPto inform Ministry of Education officials about

its work so as to avoid duplication of INSETsupport services, and to assistwith

coordination of INSETservices to schools. This did have an influence on the

distribution of INSETservices to schools which indirectly could have had an

influence on educational change.

An accountable and professional working relationship was developed with

Ministry officials at a local and national level through regular personal visitsand

distribution of PTPpublications, reports and other information regarding our
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work in schools. Ministry officials were invited to attend project functions. PTP

staff participated on various curriculum working committees, and conducted

minor workshops for the Ministry officials in curriculum-based areas. These

initiatives helped to support the cross pollination of ideas between the NGEO

and the Ministry.

This enabled the PTPto keep in touch with new developments and plans at

Ministry level and informed the teachers it worked with on new educational

developments. The role the PTPplayed, in accessing this type of information

and distributing it to teachers, assisted with exposure to new ideas regarding

educational change.

Our major donor was very supportive of the PTPbuilding a good working

relationship with the Ministry as this provided prospects for long-term

sustainability of the project. Thiswas also a strategy to ensure that some of the

INSETideas and practices of the PTPwould be incorporated into the Ministry's

own INSETwork in schools.

The openness of key figures in the Ministry to the participation of NGEO'sin

Ministry task groups and discussion forums, helped to establish a free flow of

ideas and information between NGEO'sand the Ministry. Theestablishment of an

NGO coordinating structure at the Ministry facilitated a cooperative relationship

between NGEO'sand the Ministry, as well as the coordination of INSETservicesto

schools.

Thewillingness of Ministry to endorse the PTP'sproject proposals assistedthe PTP

in accessing funding. This in tum helped to build the capacity of the PTPto

sustain itself and plan for INSETsupport to more schools.

The Ministry supported the project with logistical arrangements in terms of

contacting schools, forwarding resources and accessing venues. These factors
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boosted the resource capacity of the PTPand enabled it to expand its activities

to more schools.

It is not easy to determine what effect the relationship between the PTPand the

Ministry had on INSETor educational change . .An awarenessof the role of NGEO's

providing INSET,and the need to set up a forum for information sharing and

coordination of INSETactivities, was motivated in part by the presence of PTP

staff members in the Ministry, as well as our requests for project endorsement

and a letter of recommendation for our work in schools. The coordinating

structure at the Ministry did provide a basis for collaborative planning and

coordinated INSETsupport. This enabled INSETsupport to be more evenly

spread to schoolsin both rural and urban areas.
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2.4 Building the Internal Capacity of the NGEO

By building its own internal organisational capacity the PTPwas able to provide

an INSETservice to schools.Thiswas done through attending to future financial

needs of the project by fund-raising, diversifying funding partnerships and

generating a small income from its publication Primarv Focusand consultancy

work. The following factors helped to securefunding relationshipsand provide a

measure of internal stability: accountable and transparent management

structuresand procedures; an efficient administration system for processingand

accounting for funds; setting organisational policy in place; developing a joint

organisational vision; diverse leadership responsibilities; attending to staff

development needs; and annual evaluation and planning processes.

2.5 Keeping Abreast of Changes in the Educational Context

Keeping abreast of changes in the educational field helped inform the PTP's

future strategy to influence educational change. This was done by accessing

relevant information within the Ministry of education, sharing resources and

information with other NGEO's,and conducting school visits to determine the

INSETneeds of teachers.
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2.6 VisionaryLeadershipand Networking

Visionary and supportive leadership helped to build the internal strength of the

organisation and to foster a senseof team spirit and commitment. Staff were

encouraged to bring in new ideas and to be innovative.

Leadership by the project coordinator focused on developing the capacity of

the organisation to function across all elements, and ensured that the project

fulfilled its aims in the field.
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Theproject leader'snetworking with other NGEO'sand the Ministry establisheda

profile for the project, and this generated work opportunities. The project

leader's attention to fund-raising, and building and maintaining relationships

with donors, helped to ensure the sustainability of the PTPand its ability to

provide an INSETservice.

2.7 OrganisationDevelopment

A number or organisational development processesof limited duration were

initiated within the organisation. Although these initiatives were not sufficient to

assist the staff in understanding and managing development and changes

within the project, they did have an effect on promoting staff ownership of the

PTPvision for educational change.

To a degree, the PTPreflected aspects of a learning organisation in terms of its

development. Therewas a collective openness to looking at what was going

well or badly within the organisation. A number of systems were set up to

establish feedback and information flow channels from our work in schools.

Although the PTPwas still in the pioneering stage of an organisation's

development, it had established a level of maturity in terms of its internal

functioning.
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Building the PTP'sinternal capacity helped to assist the project in carrying out

its aims in the field. Thisin turn assistedthe project in raising funds for future INSET

support in school.

2.8 DemonstratingResultsin the Field

PTP'sstaff were committed to demonstrating visible results of their work in

schools. Visible signs of our work were: a quarterly publication to most primary

schools; providing box libraries to schools; an increase in the number of school

workshops; and classroom visits; and expansion to schools in geographical

areas beyond the capital city.

These visible indicators of our activities helped to generate funding and

credibility. Although the PTPcould demonstrate how much work it was doing in

schools, there was no in-depth research conducted into these activities. Had this

been done, the level of influence they were having on educational changes in

classroomsor in schoolscould have been more accurately assessed.

2.9 Publication and Distributionof Information on INSET

By publishing and distributing a quarterly magazine on aspects of curriculum-

based INSET, the PTPwas able to gain access to most primary schools in

Namibia. Although there were a growing number of subscribersover the years, it

is difficult to assessthe level of influence this publication had on the changes in

classroom practice, or on the ideas which teachers held.

3. FACTORSWHICH WORKEDAGAINST THEPTPHAVING AN INFLUENCEON

EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

3.1 PoorConceptualisation of the INSETModel

Weaknesses in our INSETmodel had an effect on the PTP'sability to influence

educational change in Namibia. The PTP'sINSETmodel was not holistically

conceptualised, taking into account those factors within the school and broader

educational and social context which would influence the outcome of the INSET
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initiatives we embarked upon. The school-focusedmodel did not carefully take

into account the amount and level of on-sitesupport which teacherswould need

to receive after school or centre-based workshops. Nor did it consider the

influence of schools or the broader educational context, on the ability of

teachers to innovate. Theschool-focusedmodel only concentrated on the role of

the individual teacher in bringing about change in his/her classroom.

Had the model been developed in a more integrated way, we may have

looked more strategically at the different forms of support we would need to

provide within our INSETcourses, within schools and with Ministry and other

service providers to enable change. The PTP'smodel was not shaped and

developed by an ongoing critique of our practice and our values in relation to

educational change. Our lack of experience and knowledge, in relation to the

link between curriculum-based INSETwork and organisation development work

in schools,kept the focusof our INSETmodel on the individual curricular needsof

teachers in their classrooms.

3.2 Lack of Exposureto Current Literature and Research on Educational

Change

A stronger element of researching and evaluating our practice was not built into

our work. Project staff did not pro-actively access current literature on INSET(or

people with expertise in these areas) to assistus in critically reflecting on our

practice in a more rigorous and academic way. Had we done sowe may have

identified problems in our practice earlier, and developed a more appropriate

INSETmodel.

3.3 Lack of Capacity Built at the SchoolLevel to SustainChange

Lack of focus on building the capacity of school leadership to support

curriculum development by teachers, was a weakness. The PTP'sINSETmodel

made no link between curriculum development and organisation development.

We failed to take our work a step further to look at problems within the school
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which worked against innovation and change, although we were well placed

within the school context to assistteachers in this direction. We did not focuson

addressing broader organisation development needs in the school, including

staff development and school wide development, which would have been

necessary if teachers were to start working at a cross-curricular level.

Development of personal and institutional support to allow teachers to access

resources and decision making (in terms of their own classroom-based

innovation) was not built into our INSET model.

Our own planning focusedmore on running workshopsthan on providing on-site

support to individual teachers. This is cited in the INSET literature as a key

element in supporting educational change. Although we did build new

knowledge and skills in terms of materials development and new teaching

methods, we did not equip teacherswith the necessaryskillsand knowledge for

them to practice forms of peer support, or skills for ongoing professional

development. Although we encouraged peer support this was not addressed

structurally. An understanding of the role of action research,in providing a basis

for professionaldevelopment and collegial support, was only beginning to take

root within the project itself by the end of 1992.

In the PTP'sown model there was no ongoing mentaring support for teachers,nor

was there any guidance within the INSET courseson how to strategise around

implementation of their learnings in practice. Although our aim was to empower

teachers, there was very little focus on psychological preparation for their new

roles as innovators and activators of change within their classrooms and

schools.

3.4 Rapid Expansion

ThePTP'sown strategy in terms of expansion worked against project staff being

able to provide follow-up support. The innovation in the model to develop

teacher support groups was in itself not well conceptualised, in relation to the
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type of capacity building and support that teacher support groups would

require.

3.5 Weak StrategicThinkingand Planning

Weaknesses within our own internal strategic planning, and the lack of

systematic evaluation of our practice, drove the expansion of our INSETin

schools. Our plans for expansionwere driven by the urgency to respond to grass

root needs, rather than on a real understanding of why particular initiatives

were taken and how these supported teachers in making changes in their

classrooms.Had our strategic planning been more informed at this level, PTP's

model of school-basedINSETmay have built in a greater degree of support for

implementation of changes at classroomlevel.

Strategic planning processesrequired the support of external facilitators to

enable us to ask challenging questions in relation to our educational change

strategies. The PTP's overall strategy as a pilot project was poorly

conceptualised. With the appropriate organisational development support we

could have made strategic choices,with regard to focusing time and resources

more appropriately, thusmaking an effective impact at a schooland Ministerial

level.

A lack of clarity in terms of the long term nature of the project, and our own

strategy to expand and innovate in order to attract more funding, were

contradictory to the project working in a more systematicand thorough way.

3.6 ExternalConstraints

A number of external factors made it difficult for the project to plan more

strategically in termsof the INSETsupport it gave to schools. The restructuringof

the Ministry of Education;the lack of INSETpolicy; the lack of an INSETculture, or

policy on INSETin schools; and the social and political changes within the

country. All these factors created a climate of uncertainty within which grass-
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roots initiatives like the PTPhad to operate. The Ministry had no coordinated

framework for teacher and school development which could inform the PTP's

own strategic planning.

The country was in the process of establishing a new democratic and self

governing structure after years of colonial occupation. Within a policy vacuum

in terms of broader plans for educational change in Namibia, the role of NGEO's,

and INSET,the PTP'sown INSETmodel was based on our experience in schools.

We had not developed a strategy to link our INSETactivities more coherently

with thoseenvisioned by the Ministry of Education.

The large geographical areas separating schoolsmade the provision of INSET

on an ongoing and sustained basis very costly. Thisrequired a combination of

centre-based and school-focusedINSETto be offered. Thesefactors also limited

the amount of on-sitesupport schoolsreceived. Themore the PTPexpanded, the

less on-site support it was able to offer. This limited the effectiveness of its

programme.

3.7 NGEO'sPerceived as a Threat by someMinistry Officials

Although there was an openness in some quarters of the Ministry, we did

experience suspicion by some Ministry officials, who perceived NGEO'sas a

threat. The PTPwas not always invited to forums where discussionstook place

with regard to new educational policy and planning. This limited the PTP's

ability to playa role in informing new educational policy.

3.8 Lack of StrategyRelated to Influencing Change at a Ministerial Level

ThePTPlacked a clear strategy in termsof playing a more interventionist role at

Ministry level. Our focus on expanding our work in schools, and our limited

internal capacity, resulted in our inability to attend strategic meetings at

Ministry level. Another contributing factor to the PTP'slack of strategic initiative

at Ministry level was the state of disorganisation within the different State
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departments, due to restructuring processes.The length of time which decision

making took in the bureaucracy, as well as office politics within the Ministry,

acted as deterrents to our closer involvement with the Ministry during the early

stagesof reorganisation.

The project never actively pursued entering into a more developmental

partnership with the Ministry of Education, in which the Ministry would

remunerate the project for its services.ThePTPhad not creatively explored this

type of partnership as an avenue to future sustainability.

PTPstaff feared that by forming a closer working relationship with the Ministry

the project would lose its independence and its ability to be innovative and

responsive to the needs of teachers at schools. We had ideological differences

with some of the funding partners with whom the Ministry already had

developmental relationships.Had we worked more closely with the Ministry, and

accepted funding from these channels, we would have felt politically

compromised.

Although the PTPrecognised the importance of forming a closer working

relationship with the Ministry, we were resistant to control in terms of being

instructed to work in particular areas. We wanted to make our own strategic

decisions, although we recognised the need for coordination. The PTPhad no

strategy around building a closerand more formalised working relationshipwith

the Ministry.

3.9 Lack ofNational EducationalPolicy

In the absence of any clear policy framework with regard to educational

change in Namibia, INSET,and the role of NGEO's,it was very difficult for the PTP

to strategisein termsof entering into a more formal working relationshipwith the

Ministry of Education. (In the research by Fullan (1987);Hartshorne (1987);and

McLaughlin & Marsh (1978), the importance of cooperative relationships
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between the Stateand other service providers in planning INSETprogrammes is

regarded as a important factor in supporting educational change).

3.10 No Clear Long-Term Funding Strategies

Lack of a long-term funding strategy weakened the PTP'scapacity to sustain its

INSETservice to schools.ThePTPnever formally planned to cooperate with other

national and international NGO's, in terms of joint projects and in terms of

accessing larger funding sources over longer periods of time. No funding

strategy had been developed within the project to accesslocal funding sources,

such as big multinational companies within the country or local business

initiatives after Independence.

3.11 Need for Refining Systemsof Authority, Feedback and Accountability

within the PTP

A flat leadership structure,within a newly forming organisation, created tension

regarding role clarification, with respect to the development of the organisation

itself. Thisinternal instability affected the PTP'sability to function effectively as

an organisation and influenced the INSETservice it was able to provide. As

project leader, I needed clear levels of authority which operated within

structures and procedures and which encouraged accountability and

democratic decision making.

Systemsfor keeping track of relevant information and the management of this

information could have been improved. Although quantitative data was

captured in relation to workshop participants, very little qualitative data was

gathered in termsof the changes which took place within classroomsor schools.

Therewere no management information systemsor roles, to assistand support

data being gathering in the field and to be used later in the development of

organisational strategy. On-going evaluation of INSETpractice is identified as a

key feature in determining the influence INSEThas on educational change, "it is

difficult to link the effect of an INSETprogramme to the teaching-learning
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process in a classroom, methods to investigate these should be identified or

devised" (Hofmeyr & Pavlich 1987:91)

3.12 Making our Practice Visible

The PTPdid distribute a quarterly magazine to schools which helped to share

innovative ideas about educational change with teachers and other educators.

However, there was no strategy within the project to have an influence on

educational change, through the publication and distribution of resourcesand

ideas generated within the project.
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3.13 Limited Ongoing Reflection on our Practice and Exposureto Critical

Voices

The lack of systematic reflection on our practice limited the PTP'sability to

strategise carefully in terms of the influence it was having at school and

Ministerial level. Although project workers reflected on their practice in an ad

hoc way, these reflections were not supported by properly researching the

influence of our work in the field. Building a discussiongroup with other NGEO's

did assistin the sharing of ideas and resources.However, it did not help the PTP

or other NGEO'sto reflect critically on their practice, as this was not the focus of

thesemeetings. In the PTPthere was very little engagement by staff with current

literature in the field of INSET,school improvement and educational change. This

limited the level of critique to which the PTPsubjected its own practice. These

factors played a role in limiting the PTP'sability to think more strategically

about its own strategies,in relation to their influence on educational change.

4. GENERALRECOMMENDATIONS TO NGEO'SPROVIDING INSETSERVICESIN

SOUTHERNAFRICA

Basedon the experience of the PTPand those factors which both worked for and

against its influence on educational change in Namibia, I would make the

following recommendations to NGEO's:
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4.1 ConceptualisingINSETModels

• The way in which different school level capacity building initiatives

coordinate with one another and how they work collectively towards

building improvement should be considered in the design and

implementation of INSETprogrammes by NGEO's,schools and the Ministry.

NGEO'sand other role players involved in INSETneed to strategise more

holistically in terms of resources and personnel within the entire

educational system.
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• INSETproviders need a strategy to provide the necessary follow-up, in

order to enable teachers to make changes in their values and practices

and for these to be implemented in the classroom and school.

• The capacity building of teachers through INSETshould be

complemented by a strategy to build the capacity of schools as

organisations. Thismay necessitate a number of service providers

working collaboratively, at different levels within the school. Thus a

coordinated programme for school development which incorporates

professional development of staff through school-focused INSETwould be

put in place.

• NGEO's need to develop strategies to determine whether what teachers

say they have learnt in INSETworkshops is being practised in classrooms.

Thiswill involve a system of building in time for classroom-based

observation, action research, and other forms of peer or personal

mentaring. In designing INSETworkshops, greater attention needs to be

placed on assisting teachers with personal and collegial strategies (in

terms of planning) to make initial change steps when they retum to their

classrooms or schools.
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• A focus on the psychological preparation of teacher, by building

their own confidence to make changes and to take on new roles is an

important aspect of INSETsupport.

• INSETneeds to help individual teachers to address real issuesof

empowerment. Thisrequires on-site support and follow up after

INSETcourses. It also requires a school-based policy on INSETwhich is

linked to a broader vision of the development of the school so that INSETis

not a voluntary activity for teachers.
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• Teacher ownership of the content of INSETcourses,as well as the

logistical arrangements surrounding INSETprovision, is an important

incentive for teachers to attend courses.

• Schools and teachers should be centrally involved in taking ownership

for determining their INSETneeds. However, there should also be input

from outside INSETproviders and consultants.

• While it is important to start from the needs of teachers, it is equally

important for INSETproviders to assist teachers in extending these needs

in the process of building new knowledge and skills. INSETsessionsneed

teachers to learn from each other. Workshop methodology should model

new ways of teaching and learning, and assist teachers to practice new

roles and relationships.

• Once-off workshops or school visits have limited effect. It is important to

have strategies in place to provide ongoing support at classroom level

and in schools.A combination of the schools initiating internal INSET

sessionswhich happen on a weekly basis, and INSEToffered by external

agencies on a monthly basis, may promote continuity.
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• INSETmodels should realistically address to the developmental needs of

schoolsand the capacity of NGEO'sto sustain their work in schools,

• INSETmodels should be based on an understanding of the

complexity of educational change across classroom, school and broader

educational system levels, INSETmodels need to undergo continual

refinement in how to best support educational change at classroom

and school level.

• Capacity building through school-focused INSETneeds to be

conceptualised as a long-term process,and not as a short-term

programme or seriesof short courses,

• Forms of collegial support, such as peer support, subject group support

and support from leadership and management, need to be developed

through INSETtraining,

• Organisational development, and development of leadership and

management, needs to complement the capacity building of teachers

through curriculum-based INSETcourses,

• INSETmodels should be based an understanding of the complexity of

educational change processes,

• INSETshould be provided in an integrated way so that policy in terms of

educational change on a national level is integrated with capacity

building initiatives through INSET,at district and school level.

• Support structures within, and between schools need to be developed to

ongoing INSET,Support for the development of these structures needs to

be built into the planning for INSETcapacity building and support,
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• INSETprovision of different types is necessary to support change at the

level of the school and classroom, INSETprovision at the level of

organisation development of the schools,as well as the professional

development of teachers and other staff, is needed, This requires

collaboration between different service providers,

• Coordination between INSET and other service providers as well as the

Ministry needs to occur to ensure that schoolsare developmentally

supported, Coordination is required at both district and local level.

• Levels of accountability, reporting and decision making, and evaluation

of INSETprogrammes need to happen in a continuous way,

• NGEO's(because of their flexibility and mobility) seem best placed to

support school-focused INSET,However, this can only be sustained in a

limited number of schoolsat a time, NGEO'stherefore need to think

strategically about expanding their influence on educational change

through exchanging ideas and learnings, This could take place through

Ministerial channels and educational forums, as well as through the mass

media,
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4.2 Relationshipswith Educational Ministries

• NGEO'sneed to find creative ways of collaborating with Ministry of

Education personnel in order to provide support to schools and to ensure

that their activities complement each other, Ways of working towards

common goals in terms of educational change will need to be

developed,

• In countries where schools in rural areas are spread over large

geographical distances, the challenge in terms of providing sustained
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and intensive INSETsupport are great. With the limited capacity of NGEO'sto

provide services and to raise funds in an ongoing way for their work, greater

collaboration between NGEO'sand Ministries is needed to ensure that INSETis

spread to all schools in need of support.

• Unless INSETsupport is holistically conceptualised, and supported at

different levels within the educational system, most INSETinitiatives would

have short term effect on educational change.

• A clearer policy context in terms of a broader vision for educational

change, and a more stable Ministry organisational structure could

provide a more stable context, within which NGEO'scould strategically

plan for INSETprovision which ismore sustainable.

• Where there is no policy in terms of INSET,NGEO'sneed to be proactive in

terms of formulating and proposing policy around INSET,and the role of

NGEO'sin INSET.

• Methods must be found for NGEO'sand Ministry structures to share ideas,

resources,and plans in terms of INSETprovision. Thiscould include

forums for coordination; joint programmes; informal meetings and the

formulation of policy with regard to the relationship between NGEO'sand

the Ministry.

• Between NGEO'sand Educational Ministries, an agreed-upon framework of

building towards educational reform could provide a basis for longer
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• Cooperation between Educational Ministries and NGEO'swould

foster a greater degree of INSETsupport to schools.Cooperation and

coordination of activities at this level could provide an avenue for NGEO's

to access State funding.
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term cooperation and coordination of INSET provision. Hartshorne (1987)

recommends that coordination by the State should be based on a spirit of

co-operation and not an insistence on control (Hartshorne in Ashley &

Mehl 1987: 11).

• NGEO's need to lobby as a group for an active voice and presence in

terms of Ministry policy on educational change.

• Collaborative work with Ministry officials needs to be built into NGEO

project planning as this provides for an exchange of ideas and practices

in relation to educational change. These strategies can also boost the

resource capacity of NGEO's and the State.

• By running capacity building workshops for Ministry Officials and working

in collaboration with them in providing INSET processes to schools, NGEO's

could finding ways of disseminating their own learnings, in relation to

educational change at a Ministerial level. In this way NGEO's could play

a role in capacity building at other levels of the educational system. This

strategy could also support the work of NGEO's in going to scale.
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• NGEO's could play a more proactive role in terms of proposing policy in

terms of INSET,and the role of NGEO's in INSETprovision. However, this

would require NGEO's to adopt different strategies, in terms of their

understanding of their role in influencing educational change.

4.3 Funding cmd Donor Relationships

• More creative and innovative thinking at Ministry level, in terms of

creating policy and incentives for financial support of NGEO's in providing

INSET to schools, could assist the long-term sustainability of NGEO's.

NGEO's could be drawn into developmental partnerships with the

Ministries.
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• The limited resource capacity of NGEO's,as well as the financial and

logistical constraints they face, make it difficult for them to go to scale

with their programmes. Providing a more intensive and focused

programme at fewer schoolsmay have greater impact in terms of

promoting educational change through school-focused INSET. However,

strategies for dissemination of information and researching their practices

will then need to be more rigorous, in order to ensure that the work of

NGEO'sis able to be taken to scale by other role players such as Ministries

of Education.

• NGEO'sneed to develop funding-focussed partnerships with other NGEO's

and the Ministry without compromising their independence. A more

holistic conceptualisation of INSETprogrammes, which connects service

providers and Ministries of Education, would assistfunding being

accessed more readily through government and donor sources.

• A number of NGEO'scould form a coalition in terms of developmental

programmes. Thiswould enable them to access larger amounts of

funding, for development programmes which involve a number of

stakeholders and the Ministry of Education.

• NGEO'sneed to develop their capacity to access funding, and to account

for it, in order to ensure their own sustainability. They also need to focus

sufficient time and energy on fund raising activities.
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• Funding needs to be channelled developmentally to NGEO'sby funding

partners if NGEO'sare to be sustained. The short term nature of funding

has major negative effects on the ability of NGEO'sto plan in the long-

term. Here I would support the recommendation by Taylor that "donors

can best impact on the capacity of recipient organisations not through
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being all things to all recipients but by taking seriously their core

responsibility of providing funds developmentally" (Taylor 1997:6).

• External donors can playa developmental role in supporting the

capacity building of the organisation through, ongoing support and

physical participation in internal organisational processes. As external

agents they can assistNGEO'sin strategically thinking about questions of

longer term sustainability; support for organisational capacity building;

providing funds developmentally; providing open, honest and critical

feedback in terms of strategic initiatives.

• In order to sustain their existence within competitive funding

environments, NGEO'sneed to focus on building the internal capacity

of their organisations, and on providing a relevant and

valuable service to the community.

• NGEO'sneed to ensure that they are providing a quality service in the

field in order to draw funding support. However this also necessitates

evaluative and capacity building processeswithin the organisation.
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• External donors who wish to fund developmentally, need to be sensitive

to the timing of funding in relation to project planning, as well as the

control of funding in terms of the developmental stage of the organisation

• NGEO'sneed to develop creative funding strategies which tap into local

and international funding sources.One of these strategies could be to

work in partnership with the Ministry of Education and the private secter,

in accessing funding for educational change. However, in order to ensure

that funding continues to be raised, to support schools which are unable

to pay the NGEOdirectly for the services, other strategies in terms of the

long term sustainability of NGEO'sneed to be sought.
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• Although the quality of what an NGEOdelivers in the field is not the

only factor involved in an NGEObeing able to access funding, this should

be of paramount importance to the NGEO'sability to raise funds.

Providing a quality service in the field, in turn, requires a strong

organisational base and the necessary financial inputs to make these

services possible.

4.4 Internal OrganisationalDynamics

• Through organisation development support NGEO'scan be assistedto

build their own internal capacity, and ensure that their strategies in terms

of educational change are appropriately conceptualised. This in tum can

assist NGEO'sto have a more strategic influence on educational change

at different levels of the educational system. Funding and resourcesto

support the development of NGEO'sas organisations need to be

factored into their INSETtraining budget.

• Within NGEO'sthere needs to be ongoing evaluation of INSETprogrammes

in terms of what is done and how it is done, and also in terms of

asking more strategic questions in relation to the type of impact it is

having on achieving the aims of the programme in relation to

educational change.

• More detailed fieldwork-based action research or site-based research by

INSETfieldworkers could assist in obtaining valuable data, in relation to

those factors which help and hinder teachers in implementing classroom

based changes. Fieldworkers could also be capturing some of the

changes in values and practices teachers are making.

• Leaders need to have autonomy to make decisions within the broader

vision of the organisation. Not every decision needs to be brought to a

collective meeting. However, autonomy in terms of decision making
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needs to be seenwithin the context of leaders operating within the overall

mandate of the project. Systemsof accountability and information flow,

as well as levels of decision making within the project, need to be

developed, Thesefactors could ensure that the internal capacity of

NGEO'sis built in a continuous way and that NGEO'sare able to deliver a

professional service which can influence educational change,

• Leaders need to create a balance in terms of leadership and

management functions in all aspects of organisational life, Human

resourcesand their development are in fact the powerhouse of the

project, The leader needs to keeps a meta level of awareness alive in the

project, about what it is we are doing, how we are doing it, and why we

are doing what we are doing, in terms of the changing contextual and

educational realities, and their strategic aims, These leadership functions

can ensure that programmes embarked on by NGEO'sremain at the

cutting edge of educational change, and that NGEO'sas organisations

develop the appropriate internal capacity to respond to these contextual

needs,

• NGEOstaff members and organisations need to make time to keep

abreast of the field, in terms of the educational theory and debates

related to their field of work,

• In order to have an influence on educational change at the policy level,

and more broadly at the level of changing the practices and values of

teachers and educators, NGEO'sneed to focus some time on investigating

their practices more deeply and making their findings visible through

various channels, The Ministry, academic and NGO channels, as well as

educator seminars, are some of the avenues for the publication and

dissemination of findings,
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• Internal strategieswithin NGEO'sneed to focus on encouraging critical

reflection on working practice and recording relevant data with

regard to meeting INSETaims. Externally related strategies need to be

embarked upon to disseminate findings, in relation to supporting

educational change.
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• NGEO'sinvolved in INSETneed to have a theoretical understanding of

curriculum innovation and educational change, in order to check and

critique their own assumptions in relation to strategies they embark upon.

Access to academics and literature focusing on the area, on a national

and international level. could play a greater role in influencing strategies

ofNGEO's.

• NGEO'sshould be encouraged to open their organisations to a level of

critique and growth in relation to their practice. Thiscould be done

through making time for project staff to attend conferences; encouraging

staff members to pursue their studies in these areas; inviting people from

the academic community to make contributions to the life of NGEO's;

organising public platforms within which NGEO'scan debate and reflect

on their practices; and forming working partnerships with other NGEO'sor

universities.

5. A SUMMARY OF MAIN LEARNINGS FOR NGEO'S AND THEIRROLEIN

INFLUENCING EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

This dissertation set out to understand more deeply some of the factors which

helped and hindered the PTPin its ability to influence educational change in

Namibia. A number of factors at the micro level of the organisation, as well as at

the macro level of the social and political context within which this organisation

was situated, shaped the PTP'sstrategies to influence educational change.

Thesewords by Harding (1998) expresssomething of the complex dynamics
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within which NGEO'sare operating, as they attempt to support the development

of educational change:

Organisations and systems are complex and dynamically
complex - its difficult for anyone person to fully understand even a
snapshot of one point, let alone the system in motion. Change in
these systemsis ever present, but doesnot move in straight logical
lines. Rather it loops and spirals around. Openness to a turbulent
environment implies both a greater scale or change and that
change often invades from without. Humans are not passive cogs
in a machine, but active carriers of energy and relations.This is
what gives the organisation its life, but also essentially makes
. change management a political process rather than a technical
one CHarding1998:5).
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The links between personal change and organisational change and broader

systemic change must be recognised, in order to understand the process of

educational change more deeply. Theseconstantly changing dynamics will be

part of the reality of any NGEOattempting to influence educational change.

Basedon the experience of the PTP,the amount of influence an NGEOwill have

on educational change depends on its ability to understand the context within

which it is operating, and to learn effectively from its experiences, in order to

strategically focus its resources. Thiswill require NGEO'sto be more critical of

their own practices, which are driven to do more and more rather than pausing

to reflect continuously on their current strategies, and their effectiveness in

promoting educational change.

NGEO'slike the PTPhave the ability to provide on-site support to schoolsand to

develop their INSETpractice. This flexibility and creativity provides them with

the scope to meet the real need for support in classrooms and schools. The

strategies they use to influence educational change within schools must be

sound, and based on a theoretical and practical understanding of the

complexity of educational change processes,at a personal and organisational

level.
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The PTP'sexperience has highlighted that focused on-site support and follow-up

are fundamental factors in influencing educational change in schools.The type

of INSETmodels NGEO'suse needs to adapt realistically to the contextual

demands. Thismay mean that a combination of school-based, school-focused

and centre-based INSETis practised. A focus on providing support at the level of

the classroom, and the school, will need coordinated support from a

combination of service providers if there is to be fundamental change.

Collaborative partnerships between different stake-holders are required to

provide for effective INSETsupport. Here NGEO'sneed to think creatively about

working with State departments, other NGEO'sand donors. Based on the PTP's

experience it appears that the State could provide infrastructural support and

focus more on centre-based courses,with NGEO'sbeing best placed to provide

on-site support in schools.Collaboration could also assistNGEO'swith their own

future sustainability in termsof accessing funding.

On-site support at schools provides NGEO workers with the opportunity to

conduct research into the effectivenessof their own interventions. It also ensures

that they are able to access important information with regard to educational

support needs. Here NGEO's need to strategise around researching their

practice and disseminating their findings. In this way, they can have a wider

influence on policy and practice related to educational change, through

departments of education, national ministries, academic institutions and other

educational forums.

Thisrequires that NGEO'sensure that their practice is theoretically sound, as well

as continually developing. This means allocating time to research their

influence on educational change in schools.At an organisational level NGEO's

need to build in time to reflect critically on their own understanding of their

practice and to plan strategically, in order to focus their activities on reaching

their educational aims. For this, NGEO'srequire support in terms of their own
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internal capacity building. Organisation development processes can assist

NGEO'sin building their own capacity, in order to support their effectiveness in

terms of internal and external strategiesto support educational change.

Finally, at a macro level Ministries of Education in collaboration with other

stakeholders need to set INSETpolicy which supports INSETpractice in schools.

Collaborative strategies for raising funds to support INSETprovision will enable

NGEO's to sustain their work. Policy and structures to foster collaboration

between service providers and the State, in providing appropriate INSET

support, needs to be developed at a National and district level in order to

support the role of NGEO'sin influencing educational change.

6. STRENGTHS, UMITATIONS AND POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THIS

RESEARCH FOR THEROLEOF NGEO'S IN EDUCATIONAL CHANGE

Thisdissertation grew out of a need to reflect on my past practice as an INSET

provider within an NGEO,and to understand someof the assumptions,in termsof

educational change, which influenced my practice. I also wanted to

understand those factors which helped and hindered the PTP'sinfluence on

educational change in Namibia in particular, and thus the influence which

NGEO'scan have on educational change in general.

Another motivating factor was that very little research has been done on the

type and extent of influence NGEO's,have on educational change. In writing this

dissertation I aimed to contribute to this field by drawing out someof the central

learnings for educationists and NGEOpractitioners who are concerned with
issuesrelated to INSET,innovation and educational change.

6.1 Limitationsand Constraints

Thescope of this research is limited to the role of NGEO'sand specifically NGEO's

seeking to promote educational change through school-focused INSETin

primary schools. For NGEO'sseeking to influence educational change through
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other strategies,this researchmay be of limited value. Thisresearchhas focused

on a single case study of an NGEOover a four-year period. A multiple case

study may have added to the validity of this research.However, this case study

has provided an insight into the role of an NGEO influencing educational

change in Namibia, which can form the basis of further researchwork. As such

"the quality and utility of this research is not based on its reproducibility but on

whether or not the meanings generated, by the researcher or the reader, are

valued" (Stake 1995:135).

Although a great deal of writing and research has been done in the field of

educational change, very little that has been written on the role of NGEO'sin

promoting educational change. Literature in relation to my field of researchwas

thus difficult to obtain. Literature sources not directly linked to INSETand

educational change had to be consulted, in order to assistwith the reflection of

issuesinternal to the functioning of the PTP.

Methodologically, this dissertation has a number of limitations. Although the

historical narrative was cross-checked with my ex-colleagues, the topical

reflections on the PTPwere neither read by them nor discussedwith them. I feel

that this would have brought in a deeper level of analysis and reflection on

issues.It may also have resulted in this research influencing the PTP'sown future

strategic thinking. I initially hoped to open my research findings to the PTPstaff

on an organisational level, but this is not possible, as the organisation has

closed.

I was not able to interview all staff who worked in the PTPbetween 1990and

1992as some staff members had left the country or were not available at the

time I was gathering data. Thismay have limited the number of ideas and

opinions raised in my reflection and analysis of issues.In retrospect, I feel that I

should have conducted interviews with staff members at the Ministry of

Education in order to verify my own assumptions about their perceptions of
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NGEO's.Identifying those factors which helped and hindered the PTP'sinfluence

on educational change was a complex process of analysis, as within any

educational change processa multitude of factors influenced each other. The

scope of this dissertation limits the number of aspects in relation to the the PTP's

ability to influence educational change. While there was an attempt to identify

the relationships between these different aspects in relation to educational

change, it is inevitable that other factorswould have been excluded, due to the

complexity of factors influencing any change process.The debate between the

State and organs of civil society was one I did not engage in at any depth in

terms of the literature related to this issue,although I am aware that this could

have highlighted important issues in relation to cooperative relationships or

partnership at this level.

6.2 Strengths

Thisresearchhas documented a case study of a Namibian NGEO,focusing both

on its internal growth and development, and on the INSETwork it did in schools.

As the project no longer exists, this is at least a record which could provide the

basis for further reflection and research.Thisresearchhas highlighted a number

of factors which help and hinder the ability of NGEO'sto influence educational

change, which provide learnings for other NGEO'sdoing similar work.

On a methodological level I have attempted to remain aware of my own

subjectivity in writing the narrative history of the PTPand in my reflection and

analysis of issues.Through various triangulation measures I have attempted to

build the validity of the data presented and its analysis. I have drawn on

primary data sourcesin the form of various project documents and conducted

interviews with ex-colleagues. Thenarrative history of the PTPwas cross-checked

with colleagues. I have also located myself contextually within the research

study. In my reflection and analysis of issuesI have drawn on project data, as

well as reflected on issuesin relation to national and international literature. In

my research and in the writing of this dissertation I have respected the
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confidentiality of my ex-colleagues by negotiating issuesof confidentiality with

them, and in changing the name of the project and individuals involved.

6.3 PotentialSignificanceof thisResearch

The body of research OB NGEO'sand their role in educational change is limited.

This research on the PTPmakes a contribution to this field, in that it provides

some insight into the internal strategies and assumptions this NGEOmade, in its

attempt to influence educational change. Where it provides a different focus to

other research on NGEO's, is in its attempt to raise issues internal to the

functioning of an NGEO,and how these factors affected its ability to influence

educational change.

This research may benefit people in Ministries of Education and donors seeking

to work in partnership with NGEO'sin providing INSETsupport to schools.NGEO's

with which I am in current contact. are experiencing similar difficulties to those

experienced by the PTP,as they attempt to influence educational change in

South Africa. The issuesraised in the PTPcase study will be of value to these

NGEO's,as well as other NGEO'sproviding INSETin the SouthernAfrican context.

Thisprovides opportunities for me to share someof my research findings.

It has also helped to raise issuesin relation to the functioning of the PTP. I hope

to share these with some of my ex-colleagues who are currently involved in

education and development work in Namibia, in the hope of deepening their

own reflection on the role of NGEO'sin educational change. On a personal level,

this research has broadened my own understanding of my practice in the field

of INSETand educational change. I will draw on this research to inform my

current practice, and better define the strategies in relation to educational

change and INSETprovision on which the NGEO I am currently working in

embarks.
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7. CONCLUSION

A number of factors, both internal and externaL to the functioning of NGEO's

providing an INSETservice to schools, influence their ability to make an

effective contribution towards educational change. The educational policy

context; conditions in school; the INSETmodel; funding for INSETand the internal

functioning of NGEO'sare only a few.

The case study of the PTPhas highlighted the need for NGEO'sto have an

understanding of the complexity of change processes, in order to plan

strategically as to how to influence educational change. The importance of

building the organisational capacity of the NGEO through organisational

development processesis a key factor, in supporting NGEO'sto reflect critically

on their own strategies to influence educational change. This affects their

organisational capacity to innovate and expand. The PTP'sexperience has

highlighted the importance of researchand reflection on INSETpractice, in order

to inform the development of INSETmodels and strategies in relation to

educational change.
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The rapid expansion of INSETactivities to schools, without a clear strategy

informed by an understanding of educational change, limited the PTP'sability

to provide sustainable INSETsupport in schools. This, coupled with a lack of

follow-up support, raisesquestionsas to the influence the PTP'swork in schools

had on educational change at the classroomand school level.

The curriculum-based INSETwork on which the PTPfocused, needed to be

complemented by work at other levels of the school system and broader

educational system, in order to support the changes teachers wanted to make

in their classrooms.

The PTP'sexperience has highlighted the importance of NGEO'screating

opportunities within their organisation's,between NGEO's,with the Ministry and
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at other levels, to critically reflect on their INSETpractices and their contribution

towards educational change, The need for NGEO'sto research and disseminate

their understanding of their practice therefore becomes critical. It also provides

another strategy, enabling NGEO'sto expand their level of influence in relation

to educational change beyond schools to service providers, This would also

provide NGEO'swith opportunities to influence educational policy,

Although the PTP acknowledged the need to work in a collaborative

partnership with the Ministry, and with other NGEO's,in order to support its INSET

work in schools, this was not strategically conceptualised in terms of providing

holistic support to schools,or in terms of accessing future funding, Collaborative

partnership between the State,NGEO'sand other stakeholders is acknowledged

as an important factor in supporting educational change, The need for

collaboration and coordination of INSETactivities becomes even greater in

relation to schools in rural areas, as sustained follow-up support is costly, The

nature of these partnerships needs to be developmentally conceptualised in

order to ensure appropriate support to schools, This requires enabling INSET

policy, as well as a commitment from the various role players to work

developmentally with each other,

The lack of a clear policy context in termsof INSETprovision, as well as a future

vision for educational change in Namibia, coupled with organisational changes

within the Ministry, made it difficult for PTPto plan strategically and to form more

developmental relationships with the Ministry in relation to INSETsupport in

schools, The need for an enabling policy context with regard to INSETis an

important aspect, supporting the ability of an NGEOto influence educational

change,

A multitude of factors impact on the ability of NGEO'slike the PTP,to influence

change at classroom level. For NGEO'sproviding school-focused INSET,the

challenge is to ensure that teachers are supported with the implementation of
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new learnings after coursesor classroomvisits. A number of factors within the

classroom and beyond, and even the teacher's personality, could affect

implementation. It is therefore necessary for NGEO'sto think strategically in

relation to influencing educational change, and to work creatively and

appropriately, with the human and physical resources that are available to

them.

Southern African NGEO'shave been acknowledged as making a valuable

contribution towards educational change. Thechallenge for NGEO'sis to remain

at the cutting edge of these developments as they move into the new

millennium. Thisdemands that they reflect critically on their strategiesto bring

about change, and to deepen their understanding of the complexity of

educational change processes.I conclude with these words by van den Berg

(1983):

People involved in the design and implementation of INSETfollow
someor other change strategy; the only difference is whether they
do thisconsciouslyor unreflectively. Where INSETactivity occurson
the basisof take-it-for-granted assumptions,the risk of failure and
disillusionment- and thereforeof the wastage of valuable resources
- is often great (van den Bergcited in Gray 1990:166).
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APPENDIX A

Structured Interview Questions with PTP Education Coordinators.

1. Describehow you worked in school in order to promote educational change.

2. What was the content of your workshops?What were the specific
educational aims of your workshops?

3. Do you think the work you did made a difference?

4. How would you know if you did or did not have an impact?

5. How was development sustained?Was there follow up?

6. Did you have indicators of success?

7. Can you recall any peer assessmentor other assessmentof your
performance or the quality of your workshop material?

8. What do you recall about our relationship with the Ministry Education?What
was positive and what was negative?

9. Was any policy in place regarding INSETin schoolor coordination with
NGEO'sand the Ministry?

10. What were the strengthsof the PTP'srelationship with the Ministry and what
were someof the weaknesses?

Il . What do you feel my strengthsand weaknesseswere as a project leader in
building the project's ability to influence educational change?

12. What do you like and dislike about your job as a worker within an NGEO?
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APPENDIXB

Unstructured Interview Focus Areas with PTPEducation Coordinators.

A. Presentstate of the project.

B. Perceived strengths and weaknessesin terms of the internal functioning of
the PTP.

C. PTP'srelationship with the Ministry of Education

D. Relationshipswith funders, and funding issuesin relation to the PTP's
sustainability.

E. Future sustainability of the PTP.

F. Strengthsand weaknessesof the INSETmodel.

G. Future projections - hopes and fears for the project.
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APPENDIXC

Structured Interview Questions with PTP Project Coordinator who took over
Leadership in the PTPafter 1992.

1, What is the present status of the project?

2, What do you feel have been someof the reasons for the present state that
the project finds itself in?

3, What is your present relationship with the Ministry?

4, Are you aware of any policy guidelines by the Ministry for working
relationships with NGEO's?

5, Is there a forum where NGEO'snetwork and share resources?

6, Describethe way in which you do your INSETfieldwork?

7, What did you do about sustainability of the work you did in the field?

8, Did you have any criteria to evaluate if you had been successfulor not?

9, What do you remember as someof the strengths of the project in its first three
years?

10, What do you remember as someof the weaknessesof the project during this
time?

Il , What have you liked about your job in leading the PTP?

12, What have you disliked? Describesome of the challenges,

13, What do you feel my strengthsand weaknesseswere while leading the PTP?
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APPENDIXD

Structured Interview Questions used in an Interview with an NGEO Project Leader in
Namibia.

1. Is there a clear Ministerial policy in place (in terms of INSET)in schools,that is
both curriculum-based and focused on school development?

2. In 1990Nahas Angula recognised the role of NGEO'sin educational change.
What was done by the Ministry to assistNGEO's?

3. What factors within schoolsand within the Ministry made it difficult for NGEO's
to operate?

4. Is there policy in terms of NGEO,cooperation with the Ministry of Education
and in termsof NGEO'sworking in schools?

5. Describe your model of INSETprovision?

6. How do you sustain your work in distant and outlying areas?

7. How do you know if you are having an influence on educational change?

8. Is there an NGEOforum?DoNGEO'scollaborate to form partnerships and
share resources?

9. Have you experienced difficulties in terms of getting skilled people to work
on a project.?

1O. What are some of the organisational strengths you have in being able to
influence educational change in Namibia?
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APPENDIXE

Unstructured Interview Focus Areas with Members of the Management Board
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A. General perceptionsof the PTP'ssuccessesand failures in achieving its
educational aims.

B. Funding and relationshipswith donors.

C. ThePTP'srelationshipwith the Ministry of Education.

.D. Future sustainability of the PTP.

E. Perceptionsof internal strengthsand weaknessesin the functioning of the
PTP.

F. Leadershipwithin the PTP.

G. Therole of the Management Board.

H. Future perceptionsof the PTP.
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